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2. Summary and Conclusions 
 

Diagnosing IgE-mediated inhalant- and food allergy is challenging. Many physicians rely on a 

thorough interview on clinical symptoms, but allergy symptoms can arise from many different 

organ systems and vary in severity, and symptoms can be related to many other diseases (e.g. 

enlarged adenoids, common cold, chronic obstipation, diarrhea etc.). In the youngest children, the 

diagnosis is further complicated by the reliance on observation of symptoms by the parents. 

Therefore, objective measures of allergy including skin prick testing (SPT), measurement of serum 

specific IgE (sIgE) level, and the most recent component resolved diagnosis (CRD) are important 

parts of the allergy diagnosis, particularly in young children. Furthermore, asthma and eczema are 

linked to sensitization in childhood by referral to these diseases as “atopic diseases”. The atopic 

asthma and the atopic eczema are considered unique endotypes different from their non-atopic 

counterparts. The evidence in support of the atopic endotype is uncertain in particular since “atopic” 

is used irrespective of class of sensitization (food and/or inhalant); test-system (though SPT and 

sIgE have low agreement); specific or total IgE. 

The aims of this PhD thesis were to investigate the different ways to measure allergy in children, 

and to challenge the term “atopic” disease with suggestions of new ways to interpret sensitization. 

In study I we described the agreement between SPT and sIgE in children aged 0 to 6 years from the 

Copenhagen Prospective Studies on Asthma in Childhood (COPSAC2000) cohort. Furthermore, we 

examined how the test results predicted reported symptoms of allergic rhinitis and food allergy. We 

measured sensitization to 8 inhalant and 6 food allergens at ½, 1½, 4, and 6 years of age and found 

a poor to moderate agreement between SPT and sIgE, which was particularly poor for food 

sensitization and worsened with age mainly due to children with elevated sIgE levels and negative 

SPT results. Both tests had a low predictive value for clinical food allergy and symptoms of allergic 

rhinitis. These findings are important for both clinicians and researchers as choice of assessment 

method, age of the child, and type of investigated allergens all have an impact on test results. The 

lack of agreement between tests and a poor correlation to clinical disease underscore that allergy 

testing should only be done in children with meaningful symptoms and not as a screening tool, but 

it also stresses the need for new ways to analyze sensitization. 
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In study II we performed a longitudinal analysis of the possible associations between allergic 

sensitization, asthma, and eczema during childhood (0 to 13 years) in the COPSAC2000 cohort. We 

found that asthma and allergic sensitization were not associated traits in preschool children (0 to 6 

years), but found a clear and consistent relationship between eczema and sensitization. Contrary, at 

13 years of age we found a significant association between asthma and sensitization, but none 

between eczema and sensitization. This suggests a very limited role of allergy in the etiology of 

preschool asthma and questions the relevance of the term “atopic asthma” in this age group, since it 

is unlikely to represent a true endotype.  

In study III we wanted to explore latent patterns of sensitization during the first 6 years of life in 

the COPSAC2000 cohort using an unsupervised multidimensional clustering technique (PARAFAC). 

Subsequently, these patterns were investigated in relation to asthma, rhinitis, and eczema. We found 

7 latent age- and allergen-specific patterns of sensitization whereof only one was associated to 

asthma (pattern 1: dog/cat/horse). All seven patterns were replicated in the independent, unselected 

BAMSE (Children Allergy Milieu Stockholm Epidemiology [in Swedish]) birth cohort (R2>0.89). 

Our study suggests the presence of specific sensitization patterns in early childhood differentially 

associated to development of clinical outcomes supporting that they represent biological meaningful 

sensitization phenotypes. 

In study IV we studied allergic sensitization to different protein-groups diagnosed from component 

resolved diagnostics in high-risk children from the Mount Sinai Pediatric Allergy Clinic in New 

York, USA. We aimed to examine how sensitization to these protein-groups was associated with 

asthma and allergic rhinitis. Fifteen protein-groups were extracted from the results, and we found 

that sensitization to components in the lipocalin protein-group was the only group associated with 

asthma. Sensitization to the PR-10, pectate lyase or grass pollen protein-groups was associated to 

allergic rhinitis. This study suggests a novel way of analyzing and interpreting allergen sensitization 

based on protein-groups. 

In conclusion, we have found that diagnosing allergy and the so-called “atopic diseases” based on a 

single test such as SPT or sIgE at a single time-point gives very little meaning. Sensitization is 

something that develops during childhood and different sensitization phenotypes exist that are 

defined by type and number of involved allergens, age at debut, and temporal development. These 

phenotypes are differentially associated to clinical disease and can be explained by sensitization to 

common protein-groups that are present across different allergens.  
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3. Danish Summary 
 

Diagnosticering af IgE-medieret luftbåren- og fødevareallergi er udfordrende. De fleste læger er 

afhængige af en grundig anamnese med fokus på kliniske symptomer, men allergi symptomer kan 

opstå fra mange forskellige organsystemer og variere i sværhedsgrad, og symptomerne kan relateres 

til mange andre sygdomme (fx polypper, forkølelse, kronisk forstoppelse, diarré etc.) . I de yngste 

børn besværliggøres diagnosen af afhængigheden af forældrenes observation af symptomer. Derfor 

er objektive mål for allergi, herunder prik test, måling af serum specifik IgE niveau, og den seneste 

komponent diagnostik vigtige dele af allergi diagnosen, især hos små børn. Astma og eksem er 

desuden knyttet til allergisk sensibilisering i barndommen ved omtale af disse sygdomme som 

"atopiske sygdomme". Atopisk astma og atopisk eksem anses som unikke endotyper forskellige fra 

deres ikke-atopiske modstykker. Det videnskabelige belæg til støtte for en atopisk endotype er 

usikker, da begrebet "atopisk" anvendes uanset type af sensibilisering (fødevare og /eller luftbåren); 

testmetode (på trods af at SPT og sIgE stemmer dårligt overens); specifik eller total IgE. 

Formålet med denne PhD afhandling var at undersøge de forskellige måder at måle allergi hos børn, 

og at udfordre begrebet "atopisk" sygdom med forslag om nye måder at fortolke sensibilisering. 

I studie I beskrev vi overensstemmelsen mellem SPT og sIgE hos børn i alderen 0 til 6 år fra 

COPSAC2000 kohorten. Endvidere undersøgte vi, hvordan testresultaterne prædikterede angivne 

symptomer på allergisk rhinitis og fødevareallergi. Vi målte sensibilisering til 8 luftbårne og 6 

fødevareallergener ved ½, 1½, 4 og 6 år og fandt en dårlig til moderat overensstemmelse mellem 

SPT og sIgE, som især var lav for fødevare-sensibilisering og blev værre med alderen - 

hovedsageligt på grund af børn med forhøjede sIgE niveauer og negative SPT resultater. Begge 

tests havde en lav prædiktiv værdi for klinisk fødevareallergi og allergisk rhinitis. Disse resultater er 

vigtige for både klinikere og forskere, idet valg af testmetode, barnets alder og typen af undersøgte 

allergener alle har en indvirkning på testresultatet. Den manglende overensstemmelse mellem de 

forskellige tests og den dårlige korrelation til klinisk sygdom understreger, at man kun bør teste 

børn med kliniske symptomer for allergi, og at man ikke skal bruge testen som et 

screeningsværktøj. Studiet understreger også behovet for nye måder at analysere sensibilisering. 

I studie II udførte vi en fortløbende analyse af sammenhængen mellem allergisk sensibilisering, 

astma og eksem i barndommen (0 til 13 år) i COPSAC2000 kohorten. Vi fandt, at astma og allergisk 
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sensibilisering ikke var associerede i førskolealderen (0 til 6 år), men fandt en klar og konsekvent 

sammenhæng mellem eksem og sensibilisering i denne periode. Derimod fandt vi ved 13 år en 

signifikant sammenhæng mellem astma og sensibilisering, men ingen sammenhæng mellem eksem 

og sensibilisering. Dette tyder på, at allergi har en begrænset rolle i ætiologien af astma i 

forskolealderen og sætter spørgsmålstegn ved relevansen af begrebet "atopisk astma" i denne 

aldersgruppe, da det sandsynligvis ikke repræsenterer en sand endotype. 

I studie III ønskede vi at udforske latente mønstre af sensibilisering i de første 6 leveår i 

COPSAC2000 kohorten ved hjælp en usuperviseret, multivariat statistisk model (PARAFAC). 

Efterfølgende blev disse mønstre undersøgt i forhold til astma, rhinitis og eksem. Vi fandt 7 latente 

alders- og allergen-specifikke mønstre af sensibilisering hvoraf kun ét var associeret til astma 

(mønster 1: hund/kat/hest). Alle syv mønstre blev replicerede i den uafhængige, uselekterede 

BAMSE (Børn Allergi Milieu Stockholm Epidemiologi) fødselskohorte (R2> 0,89). Vores 

undersøgelse tyder på, at specifikke sensibiliseringsmønstre er til stede i den tidlige barndom, som 

er associeret forskelligt til udviklingen af kliniske sygdomme, hvilket understøtter, at de 

repræsenterer biologiske meningsfulde sensibiliseringsfænotyper. 

I studie IV studerede vi allergisk sensibilisering over for forskellige protein-grupper diagnosticeret 

ud fra komponent diagnostik i højrisikobørn fra Mount Sinai Pediatric Allergy Clinic i New York, 

USA. Formålet var at undersøge, hvordan sensibilisering over for disse protein-grupper var 

associeret til astma og allergisk rhinitis. Femten protein-grupper blev udvundet fra resultaterne, og 

vi fandt, at sensibilisering over for komponenter i lipocalin protein-gruppen var den eneste gruppe 

med association til astma. Sensibilisering over for PR-10, pectat lyase og græspollen protein-

grupperne var associeret til allergisk rhinitis. Dette studie foreslår en ny måde at analysere og 

fortolke allergen sensibilisering, der er baseret på protein-grupper. 

Sammenfattende har vi fundet, at diagnosticering af allergi og de såkaldte "atopiske sygdomme" 

baseret på en enkelt test, såsom SPT eller sIgE, på et enkelt tidspunkt giver meget lidt mening. 

Sensibilisering er noget, der udvikler sig i barndommen, og der findes forskellige sensibiliserings 

fænotyper, der er defineret ud fra type og antal involverede allergener, debutalder og udvikling over 

tid. Disse fænotyper er forskelligt associerede til klinisk sygdom og kan forklares ved 

sensibilisering over for fælles protein-grupper, der er til stede på tværs af forskellige allergener.	   	  
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4. Abbreviations 
 

BAMSE = Children Allergy Milieu Stockholm Epidemiology [in Swedish] 

COPSAC = COpenhagen Prospective Studies on Asthma in Childhood 

CRD = Component Resolved Diagnostics 

GEE = General Estimating Equation 

HR = Hazard Ratio  

ISAC = Immuno Solid-phase Allergen Chip 

ISU = ISAC Standard Units 

κ = kappa coefficient 

NA = Not Applicable 

NPC2 = Niemann-Pick type C2 

nsLTP = non-specific Lipid Transfer Proteins 

OR = Odds Ratio 

PARAFAC = PARAllel FACtor analysis 

Phad = Phadiatop 

Phinf = Phadiatop Infant 

PPV = Positive Predictive Value 

PR-10 = Pathogenesis-Related proteins of class-10 

RAST = RadioAllergoSorbent Test  

ROC = Receiver Operating Characteristic 

sIgE = specific Immunoglobulin E 

SPT = Skin Prick Test 

TROLS = TROublesome Lung Symptoms 
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5. Introduction 

 
The foundations of allergy evolved very slowly after the first description of allergic rhinitis by Dr. 

John Bostock who described his own ‘periodical affection of the eyes and chest’, which he called 

‘summer catarrh’ in 18191. Since he thought the symptoms were produced by the effluvium of new 

hay, this condition was referred to as hay fever. Many years later, in 1873, Blackley established that 

pollen grains were an important causative agent of hay fever. It took another 50 years before the 

connection to a serum factor was made when Ramirez reported a case of asthma caused by allergy 

passively transferred by blood transfusion in 19192, and Prausnitz and Küstner performed the first 

positive skin test with a passive transfer of a tissue-sensitizing factor in 19213. Finally, in 1967, this 

factor was identified as an immunoglobulin subclass (immunoglobulin E) by Johansson in Sweden 

and the Ishizakas in the United States4,5. The first commercial in vitro test to measure total IgE was 

introduced in 19724, but it was well recognized that allergen specific antibodies were responsible 

for the clinical symptoms. The first test enabling the measurement of specific IgE antibodies (sIgE) 

was the RadioAllergoSorbent Test (RAST)6  made generally available in 1974. Since then, there has 

been a great increase in our knowledge of the molecular mechanisms of allergic disease (Figure 1) 

parallel with an increase in the health impacts of these diseases worldwide7. Today, close to half of 

the total population in the Western world is sensitized to one or more allergens, and over the past 50 

years we have witnessed a marked increase in the incidence of sensitization and allergic diseases8,9.  

Allergy-associated Diseases 

Asthma 

Asthma is often classified as “allergic” or “non-allergic”, where most cases of the allergic asthma 

are IgE mediated10(Figure 2). In the Western world approximately 30% of preschool children have 

asthma-like symptoms and 8-10% of schoolchildren have asthma9,11. Some have reported that over 

80% of childhood asthma is allergic12, and others have reported increased risk of having or 

developing asthma if sensitized (ORs between 3 and 18)13,14. 
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Figure 1: Molecular mechanisms of allergy. A: the allergen enters the body, B: an antigen-presenting cell 
takes up the allergen molecule, C: the antigen presenting cell then migrates to the nearest lymph node where 
it activates T cells that recognize the allergen, and the T cell differentiates to Th2 cell, D: at the same time, B 
cells recognize the allergen and through the activated Th2 cell E: the B cell is activated and F: differentiate 
into plasma cells that actively synthesize antibodies of the IgE isotype. G: the IgE antibody, that now 
recognizes epitopes of the allergen molecule, circulates around the body through the lymphatic and 
cardiovascular systems and finally binds to mast- and basophil cells. H: when the allergen re-enters the body 
at a later time it binds to the IgE, which is on the cell surface causing the cells to release pre-formed 
mediators such as histamine which causes the 5 symptoms of allergic inflammation: heat, pain, swelling, 
redness and itchiness. Another mediator is IL-4, which affects more B cells to differentiate into plasma cells 
and produce more IgE and thus the cycle continues15. 

 

 
  

Asthma 

Allergic 
asthma 

IgE mediated 
asthma 

Non-IgE 
mediated 

allergic asthma Nonallergic 
asthma 

Figure 2 
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Rhnitis 

Like asthma, rhinitis is also classified as allergic or non-allergic rhinitis, where most cases of the 

allergic rhinitis also are IgE mediated10. Allergic rhinitis can be seasonal (often pollen-induced) or 

perennial, and is very dependent on the geographical region. In Denmark, the term non-allergic 

rhinitis is often confirmed only when allergic rhinitis and infection have been ruled out. Examples 

of common triggers of non-allergic rhinitis are car-exhaust, cigarette smoke, chlorine etc.16. About 

15-20% of school children suffer from rhinitis9,17. 

Food Hypersensitivity 

The term “food allergy” is appropriate when an immunological mechanism behind the reaction has 

been demonstrated, and if this mechanism is IgE the correct term is “IgE-mediated food allergy”10. 

All other reactions should be referred to as “non-allergic food hypersensitivity”. Symptoms typical 

of food allergy arise from the skin (pruritus, rash, urticaria or angioedema), gastrointestinal system 

(oral itching, lip swelling, vomiting, diarrhea or colic), respiratory system (pharyngeal 

itching/discomfort, nasal congestion/rhinorrhea, sneezing, coughing, choking sensation, husky 

voice, wheezing or dyspnea) and cardiovascular system (severe hypotension/fainting or shock) 

within minutes to 2 hours in relation to ingestion of the food18. The prevalence of food allergy in 

Denmark is about 7% in 1½-year-old children markedly decreasing with age during childhood19. 

Atopic Dermatitis/Eczema 

The first diagnostic criteria of atopic dermatitis were defined in 1980 by Hanifin and Rajka20 and 

since then many others have proposed different ways of defining atopic dermatitis21. The Hanifin & 

Rajka criteria uses 4 major and 23 minor criteria based on predefined localization, morphology and 

severity of symptoms22. IgE elevation and positive skin prick test is only two of their 23 minor 

criteria, and hence not a requirement to diagnose “atopic dermatitis”, and in COPSAC2000 these 

minor criteria are not a part of the diagnosis. Atopic dermatitis/eczema belongs under the term 

“dermatitis” (local inflammation in the skin)10(Figure 3). It should be emphasized, that the 

underlying inflammation in atopic dermatitis is dominated by an IgE-antibody associated reaction, 

and the diagnosis therefore relies on an IgE antibody determination or a skin prick test. As long as 

the immunological mechanism of eczema is unclear, the disease should be referred to as “eczema” 

according to the revised nomenclature10. In the studies included in this thesis, the term “eczema” 

has been used to describe what the Hanifin & Rajka criteria define as “atopic dermatitis”.  The 

reason for this decision, is that the diagnosis is based on the Hanifin and Rajka criteria, except from 
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the two minor criteria that describe sensitization and also excluding keratoconus and anterior 

subcapsular cataracts (because they required identification by an ophthalmologist), delayed blanch 

(because it required an injection of methacholine), and impaired cell-mediated immunity. The 

prevalence of eczema in Denmark is about 13% in 1½-year-old children slightly decreasing with 

age to about 6% in young adults (26 years old)19. 

 

 
 

The Challenges of Diagnosing Allergic Sensitization 

Diagnosing inhalant and food allergy can be challenging as symptoms can arise from many 

different organ systems and vary in severity. Furthermore, the same child can express symptoms 

with different degree of severity when exposed to the same allergen at different time-points and the 

threshold of reaction seems to be affected by underlying disease and state of health23. The mild 

cases of both inhalant and food allergy are often misinterpreted and sometimes overlooked, because 

symptoms can be diffuse or non-specific and related to other diseases24,25. In young children, the 

diagnosis is further complicated by reliance on observation of symptoms by the parents. As the vast 

majority of allergic patients are handled in primary care, a need exists for simple tools that can help 

the primary care physician diagnose allergy. Therefore, objective assessment of allergy, including 

skin prick testing (SPT) and measurement of serum specific IgE (sIgE) level, is an important part of 

the allergy diagnosis, particularly in young children. Advantages of SPT include instant results, 

easy test to perform, (almost) no discomfort and low costs26. Disadvantages include having rash-

free skin available for testing and the need to withhold topical steroid creams and medicine with 

antihistamine properties26. sIgE levels can be used regardless of medicine intake prior to testing and 
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Contact 
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contact 
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does not require rash-free skin26. However, the test results are delayed, costs are higher and there is 

noteworthy discomfort for the child when obtaining the blood sample26.  

SPT results and serum levels of sIgE are often used interchangeably for diagnosing allergic 

sensitization in clinical practice and in allergy research27,28,29. However, many studies have shown, 

that there is a general poor correlation between the tests, and the correlation seems to rely on the 

age of the child and allergen in question30–32.  

Disagreement Between Skin Prick Test and Specific IgE in Young Children 

In study I we described the agreement between SPT and sIgE in children aged 0 to 6 years from the 

Copenhagen Prospective Studies on Asthma in Childhood (COPSAC2000) cohort. We measured 

sensitization to the same 8 inhalant and 6 food allergens at ½, 1½, 4, and 6 years of age using both 

SPT and sIgE. Furthermore, we examined how the test results predicted reported symptoms of 

allergic rhinitis and food allergy. 

Associations Between Allergic Sensitization, Asthma, and Eczema  

The presence of specific immunoglobulin E (sIgE) against common environmental antigens is 

referred to as allergic sensitization10. It usually develops during childhood as a result of interplay 

between genetics and environmental factors18,33, with about 5% of the population being sensitized at 

1 year of age increasing to about 35% at 18 years of age19. In early childhood, sensitization to food 

allergens usually dominates and later inhalant allergens seem to be the main cause of 

sensitization34,35. Allergic sensitization has been linked to development of asthma and eczema10,36,37 

by referral to these diseases as “atopic diseases”. However, the relationship between sensitization 

and disease is not simple. First of all, sensitization can be present without symptoms38 and 

furthermore, the atopic diseases also occur without sensitization. Sensitization has been shown to be 

present in approximately 50% of children with asthma (less in preschool- and more in school-

children)39, and 35% of children with eczema40. Finally, even in patients with sensitization and 

atopic disease, symptoms are often driven by non-specific factors rather than allergy. For example, 

the most common trigger of asthma symptoms is viral infection - also in sensitized children41,42.  

The term ‘atopic march’43,44 has been used to suggest a causal relation in children with a debut of 

eczema, later developing asthma and finally allergic rhinitis symptoms. However, the fraction of 

children actually following this “march” was recently demonstrated to be quite small45. Indeed the 

evidence in support of such causal relation and even of the atopic endotype is mainly based on 
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cross-sectional observations. Such studies are often biased from a circular logic since sensitization 

is part of the classical Hanifin and Rajka definition of “atopic dermatitis”20. Likewise, a child with 

known sensitization is often more likely to be diagnosed with asthma than a child without, and 

although this may be a less formal link it remains a strong tradition. This circular logic has 

perpetuated the atopic concept. 

The atopic asthma and the atopic eczema are considered unique endotypes different from their non-

atopic counterparts. The evidence in support of the atopic endotype is uncertain in particular since 

“atopic” is used irrespective of class of sensitization (food and/or inhalant); test-system (though 

SPT and sIgE have low agreement); specific or total IgE. 

“Atopic Disease” in Children: A Misnomer 

In study II we performed a longitudinal analysis of the possible associations between allergic 

sensitization, asthma, and eczema during childhood (0 to 13 years) in the COPSAC2000 cohort. We 

measured sensitization against 28 common inhalant and food allergens using both SPT and sIgE 

measured longitudinally at ages ½, 1½, 4, 6, and 13 years and compared the results with prospective 

clinical diagnoses of asthma and eczema. 

Sensitization Patterns 

Since our findings from study II revealed poor associations between allergic sensitizations to both 

inhalant and food allergens and clinical manifestations of asthma and eczema, we speculated that 

age at debut, temporal development, and type and number of allergen sensitizations involved may 

reflect underlying patterns of allergic sensitization closer associated to clinical disease.  

Sensitization to a specific allergen during childhood rarely appears alone, and although it might 

give the clinician an idea of the child’s reactivity to the allergen in question, it gives limited 

information about development of allergic diseases such as asthma, rhinitis, and atopic dermatitis.  

Analyzing longitudinal measurements of sensitization using a statistical model, that includes age at 

onset, development over time and the number of allergens involved, may reveal patterns of 

sensitization that are closer associated to the clinical outcomes than any allergen alone46,47.  
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Sensitization Patterns in Childhood: an Unsupervised Sparse Non-negative PARAFAC 

Multidimensional Co-clustering Analysis 

In study III we explored latent patterns of sensitization during the first 6 years of life in the 

COPSAC2000 cohort using an unsupervised multidimensional clustering technique (PARAllel 

FACtor analysis - PARAFAC). Subsequently, these patterns were investigated in relation to asthma, 

rhinitis, and eczema. To verify the sensitization patterns, we sought to replicate them in the 

independent, unselected BAMSE (Children Allergy Milieu Stockholm Epidemiology [in Swedish]) 

birth cohort. 

The Future of Diagnostics of Allergic Sensitization 

In the past decade, interesting data have shown that what was previously regarded as one specific 

allergen actually consists of many allergenic components that do not cross-react within the same 

allergen48. Because some of these allergens can cross-react with other, rather innocent, allergens 

such as pollens, and some seem to carry the major allergenic property of the allergen source in 

question, knowledge about the IgE sensitization to the allergen component profile is of clinical 

importance49. 

The component resolved diagnosis (CRD) of sensitization marks a new era in the field of allergy 

and immunology, which is in need of new biomarkers in clinical practice48. This novel way of 

characterizing sensitization can help identify sensitization to specific proteins and molecular 

components of the allergens, which in addition to identifying cross-reactivity50–53 can help indicate 

who can undergo an oral food-challenge and who will benefit from immunotherapy54–57.  

The most recent protein microarray ImmunoCAP (ISAC) Immuno Solid-phase Allergen Chip® 

offers the possibility of analyzing specific IgE (sIgE) against 112 components of purified natural 

and recombinant proteins from 51 different allergenic sources using just 50 µL of serum.  

In study III we revealed 7 latent patterns of sensitization based on an unsupervised data driven 

statistical model. In these patterns we saw a striking biological resemblance between the allergens 

of each pattern; they all had components that came from the same protein-group (e.g. lipocalins, 

PR-10 etc.). 

The CRD gives an opportunity to identify different phenotypes of sensitization, based on 

biologically meaningful categorizations according to protein-groups, without the need of complex 

statistical models. 
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Sensitization Phenotypes Based on Protein-groups and Associations to Allergic Diseases in 

Children 

In study IV we studied allergic sensitization to 15 different protein-groups diagnosed from CRD in 

high-risk children from the Mount Sinai Pediatric Allergy Clinic in New York, USA. We aimed to 

examine how sensitization to these protein-groups was associated with asthma and allergic rhinitis.  
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6. Aims and Objectives 
 

The aims of this PhD thesis were to investigate the different ways to measure allergy in children, 

and to challenge the term “atopic” disease with suggestions of new ways to interpret sensitization. 

With this we hope to inspire researchers and clinicians to re-evaluate their interpretation of 

sensitization and the term “atopic” and question the relevance of sensitization to a single allergen at 

a single time-point. 

The specific objectives were: 

I. To evaluate the agreement between SPT results and sIgE levels when diagnosing allergic 

sensitization from birth to 6 years of age. 

II. To investigate the associations between allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema from 

birth to 13 years of age. 

III. To explore latent patterns of sensitization during the first 6 years of life and investigate 

whether such patterns predict development of asthma, rhinitis, and eczema. 

IV. To explore how sensitization to allergenic protein-groups is associated with asthma and 

allergic rhinitis in childhood. 
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7. Methodology 

 

Design, Setting, and Participants 

The studies in this thesis are based on data from 3 different cohorts: 

COPSAC2000 
The COPSAC2000 (COpenhagen Prospective Studies on Asthma in Childhood) birth cohort is an 

ongoing Danish single-center, prospective clinical birth cohort study of 411 children born to 

mothers with a history of asthma58–60. The children were recruited in the region of greater 

Copenhagen from 1998 to 2001 when they were 4 weeks old. They attended the COPSAC research 

unit at 6-monthly scheduled visits during the first seven years of life and have just recently been to 

their 13-year visit. In the assessments of the children, there is an intense focus on deep phenotyping 

by thorough investigation focusing on asthma, allergy, and eczema. The environment is evaluated 

from diet, microbiome, air pollutants, allergen exposures, nicotine exposure etc., and the genetic 

contribution through genome-wide genotyping with the aim of providing new insights into the 

interplay between environment, genes and clinical symptoms. 

Data validation and quality control followed the guidelines for Good Clinical Practice. Data was 

collected during visits to the clinical research unit and stored into a dedicated online database. This 

database was double-checked against source data and subsequently locked. An audit trail was run 

routinely. 

Ethics 

The Copenhagen Ethics Committee (KF 01-289/96) and The Danish Data Protection Agency (2008-

41-2434) approved the study. Written informed consent was obtained from both parents at 

enrolment.  

BAMSE  

The BAMSE (Barn/Children, Allergy/Asthma, Milieu, Stockholm, Epidemiology) birth cohort is a 

longitudinal population-based birth cohort including 4089 children born between 1994 and 1996 in 

different areas of Stockholm as previously described in detail61,62. In brief, baseline data such as 

background exposures and parental allergy were obtained shortly after birth. The children were 
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followed up at 1, 2, 4, and 8 years of age using questionnaires asking about symptoms of allergy-

related disorders. Families that completed the questionnaire were invited for the clinical follow-up 

including blood sampling at 4, 8, and 16 years of age. 

Ethics 

Permission for the study was obtained from the Ethics Committee of Karolinska Institutet, 

Stockholm, Sweden. The parents of all participating children gave informed consent. 

The Mount Sinai Cohort 

The Mount Sinai cohort is a cross-sectional high-risk cohort including 269 children from the Jaffe 

Food Allergy Institute from November 2011 to April 2013. It is a Pediatric, university-based, 

outpatient practice that draws referrals from the New York City area. All children seen at the clinic 

between the ages of 1 and 18 years were eligible for enrollment in the study.  

Ethics 

The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Icahn School of 

Medicine at Mount Sinai.  

Sensitization Measurements 

The following descriptions apply for all three cohorts where relevant. 

Skin Prick Test 

SPT was performed using standard allergen extracts (ALK, Soluprick® SQ) of 20 common 

allergens and also using fresh cow’s milk and pasteurized hen’s egg. If the test was positive using 

either the fresh product or the extract, the test was regarded positive and only included in our 

analyses as one test result. Histamine dihydrochloride (10mg/mL) and physiological sodium 

chloride (9mg/mL) were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. Droplets of allergen 

extracts, fresh foods and controls were applied to the child’s volar forearm and a sterile lancet was 

used to prick through the droplets approximately 1mm through the skin barrier. The reaction to the 

positive control was read after 10min while the reactions to the allergens and negative control were 

read after 15min. The wheal diameters were measured as the average of the largest wheal diameter 

and its perpendicular. A positive reaction was defined as a wheal diameter ≥2mm larger than the 

negative control at age ½ and 1½ years and ≥3mm at age 4, 6 and 13 years.  
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Children did not use antihistamines within 72h of testing (positive control was used as screening for 

use of antihistamines with longer half-life) and mild steroid creams (group 1-2) on the arms 24h 

before testing or stronger steroid creams (group 3-4) 14 days before testing.  

sIgE 

Serum sIgE levels were determined by a screening method (ImmunoCAP, Phadiatop Infant™, 

Pharmacia Diagnostics AB, Uppsala, Sweden) based on two initial screening tests: (1) ImmunoCAP 

Phadiatop (Phad) measuring total sIgE level against cat, horse, dog, timothy grass, birch, D. 

pteronyssinus, D. farinae, olive, and wall pellitory (parietaria officinalis), and (2) ImmunoCAP 

Phadiatop Infant (Phinf) measuring total sIgE levels against cat, dog, D. pteronyssinus, birch, 

timothy grass, egg, milk, peanut, soybean, shrimp, ragweed, and wall pellitory. If Phad or Phinf 

were ≥ 0.15 kUA/L in samples collected at ages ½ and 1½ years or ≥ 0.10 kUA/L in samples 

collected at ages 4, 6, 8 and 13 years, sIgE levels were analyzed for individual allergens by 

ImmunoCAP. If Phinf was below the cut-off, another screening test (fx5) was done measuring total 

sIgE against egg, milk, cod, wheat flour, peanut, and soybean. Serum with fx5 ≥ 0.35 kUA/L at ages 

½ and 1½ years or ≥ 0.10 kUA/L at ages 4, 6, 8, and 13 years was subsequently analyzed for sIgE 

antibodies against the single allergens included in the fx5 screening panel. 

A sIgE level ≥0.35kUA/L for a specific allergen was considered indicative of allergic 

sensitization58,63. 

Component Resolved Diagnostics 

IgE antibodies to 112 components were evaluated in the laboratory at the Jaffe Food Allergy 

Institute with the ImmunoCAP ISAC. A child was considered sensitized to the component if there 

was a detectable level of antibody to the component in question (≥ 0.1 ISAC standard units (ISU)). 

Clinical Outcomes 

Asthma 

At COPSAC, we diagnosed asthma based on a very strict predefined algorithm including 4 

mandatory criteria typical of childhood asthma: 1) Recurrent troublesome lung symptoms (TROLS) 

explained to the parents as wheezing or whistling sounds, breathlessness or recurrent troublesome 

cough severely affecting the well-being of the child recorded as a dichotomized score (yes/no) in a 

daily diary chart. Recurrence of TROLS was defined as 5 episodes of minimum 3 consecutive days 

within 6 months or 4 consecutive weeks with TROLS, 2) Symptoms judged by the COPSAC 
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pediatricians to be typical of asthma (e.g. exercise induced symptoms, prolonged nocturnal cough, 

recurrent cough outside common cold, symptoms causing wakening at night), 3) Need of 

intermittent rescue use of inhaled β2-agonist, and 4) Response to a 3-month trial of inhaled 

corticosteroids initiated when the criteria for recurrent TROLS were met and relapse after stopping 

treatment60. 

At BAMSE, they diagnosed asthma by questionnaire as more than 3 episodes of wheeze in the last 

12 months and/or; at least 1 episode of wheeze in the last 12 months, combined with prescription of 

inhaled steroids for symptoms of asthma for the 4yrs data, and at least 1 episode of wheeze in the 

last 12 months, in combination with inhaled steroids occasionally or regularly for the 8yrs data. 

At Mount Sinai, we diagnosed asthma based on questionnaires filled out by the parents. The 

children were all seen by a doctor just prior to the parents filling out the questionnaire, and their 

symptoms and diagnosis of asthma were reviewed. History of or current asthma was thereafter 

noted by the parents in the questionnaire. 

Eczema 

At COPSAC, we diagnosed eczema according to the Hanifin and Rajka criteria20. This is based on 3 

of 4 major criteria and at least 3 of 23 minor signs. Major criteria: 1. Pruritus. 2. Typical 

morphologic features and distribution. 3. Chronic dermatitis and 4. Atopic history in near family. 

The two minor criteria including allergic sensitization (positive SPT or sIgE) were not included in 

the study, making no difference in the number of eczema cases at any time-point. Furthermore, we 

did not include keratoconus and anterior subcapsular cataracts (because they required identification 

by an ophthalmologist), delayed blanch (because it required an injection of methacholine), and 

impaired cell-mediated immunity as minor criteria. The diagnosis was made by the doctors at the 

clinical research unit. Eczema was assessed longitudinally from birth and until the age of 13; 

defining both age of debut and end22.  

At BAMSE, they diagnosed eczema based on questionnaires as dry skin in combination with itchy 

rash for 2 weeks or more at typical localization (face or arms/legs extension surfaces or arms/legs 

flexures or wrists/ankles flexures) in the last 12 months and/or doctor’s diagnosis of eczema after 

age 2 up to age 4 for diagnosis at 4yrs or after age 4 up to age 8 for diagnosis at 8yrs. 

Rhinitis 

At COPSAC, we diagnosed rhinitis at 7 years of age based on parental interviews on history of 
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symptoms. Symptoms were defined as significant and prolonged problems with sneezing, blocked, 

or runny nose in the past 12 months in periods without accompanying common cold or flu. If 

sensitization was associated with relevant symptoms upon exposure we defined the symptoms as 

allergic rhinitis64. 

At BAMSE, they diagnosed rhinitis based on questionnaires as symptoms from eyes/nose 

(suspected or evident) after exposure to furred pets or pollen (after age 2yrs) and/or doctor’s 

diagnosis of allergic rhinitis after 2 years and up to age 4 years for 4yrs data, and symptoms of 

sneezing, a runny or blocked nose, or itchy, red and watery eyes after exposure to furred pets or 

pollen (from age 4 years) and/or doctor’s diagnosis of allergic rhinitis from 4 years and up to age 8 

years for 8yrs data. 

At Mount Sinai, we diagnosed allergic rhinitis based on questionnaires filled out by the parents as 

symptoms of sneezing, blocked, or runny nose, or itchy, red and watery eyes after exposure to 

furred pets or pollen. The children were all seen by a doctor just prior to the parents filling out the 

questionnaire, and their symptoms and diagnosis of allergic rhinitis were reviewed. History of 

allergic rhinitis was thereafter noted by the parents in the questionnaire. Knowledge about 

sensitization was not a criterion for diagnosing allergic rhinitis. 

Clinical History of Food Allergy 

At COPSAC, we diagnosed food allergy at 7 years of age based on parental interviews on history of 

symptoms. The child was considered having clinical food allergy if any typical symptoms from the 

skin, gastrointestinal, respiratory, or cardiovascular system occurred within minutes to 2 hours in 

relation to ingestion of the food allergen65.  

Specific Methodologies of the Papers 

The specific methodologies used in this thesis are described in detail together with the respective 

studies. 
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8. Disagreement Between Skin Prick Test and Specific IgE in Young Children 

 

Introduction 

In this study we described the agreement between SPT and sIgE in children aged 0 to 6 years from 

the Copenhagen Prospective Studies on Asthma in Childhood (COPSAC2000) cohort. This was done 

by using simultaneous results of SPT and sIgE against 16 common inhalant and food allergens 

measured longitudinally at age ½, 1½, 4, and 6 years. 

Furthermore, we wanted to examine how the test results predicted reported symptoms of allergic 

rhinitis and food allergy. Better knowledge on interpretation of test results in children are important 

for both clinicians and researchers as choice of assessment method, age of the child, and type of 

investigated allergens all have an impact on test results.  

Methods 

Sensitization Measurements 

The assessments of sensitization by SPT and sIgE are described in chapter 3.2. We measured 

sensitization using both methods at all 4 time-points to the following 6 food allergens: egg, milk, 

wheat flour, soybean, cod, and peanut and the following 8 inhalant allergens: dog, cat, horse, birch, 

timothy grass, mugwort, D. pteronyssinus, and molds. Furthermore we performed SPT with fresh 

cow’s milk and pasteurized hen’s egg. When analyzing the agreement between the two methods we 

looked at sensitization to inhalant and food allergens as two groups and also at all the individual 

allergens separately. On the individual level, cod was excluded due to very few positive 

registrations. 

Clinical Outcomes 

Definitions of clinical history of food and allergic rhinitis have been described in detail in chapter 

3.3.  

Statistical Analysis 

Chi-square test or Fischer’s exact test was used for simple associations in the baseline 

characteristics describing the cohort. 
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Prevalence curves of inhalant and food allergen sensitization diagnosed from sIgE and SPT were 

plotted for the 4 age-points (½, 1½, 4, and 6 years) to explore the development of allergic 

sensitization during preschool age assessed by both methods. We tested for an age-dependent 

development of sensitization using age as a continuous variable in a logistic regression general 

estimating equation (GEE) model. 

Agreement between sIgE and SPT results was analyzed calculating the observed and expected 

proportion of positive and negative agreement and kappa coefficients (κ). κ<0.00 was considered a 

poor strength of agreement, κ: 0.00-0.20 a slight strength, κ: 0.21-0.40 a fair strength, κ: 0.41-0.60 a 

moderate strength, κ: 0.61-0.80 a substantial strength and κ: 0.81-1.00 an almost perfect 

agreement66. In addition, Venn diagrams were made in R2.15.2 for Windows to illustrate the 

overlap between sIgE and SPT results.  

We further performed a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis choosing the food 

and inhalant allergen with the highest prevalence of sensitization in the cohort to determine the 

optimal sIgE cut-off in relation to predicting a positive SPT. We thereafter performed additional 

analyses of agreement between the test results utilizing those values.  

All analyses were performed in SAS version 9.2 for Windows (SAS institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA). 

P-values≤0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Main Results 

Inhalant Allergen Sensitization 

Number of children completing both SPT and sIgE for inhalant sensitization was 327 (80%) at ½yr, 

313 (76%) at 1½yrs, 287 (70%) at 4yrs, and 266 (65%) at 6yrs. 

The point-prevalence of inhalant allergen sensitization increased significantly during childhood 

when diagnosed from both sIgE (½yr: 0.6%; 1½yrs: 4.2%; 4yrs: 18.1%; 6yrs: 24.8%; p<0.0001) 

and SPT (½yr: 1.5%; 1½yrs: 3.8%; 4yrs: 8.4%; 6yrs: 15.4%; p<0.0001). The point-prevalence of a 

positive SPT and elevated sIgE levels for all the individual inhalant allergens showed the same 

trend of increasing prevalence with age (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Inhalant allergens: Changes in prevalence over time	  

 
We found a moderate agreement between SPT and sIgE results at ages 1½yrs (κ=0.48), 4yrs 

(κ=0.45) and 6yrs (κ =0.55) (at ½yr the agreement was poor (κ= -0.0011), but only 7 children had a 

positive test) (Table 1). The lack of agreement was mainly caused by individuals with elevated sIgE 

level without a corresponding positive SPT (Figure 2).  

 
  

Figure 2: Inhalant 
allergens, agreement 
between SPT and sIgE 
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Table 1: Agreement of SPT and sIgE 

Age Allergen 
group Kappa 95% CI Strength of 

agreement 

½ year Inhalant -0.001 -0.002 – 0.00 Poor 

 Food 0.46 0.29 – 0.63 Moderate 

1½ years Inhalant 0.48 0.24 – 0.72 Moderate 

 Food 0.31 0.17 – 0.44 Fair 

4 years Inhalant 0.45 0.34 – 0.55 Moderate 

 Food 0.16 0.05 – 0.27 Slight 

6 years Inhalant 0.55 0.47 – 0.63 Moderate 

 Food 0.14 0.04 – 0.24 Slight 

 

Food Sensitization 

Number of children completing both SPT and sIgE for food sensitization was 322 (78%) at ½yr, 

314 (76%) at 1½yrs, 273 (66%) at 4yrs, and 264 (64%) at 6yrs.  

The point-prevalence of food sensitization deviated over time with a significant increase during 

childhood diagnosed from sIgE (½yr: 7.8%; 1½yrs: 12.1%; 4yrs: 15.0%; 6yrs: 18.9%; p<0.0001), 

but a decreasing prevalence diagnosed from SPT (½yr: 5.3%; 1½yrs: 5.1%; 4yrs: 3.7%; 6yrs: 3.0%; 

p=0.05) (Figure 3). This temporal deviation was particularly striking for sensitization against egg, 

milk, and wheat flour whereas peanut was the only food allergen where the prevalence of both a 

positive sIgE and SPT increased with time (Figure 3). 

In contrast to inhalant allergen sensitization, the agreement between the tests for food sensitization 

was best when the children were young (½yr: κ= 0.46), and thereafter decreased during preschool 

age (1½yrs: κ=0.31, 4yrs: κ =0.16, 6yrs: κ=0.14) (Table 2). The lack of agreement at older ages 

reflects a high number of children with elevated sIgE but a negative SPT (Figure 4).   

The agreement between sIgE and SPT results for sensitization against the two major food allergens, 

egg and milk, was moderate at ½yr (κ=0.60 and 0.43, respectively), but decreased to slight 

agreement at age 6yrs (κ=0.09 and 0.00, respectively) (Table E1, see Appendix). 
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Figure 3: Food allergens: Changes in prevalence over time * 

 

*Cod is not included in this figure since there were so few positive results 

 

 

Figure 4: Food 
allergens, agreement 
between SPT and sIgE 
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Clinical History of Allergic Rhinitis and Food Allergy 
At age 7yrs, 64 children (24.1%) had a history of rhinitis (Table 2). Inhalant allergen sensitization 

diagnosed from SPT compared to sIgE levels was better related to rhinitis symptoms: positive 

predictive value (PPV) 42.3% vs. 26.7%, but almost half of the rhinitis cases were not related to a 

positive test. 

 
Table 2: Clinical symptoms of inhalant allergy at 6 years of age and relation to sensitization. This table 
includes only children that had both SPT and sIgE performed at the 6-year visit (N=266). 

Allergen 
Total 
SPT+ 

Total 
sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT+/sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT+/sIgE- 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT-/sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT-/sIgE- 

Birch 8 24 26 1 2 5 18 
Grass 16 37 33 11 2 5 15 
Mugwort 3 7 4 0 0 1 3 
Horse 8 10 7 2 2 0 3 
Dog 8 18 7 2 1 2 2 
Cat 16 14 8 5 0 0 3 
HDM 10 31 8 5 0 1 2 
Molds 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 78 150 93 26 7 14 46 
	  

At age 7yrs, 11 children (4.2%) were suspected of having food allergy. Eight children (3.0%) had 

clinical reactions when ingesting one of the 6 food allergens we tested for (Table 3). SPT results for 

food allergens were better related to clinical symptoms than sIgE: PPV 62.5% vs. 8.0%, but half of 

the cases of clinical food allergy were not accompanied by a positive test. 

Table 3: Clinical symptoms of food allergy at 6 years of age and relation to sensitization. This table includes 
only children that had both SPT and sIgE performed at the 6-year visit (N=264). 

Allergen 
Total 
SPT+ 

Total 
sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT+/sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT+/sIgE- 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT-/sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT-/sIgE- 

Wheat flour 0 9 2 0 0 0 2 
Egg 2 17 2 1 0 0 1 
Milk 0 35 2 0 0 1 1 
Soybean 0 4 1 0 0 0 1 
Cod 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Peanut 6 10 4 4 0 0 0 

Total 8 75 12 5 0 1 6 
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Discussion 

Principal Findings 

This study shows poor to moderate agreement between SPT and sIgE when diagnosing inhalant and 

food allergen sensitization in young children, which was particularly poor for food sensitization and 

deteriorated with age. These findings have major clinical and research implications as choice of 

assessment method, age of the child, and type of investigated allergens all have an impact on test 

results. The lack of agreement between tests and a poor correlation to clinical disease underscores 

that allergy testing should only be done in children with meaningful symptoms and not as a 

screening tool.  

Other Studies 

The diverging prevalences of positive sIgE and SPT to foods is supported by a study of 273 

children tested at ages ½, 1, 2, and 5yrs showing that sensitization diagnosed from sIgE to foods 

(egg and milk) and inhalant allergens (cat, dog, D. pteronyssinus, birch and grass) increased with 

age, while food sensitization diagnosed from SPT decreased67. Similarly, in another study of 404 

children tested longitudinally from 0-6 years of age, sensitization assessed by sIgE levels to foods 

(egg and milk) and inhalant allergens (birch, grass, mugwort, D. pteronyssinus, D. farinae, dog, cat, 

horse, alternaria and cladosporium) increased with age, while a positive SPT to foods decreased 68.  

Our findings of disagreement between SPT and sIgE results align a recent study of 352 2-year-old 

children tested for egg, milk, fish, peanut, hazelnut, dog, cat, birch, grass, mugwort, cladosporium, 

and D. pteronyssinus using both SPT and sIgE30, which showed κ-coefficients  <0.60 (except for 

peanut (0.91) and hazelnut (0.66)) with no increase in agreement by raising the cut-off value of sIgE 

to 0.70 kUA/L. Another study of a highly selected population of 47 children with therapy-resistant 

asthma aged 6-16 years also found a substantial disagreement between SPT and sIgE results for 

inhalant allergens31 identical to a similar study of 40 asthmatic children aged 1½-4 years reporting 

κ-coefficients from -0.04 to 0.5032. Comparable to our findings, the disagreement observed in these 

studies was mainly caused by children with elevated sIgE levels and negative SPT. 

Interpretation of the Findings 

The point-prevalences of food sensitization diagnosed from SPT are in line with development of 

clinical food allergy towards egg and milk which declines with increasing age69. In contrast, the 

pattern observed for sensitization to food allergens measured by sIgE, with increasing prevalence 
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with age, suggests this does not reflect clinical food allergy. Confirmatory, our investigations of 

clinical food allergy showed a better predictive value of SPT compared to sIgE for clinical food 

allergy. Still, the PPV of SPT was relatively low (62.5%), which could be due to the lack of food 

challenge tests in our diagnostic procedure. 

The accumulating seasonal exposure to allergens, together with the increasing maturity of the 

immune system, may explain why sensitization to inhalant allergens increases with age70, but does 

not explain the increasing disagreement with age between SPT and sIgE for diagnosing food 

sensitization. Some commercial SPT extracts do not contain all the components of the foods, which 

may result in a higher sensitization prevalence utilizing sIgE levels compared to SPT. In addition, 

cross reactivity between inhalant and food allergens could add to the disagreement, e.g. cross 

reactivity between Bet v1 in birch and Ara h 8 in peanut71 would result in a higher prevalence of 

positive sIgE measurements for peanut compared to SPT, if the SPT extract does not contain much 

Ara h 8. However, we found the most noticeable difference between SPT and sIgE for milk and egg 

at 6 years, which cannot be explained by any cross reactivity that we are aware of. 

An alternative explanation for the disagreeing test results might be that the immune response is 

different in the skin and in the blood. This is indicated by a previous study of 59 6-year-old children 

with elevated sIgE to house dust mite of which 30 children were SPT positive and 29 were SPT 

negative 72. The study showed that SPT wheal diameter was positively correlated with a systemic 

IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 response (Th2 cytokines) and negatively correlated with IL-10 which is a 

regulatory cytokine counteracting a hyperactive immune response 73,74. Their findings suggest that 

the children who are SPT+/sIgE+ have an immune response involving cytokines typically secreted 

by Th2 cells whereas SPT-/sIgE+ children are more dominated by IL-10, which might lead to less 

mast cell-bound sIgE in the skin. 

Strength and Limitations of the Study 

This is the first clinical birth cohort study to investigate allergic sensitization diagnosed from both 

SPT and sIgE levels simultaneously and longitudinally to the same allergens over the first 6 years 

of life in a large group of children resulting in a total of 33,164 assessments. All tests were done by 

the same experienced research personnel according to standard operating procedures ensuring 

consistency in the objective measurements.  
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The study is strengthened by the standardized collection of clinical information on allergy 

symptoms obtained by parental interviews by the COPSAC doctors minimizing risk of 

misclassification. However, it is a limitation that we did not perform placebo-controlled food 

challenges, which may explain the poor correlation between test results and reported symptoms of 

food allergy.  

The high-risk nature of the COPSAC2000 study population, all born to mothers with asthma, limits 

generalization of the findings. However, we find it unlikely that the agreement between the two 

methods is significantly affected by the high-risk nature of the cohort. 

Another limitation is the very low prevalence of sensitization to inhalant allergens at 6 months, 

which affects our statistical power to investigate agreement between tests early in life.	  

Clinical Implications 

The disagreement between SPT and sIgE results implies that choice of diagnostic method is crucial 

for both research purposes and clinical allergy practice. To the researcher, this emphasizes the need 

to clarify the definition of sensitization and allergic patients. The test method may select different 

populations and thereby have large impact on research results rendering assessment of sensitization 

both by SPT and sIgE necessary. To the clinician, this emphasizes the importance of careful 

interpretation of test results based on assessment method, clinical history, age of the child, and the 

type of allergen tested for. Thus, allergy testing should never be used indiscriminately for screening 

purposes. 

Both tests had a low predictive value for clinical food allergy and symptoms of allergic rhinitis, 

with only half of the symptomatic children having a positive test. Raising the cut-off levels for sIgE 

and SPT might increase test sensitivity for clinical food allergy and a positive food challenge75,76, 

whereas rhinitis symptoms in preschool children often predate evolvement of systemic sensitization 

measurable by sIgE or SPT 77, which may partly explain the low predictive values observed in our 

study. Alternatively, some of the reported symptoms cannot be assigned to IgE-related mechanisms. 

Conclusions and Perspectives 

There is a substantial disagreement between SPT and sIgE for diagnosing allergic sensitization to 

common inhalant and food allergens in young children with increasing disagreement with age for 

food sensitization. Therefore, sIgE and SPT cannot be used interchangeably as the choice of method 
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significantly influences the diagnosis of IgE-mediated allergy in young children. The lack of 

agreement between tests and a poor correlation to clinical disease underscores that allergy testing 

should not be used as a screening tool in children. 

Future Research 

Due to the high demand of a reliable test for allergy, there is a need to clarify which test is better at 

a certain age and when testing for a certain allergen (SPT with extract, SPT with fresh product (only 

foods), sIgE or CRD). Future studies should focus on which test or combination of tests that gives 

the highest PPV (together with a low NPV) in different scenarios: children with a clinical suspicion 

of allergy to a specific allergen and children where the allergic reaction is caused by an unknown 

allergen. The goal is to minimize the number of tests needed to clarify symptoms of importance and 

to find the most reaction-specific test (such as Ara h 2 for peanut and Ovomucoid in egg) for all 

relevant allergens.  

To understand why the results of SPT and sIgE differ, the contents of the allergen extract for SPT 

need to be established first of all. Second, immunological factors in the individuals may explain 

why so many have positive sIgE levels in the blood, but no response in the skin (i.e. no sIgE bound 

to the mast cells in the skin). To elaborate on this, future studies should look at the immune profile 

of the patients where the test results differ as described in the discussion, but again, this may differ 

from allergen to allergen. Other possible explanations are differences in the microbiome, endocrine 

disrupters, overweight, dyslipidemia, genetic factors etc.  

We suggest that SPT is better related to clinical disease, but there are still many false positive SPTs 

(especially for inhalant allergens). An explanation could be that a state of low-grade inflammation 

is necessary in the body in order for the allergic response to take place. This could be validated with 

studies on inflammation markers such as hs-CRP, but there would still be a need for validation of 

the diagnosis by randomized, placebo-controlled challenges. Other possible explanations are non-

specific triggers in the environment or other personal factors as mentioned above. 
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9. “Atopic Disease” in Children: A Misnomer 

 

Introduction 

There is a need to move from symptom-based disease definitions to endotypes defined by specific 

underlying molecular mechanisms and treatment responses. Atopic disorder is one such early 

attempt to define specific endotypes of children with asthma and/or eczema and increased IgE. 

However, our results from study I showed that the methods to define atopy have very poor 

agreement, and furthermore depend on the age of the child and type of allergen. This made us 

question the robustness of the traditional use of the atopic endotype in children. 

Therefore, we performed a longitudinal analysis of the possible associations between allergic 

sensitization, asthma, and eczema during childhood (0 to 13 years) in the COPSAC2000 cohort. We 

measured sensitization against 28 common inhalant and food allergens using both SPT and sIgE 

measured longitudinally at ages ½, 1½, 4, 6, and 13 years and compared the results with prospective 

clinical diagnoses of asthma and eczema. 

Methods 

Sensitization Measurements 

The assessments of sensitization by SPT and sIgE are described in chapter 3.2. We measured 

sensitization using both methods at 5 time-points to 28 common inhalant and food allergens (Table 

E1, see Appendix). When analyzing association to clinical disease, we looked at any sensitization, 

sensitization to any inhalant allergen, any food allergen, any positive SPT, or any positive sIgE 

from birth to adolescence.  

Clinical Outcomes 

Definitions of asthma and eczema have been described in detail in chapter 3.3.  

Statistical Analysis 

Chi-square test or Fischer’s exact test was used for simple associations in the baseline 

characteristics describing the cohort. 

Prevalences of allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema were plotted for the five age-points (½, 
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1½, 4, 6, and 13yrs) and Venn diagrams were made to illustrate the co-occurrence of allergic 

sensitization, asthma, and eczema during childhood. 

Associations between allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema at the individual age-points were 

analyzed by logistic regression analyses calculating odds ratios (OR). The age-dependent 

development of co-occurrence of asthma, eczema, and sensitization was analyzed using age in years 

as a continuous variable in a logistic regression general estimating equation (GEE) model. 

Subgroup analyses were done for allergic sensitization to food and inhalant allergens as well as 

sensitization diagnosed from a positive skin prick test or elevated sIgE levels.  

All data analyses were executed in SAS version 9.2 and 9.3 for Windows (SAS institute Inc, Cary, 

NC, USA). P-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Main Results 

Prevalence and Co-occurrence of Allergic Sensitization, Asthma, and Eczema during Childhood  

The longitudinal developments in prevalence rates of any allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema 

at the five time-points during childhood are illustrated in Figure 1. For allergic sensitization, the 

prevalences increased with age (½yr: 11.5%; 1½yrs: 20.9%; 4yrs: 31.8%; 6yrs: 39.5%; 13yrs: 

53.6%), whereas the prevalence of asthma increased until age 4yrs and declined thereafter  (½yr: 

0%; 1½yrs: 7.3%; 4yrs: 16.4%; 6yrs: 14.0 %; 13yrs: 12.3%). The prevalence of eczema peaked at 

1½yrs and declined thereafter (½yr: 17.0%; 1½yrs: 39.4%; 4yrs: 35.3%; 6yrs: 21.3%; 13yrs: 

12.3%). 

Figure 1: Prevalence of allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema during childhood 
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The co-occurrence of allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema at the five age-points is illustrated 

in Figure 2. The figure shows that among asthmatic children the co-occurrence of allergic 

sensitization increased significantly with age (½yr: not applicable due to no asthma cases (NA); 

1½yrs: 25%; 4yrs: 36%; 6yrs; 35%, 13yrs: 82%, p<0.001), and likewise among children with 

eczema, the co-occurrence of sensitization increased significantly with age (½yr: 32%; 1½yrs: 27%; 

4yrs: 39%; 6yrs; 59%, 13yrs: 63%, p<0.001). The proportion of children with allergic sensitization 

without concurrent asthma or eczema also increased with age (½yr: 53%; 1½yrs: 46%; 4yrs: 47%; 

6yrs: 62%; 13yrs: 71%, p<0.001). 

Figure 2: Venn-diagrams showing co-occurrence of eczema (red), allergic sensitization (green), and asthma 
(blue) at the five age-points during childhood. Absolute numbers are listed. 

 

Association Between Asthma and Allergic Sensitization  

Asthma and allergic sensitization were only associated in late childhood (OR ½yr=NA; 1½yr=1.29 

[0.49; 3.37], p=0.60; 4yrs=1.26 [0.66; 2.43], p=0.48; 6yrs=0.78 [0.40; 1.61], p=0.53, 13yrs=4.49 

[1.91; 10.6], p<0.001) (Table 1 and Figure 3).  
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Table 1: Association between clinical outcomes and sensitization to any allergen, any food allergen, or any 
inhalant allergen measured at the noted ages.  

 ½ year 1½ years 4 years 6 years 13 years 
ASTHMA OR [95% CI]  
 
ANY  
 
p-value 

NA 

 
1.29 [0.49; 3.37] 

 
0.60 

 
1.26 [0.66; 2.43] 

 
0.48 

 
0.80 [0.40; 1.61] 

 
0.53 

 
4.49 [1.91;10.6] 

 
<0.001 

 
FOOD 
 
p-value 

NA 

 
1.42 [0.50; 4.02] 

 
0.56 

 
1.81 [0.88; 3.73] 

 
0.10 

 
0.94 [0.41; 2.18] 

 
0.89 

 
5.94 [2.82;12.5] 

 
<0.001 

 
INHALANT 
 
p-value 

NA 

 
1.07 [0.24; 4.83] 

 
1.00 

 
0.78 [0.35; 1.79] 

 
0.56 

 
1.01 [0.49; 2.11] 

 
0.96 

 
4.91 [2.09;11.5] 

 
<0.001 

ECZEMA OR [95% CI]  
 
ANY 
 
p-value 

 
6.02 [2.92; 12.4] 

 
<0.001 

 
2.06 [1.20; 3.52] 

 
0.01 

 
1.61 [0.96; 2.69] 

 
0.07 

 
2.77 [1.55; 4.94] 

 
<0.001 

 
1.57 [0.78;3.16] 

 
0.21 

 
FOOD 
 
p-value 

 
6.99 [3.25; 15.1] 

 
<0.001 

 
1.96 [1.08; 3.06] 

 
0.03 

 
0.98 [0.53; 1.82] 

 
0.95 

 
1.72 [0.90; 3.27] 

 
0.10 

 
1.22 [0.57;2.60] 

 
0.61 

 
INHALANT 
 
p-value 

 
3.16 [0.73; 13.6] 

 
0.13 

 
3.05 [1.34; 6.95] 

 
0.01 

 
2.12 [1.19; 3.78] 

 
0.01 

 
3.61 [1.20; 6.51] 

 
<0.001 

 
1.71 [0.85;3.46] 

 
0.13 

	  

Figure 3: Associations between asthma and allergic sensitization to any of the tested allergens, any food-, 
and any inhalant allergen at the five age-points.  
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In subgroup analyses of association between asthma and allergic sensitization to either a food or an 

inhalant allergen, we still did not find any significant associations until the age of 13 (OR 

food=5.94 [2.82; 12.5], p<0.001; inhalant=4.91 [2.09; 11.5], p<0.001). The same pattern was seen 

when measuring allergic sensitization as either a positive skin prick test or elevated sIgE (Table E2, 

see Appendix).  

Association Between Eczema and Allergic Sensitization  

Eczema and allergic sensitization were significantly associated at ½, 1½, and 6yrs (OR ½yr=6.02 

[2.92; 12.39], p=<0.001; 1½yr=2.06 [1.20; 3.52], p=0.01; 6yrs=2.77 [1.55; 4.94], p<0.001) and 

showed a trend of association at 4yrs (OR=1.61, [0.96; 2.69], p=0.07), but at 13 years we found no 

significant association (OR=1.57 [0.78; 3.16], p=0.21) (Table 1 and Figure 4). Eczema and food 

sensitization were only associated at ½ and 1½ years (OR ½yr=6.99 [3.25; 15.07], p<0.001 and 

1½yrs=1.96 [1.08; 3.06], p=0.03, respectively), whereas eczema and inhalant sensitization were 

associated at 1½, 4 and 6 years (OR 1½yr=3.05 [1.34; 6.95], p=0.01; 4yrs=2.12 [1.19; 3.78], p=0.01 

and 6yrs=3.61 [1.20; 6.51], p<0.001). At 13 years we found no association between eczema and 

neither food nor inhalant sensitization.  

Figure 4: Associations between eczema and allergic sensitization to any of the tested allergens, any food-, 
and any inhalant allergen at the five age-points. 

 

Subgroup analyses of skin prick test results isolated showed a significant association with eczema 

during early childhood (0-6 years) and trend of association at 13 years, whereas isolated analyses of 

sIgE levels only showed association with eczema at ½yr and 6yrs (Table E2, see Appendix). 
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Discussion 

Principal Findings 

The COPSAC2000 high-risk longitudinal birth cohort with rigorous clinical diagnoses of asthma and 

eczema (not requiring allergic sensitization) showed very different temporal development of 

allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema through childhood (Figure 1). The intersection between 

those entities was poor and variable over time with large proportions of clinical disease outside the 

group of children with any allergic sensitization, and large groups with sensitization but no clinical 

symptoms (Figure 2). Furthermore, asthma and allergic sensitization were only associated traits in 

late childhood, whereas eczema and allergic sensitization were only associated during preschool 

age. This questions the relevance of the term “atopic asthma” and “atopic eczema” as true 

endotypes.   

Other Studies 

In line with our finding, a cross-sectional study of 2,021 children aged 3.4-14.8yrs documented an 

association between sensitization and current asthmatic symptoms in children >6 years, whereas no 

association was detected in the children <6 years of age78. A range of other studies have shown a 

positive association between sensitization and asthma46,79–83, but these studies are highly 

heterogeneous in their asthma definitions, typically only investigating sensitization against a few 

individual allergens, only using either skin prick test or sIgE assessments, and most studies only 

analyze the association with asthma at a single age-point. E.g., a study of 268 children utilized sIgE 

measurements at age ½, 1, 2, and 5 years and reported a significant association only between 

current sensitization to soybean, timothy grass or cat and current asthma at 5 years of age without 

showing results for asthma at earlier age-points80. In addition, another study of 289 high-risk 

children with sIgE measurements at 1, 3, and 6 years of age found a significant association between 

current sensitization to dog, cat, house dust mite, A. alternata, cockroach or ragweed and asthma at 

6 years of age, but did not include food sensitization or any association analyses with asthma before 

age 6yrs46.  

Our finding of association between eczema and allergic sensitization in young children is in line 

with many previous investigations78–81,84,85. In particular, a study of 665 children showed an 

association between sensitization and eczema during the first 2 years of life with the strongest 

association in the first year of life85, which is in line with our findings. We could not find any 
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studies investigating association between eczema and sensitization in older children, which may be 

due to publication bias. 

Interpretation of the Findings 

Asthma, eczema, and allergic sensitization developed with very different temporal patterns from 

birth to age 13. The overlap between disease and sensitization was minimal in early life, increasing 

during childhood but differently for inhalant and food allergens. The coincidence of disease and 

sensitization also differed whether allergy was assessed by skin prick test or by sIgE. Importantly, 

specificity and sensitivity of the method applied for diagnosing allergic sensitization varies 

significantly for skin prick test and sIgE results30,86,87. There is a profound disagreement with the 

result of skin prick test79,81–83 and sIgE46,80,83 to the same allergens, and this disagreement changes 

with age. Therefore, the distinction of the atopic endotype depends on the group of allergens 

included (inhalants and/or food) as well as the tools used to determine allergic sensitization and 

depends strongly on the age of the child tested.  

In our study, we utilized both skin prick test results and sIgE levels against a broad panel of 

common food and inhalant allergens and found no association with asthma in young children 

neither when analyzing sensitization diagnosed from skin prick test and/or sIgE nor when analyzing 

sensitization diagnosed from skin prick test or sIgE levels separately. 

Misclassification of asthma cases is a major issue in young children. We applied a well-validated 

clinical diagnosis of asthma determined solely at our single-center research site by the trained 

COPSAC pediatricians strictly adherent to a predefined algorithm taking into account both clinical 

appearance, the symptom history documented prospectively from daily diary cards, and response to 

anti-asthmatic treatment, but independent of sensitization88,89. Other studies have less stringent 

diagnostic procedures typically without a continuous clinical follow-up, no diary cards, and no 

evaluation of response to bronchodilators or inhaled corticosteroids79,80. Many studies base the 

asthma diagnoses on questionnaires or a single response to questions such as: “Has your child had 

wheezing or whistling in the chest during the last 12 months?” 83 which increases risk of 

misclassification and finding of false positive associations.  

The demonstrated association between allergic sensitization and asthma in late childhood and 

eczema in early childhood are only associations and do not prove a causal link. We recognize that 

co-occurrence of IgE-mediated allergy is common in severe asthma in children above 6 years of age 
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and might reflect important triggers90. The essential point is that a causal relation is only likely 

when exposure to the relevant allergen causes symptoms or symptom exacerbation. However, the 

current classification of “atopic disease” is simply defined as coexistence between disease and 

sensitization without distinguishing between symptomatic vs. asymptomatic sensitization. Thus, a 

child with asymptomatic sensitization to hazelnut and asthma would be classified as suffering from 

“atopic asthma”. However, in young children (0-6yrs) such co-existence of symptoms and 

sensitization is likely to be a chance finding. Therefore, classification of “atopic asthma” in this 

age-group is unlikely to represent a true asthma endotype. Also in older children, the use of the term 

“atopic asthma” and “atopic eczema” is likely to be a poorly defined endotype due to the high 

frequency of sensitization and corresponding high risk of coexistence of symptoms and 

sensitization without any underlying shared etiology.  

Strengths and Limitations of the Study 

The major strength of this study is the prospective birth cohort design with longitudinal repetitive 

assessment of allergic sensitization measured by both skin prick test and sIgE. All tests were done 

by the same experienced research personnel according to predefined standard operating procedures 

ensuring consistency in the objective measurements. Personal interview data were collected on-line 

and locked after external monitoring. An audit trail was run routinely. 

The study is further strengthened by the standardized clinical diagnoses of asthma and eczema 

obtained solely by the COPSAC pediatricians at scheduled and acute visits to the research clinic 

guided by daily diary cards, thus minimizing risk of recall bias. Asthma and eczema were diagnosed 

and treated according to strict predefined algorithms, which minimized risk of disease 

misclassification. Furthermore, the clinical diagnoses did not include information on allergic 

sensitization, allowing us to assess the association between sensitization and symptoms without bias 

from the common belief of a relationship between these. 

The high-risk nature of the COPSAC2000 study population with all children being born to mothers 

with asthma may limit generalization of the findings.  

Clinical Implications 

Our findings highlight the dilemma when trying to define an atopic child: a boy with persistent 

asthma, who is without sensitization at age 6 but sensitized to allergens relevant to his symptoms at 

13; is his disease mechanism atopic? Was he atopic since the symptom onset or did the disease 
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mechanism change? If he is sensitized to allergens irrelevant to his symptoms, is this still an atopic 

mechanism? If his sensitization is detectable by skin prick test but not sIgE, or if only total IgE is 

increased, is his asthma endotype atopic? These examples, based on our data, strongly suggest that 

the term atopy is imprecise and inaccurate. Indeed we propose that we are confusing endotyping 

with co-morbidity when we refer to atopy. 

Importantly, no available randomized controlled trial ever demonstrated a differential effect on 

atopic/non-atopic children from standard asthma therapies. 

Conclusions and Perspectives 

This longitudinal investigation of the first 13 years of life in the children of the Danish COPSAC2000 

high-risk cohort showed very different temporal development of allergic sensitization, asthma, and 

eczema through childhood (Figure 1). The intersection of those entities was equally poor with large 

proportion of clinical disease outside the group of children with any allergic sensitization (Figure 2) 

resulting in poor associations differing with age (Figure 3-4). The tradition of using atopy as a 

particular endotype of asthma and eczema seems unfounded since it depends on method of testing 

for sensitization, type of allergens, and age of the patient. This questions the relevance of the term 

“atopic asthma” and “atopic eczema” as true endotypes.  

Future Research 

These findings need to be replicated in an unselected cohort, but other than that we feel like future 

studies should focus on other factors that are important in childhood asthma, for example genotype, 

gender, age of onset, symptom load, lung function and external triggers such as tobacco smoke and 

infections91. There are a few selected allergens that may play a role in the development of asthma or 

in exacerbations of asthma in young children, and these should be the focus of future studies. They 

are discussed further in study III and IV. 
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10.  Sensitization Patterns in Childhood: an Unsupervised Sparse non-negative 
PARAFAC Multidimensional Co-clustering Analysis 

 

Introduction 

Since study II showed such poor association between sensitization and asthma in young children 

when interpreting sensitization in the traditional way (any/food/inhalant sensitization) we wanted to 

explore if latent patterns of sensitization exist that are better related to clinical disease.  We used 

sIgE measurements during the first 6 years of life in the COPSAC2000 cohort and applied an 

unsupervised multidimensional clustering technique (PARAFAC). Subsequently, the patterns 

revealed in the analysis were investigated in relation to asthma, rhinitis, and eczema.  

To verify the patterns we found, we replicated our results in the independent, unselected BAMSE 

(Children Allergy Milieu Stockholm Epidemiology [in Swedish]) birth cohort.  

Methods 

Sensitization Measurements 

The assessment of sensitization by sIgE is described in chapter 3.2. We measured sensitization at ½, 

1½, 4, and 6 years to the following 5 food allergens: egg, milk, wheat flour, soybean, and peanut 

and the following 8 inhalant allergens: dog, cat, horse, birch, timothy grass, mugwort, D. 

pteronyssinus, and molds. The exact same allergens were measured in the BAMSE cohort at 4 and 8 

years of age. Sensitization measurements to cod were excluded due to so few positive registrations. 

Clinical Outcomes 

Definitions of asthma, eczema, and rhinitis in both cohorts have been described in detail in chapter 

3.3. In COPSAC, asthma and rhinitis were diagnosed at 7 years of age and eczema at 0-7 years of 

age capturing age of debut. In BAMSE, all 3 outcomes were diagnosed at 4 and 8 years of age, and 

both time-points are included in this study. 

Statistical Analysis 

The PARAFAC model 

An unsupervised data driven multidimensional factor analysis technique called the PARAFAC 
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model (PARAllel FACtor analysis)92 was applied to analyze the COPSAC2000 data structured as a 

three way tensor with the three modes reflecting subjects, time, and allergens. We used a modified 

version of the PARAFAC model that constrains the parameter results (the patterns) to be non-

negative (across all modes) and sparse in the allergen mode meaning that only a subset of the 

allergens are relevant for each pattern. Non-negativity entails clustering of children whereas 

sparsity simultaneously entails clustering of allergens93. The simultaneous clustering across both 

children and allergens is termed co-clustering.  

The number of patterns was estimated based on: (1) Scree plot of variance explained; and (2) 

pattern interpretability. Optimization of the sparsity constraint was done by Bayes Information 

Criterion94. The method handles missing data via exclusion of these from the objective. Thus, 

children with missing sIgE assessments were retained in the model if they had at least one sIgE 

assessment done to conserve maximum study power. 

Other Analyses 

Robustness of the results was assessed by bootstrapping the data followed by model estimation. As 

a measure of robustness, the correlation between the allergen loading of the bootstrapped models 

and the model based on all data is used.  

Primarily, the sensitization patterns were extracted from the COPSAC2000 data and the individual 

patterns were investigated univariately one by one in relation to asthma and rhinitis by logistic 

regression and to eczema by Cox regression.  

Verification in the BAMSE cohort was conducted at two levels. First level refers to a comparison of 

the allergen specific relative abundance of positive registrations between COPSAC2000 and 

BAMSE. Second level refers to the comparison of the covariance structure between the two cohorts. 

The latter was conducted by estimation of a PARAFAC model with the exact same model settings 

(seven non-negative components and sparsity on the allergen mode) as for the COPSAC model, 

followed by comparison of the allergen and time patterns and relative size of the individual clusters. 

No parameter estimates from the COPSAC model are used for estimating the BAMSE model. 

Verification of the sensitization pattern versus clinical outcome association was conducted by 

pattern wise logistic regression for asthma, rhinitis and atopic dermatitis at both 4- and 8 years of 

age.    
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All statistical analyses were conducted in Matlab® R2012b using an in-house routine for clustering 

and statistical toolbox v 8.1 for association analysis between patterns and clinical outcomes. The 

algorithm is freely available at www.models.life.ku.dk/algorithms. 

Main Results 

Prevalence of Sensitization 

In the COPSAC2000 cohort, 361 (91%) children completed sIgE measurements to all 13 allergens 

at age ½yr, 355 (89%) at age 1½yrs, 319 (80%) at 4yrs, and 296 (74%) completed at age 6 years. Of 

the 17,420 sIgE registrations (398 participants x 4 time points x 13 allergens minus 3276 missing 

entries), 566 were positive (3.2%). Figure 1 shows the distribution of positive tests across the 13 

allergens at the four age-points in the COPSAC2000 cohort.  

Figure 1: Positive registrations in absolute numbers (N) of the 13 allergens at the four age-points. 

 

In the BAMSE cohort, 2604 (86%) completed sIgE measurements to all 13 allergens at age 4yrs 

and 2451 (80%) completed at age 8yrs. Of the 65,434 sIgE registrations, 4175 were positive (6.4%). 

PARAFAC Sensitization Pattern Analysis 

The PARAFAC pattern analysis in the COPSAC2000 birth cohort revealed a total of 7 latent 

patterns, which are distinct and can be interpreted one at a time (Figure 2). These seven patterns 

are: (1) cat/dog/horse (40 children follow this pattern, which explains 16% of the variation in the 

data); (2) timothy grass/birch (N=57, 10% of the variation); (3) molds (N=12, 7% of the variation); 

(4) house dust mites (N=39, 7% of the variation); (5) peanut/wheat flour/mugwort (N=45, 11% of 
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the variation); (6) peanut/soybean (N=61, 10% of the variation); and (7) egg/milk/wheat flour 

(N=108, 8% of the variation). We labeled these seven distinct patterns based on the nature of the 

allergens as animal (1), other airborne (2-3), mixed (5), and food (6-7).  

Figure 2: Seven latent patterns where groups of specific allergen sensitizations (a) follow a similar pattern 
over both time and participants (b). 

 
 

a
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The patterns are unique and characterized by groups of children, who follow the same sensitization 

pattern with respect to age at debut, development over time as well as type of allergen specific 

sensitizations. These characteristics are outlined in Figure 2, which shows both the allergen 

loadings and the temporal development of the patterns. As an example, Figure 2a illustrates that the 

allergens with the largest influence (highest loadings) in pattern 1 are cat, dog, and horse. Thus, 

responses to cat, dog, and horse exhibit the same overall profile with respect to participants and 

time. The time-effect of each pattern is shown in Figure 2b, where e.g. sensitivity towards the 

allergens in pattern 1 is first registered at 1½yrs showing an increase at 4yrs followed by a slight 

increase at 6yrs.  

Robustness of Sensitization Patterns and Verification in the BAMSE Cohort 

In an allergen wise comparison of abundances between the COPSAC2000 and BAMSE cohorts at 

age 4yrs, the only significant differences were sensitization against D. pteronyssinus (higher relative 

abundance in COPSAC2000, p<0.0001), cat (lower relative abundance in COPSAC2000, p=0.02) and 

molds (higher relative abundance in COPSAC2000, p=0.01) (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Relative abundance of 13 allergens matched at 4 years of age from the COPSAC2000 cohort 
(n=296) and the BAMSE cohort (n=2604).   
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A comparison of the co-variation structure between the COPSAC2000 and BAMSE cohort was 

conducted by applying the estimated PARAFAC model from the COPSAC2000 data to the BAMSE 

data. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the seven patterns, which were in high agreement both in 

terms of allergen profiles (R2>0.89) and development over time. 

Figure 4: Pairwise comparison of clusters between the COPSAC2000 data (grey) and the BAMSE data 
(black), showing the allergen patterns and the time profile. 

 

 
Sensitization Patterns in Relation to Clinical Outcomes 

The longitudinal sensitization patterns were compared with development of asthma, rhinitis, and 

eczema by pairwise comparisons in COPSAC2000 (Figure 5). Asthma was only significantly 

associated with pattern 1 (cat/dog/horse): OR=3.3; 95% CI, 1.5-7.2, but showed a trend of 

association with pattern 4 (house dust mite): OR=1.9; 95% CI, 0.9-4.4. Rhinitis was significantly 

associated with patterns 1-4 and 6 (ORs=2.2-4.3) and eczema with patterns 1-3 and 5-7 (HRs=1.6-

2.5).  

Figure 5: Longitudinal sensitization patterns compared with clinical outcomes. For asthma and rhinitis the 
comparison is done with logistic regression and for eczema with Cox regression. 
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Verification of the association between clinical outcomes and allergic sensitization pattern in 

BAMSE showed that all patterns were positively associated with all outcomes at both age 4 and 8 

years based on data from all 3051 children (Figure 6). However, when stratifying the results to only 

include children of asthmatic mothers (N=282) the associations attenuate towards comparable 

results between the two cohorts (Figure 7).  

Figure 6: Association between sensitization patterns and clinical outcomes for COPSAC2000 data (n = 398) 
(black) and BAMSE (n = 3051) data at 4 years (light grey) and at 8 years (dark grey). For eczema the effect 
size is registered as hazard ratios in COPSAC2000 and odds ratios in BAMSE. 
 

 

Figure 7: Association between sensitization patterns and clinical outcomes for children of asthmatic mothers 
for COPSAC2000 data (n = 398) (black) and BAMSE (n = 282) data at 4 years (light grey) and at 8 years 
(dark grey). For eczema the effect size is registered as hazard ratios in COPSAC2000 and odds ratios in 
BAMSE. 
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Discussion 

Principal Findings 

Our unsupervised data driven PARAFAC pattern analysis of sensitization during preschool age 

revealed 7 distinct patterns of sensitization, which can naturally be grouped into animal pattern (1), 

other airborne patterns (2-4), mixed pattern (5), and food patterns (6-7). These seven patterns were 

unique and reproducible in an independent cohort with a high agreement.  

The patterns associated differentially to clinical disease development supporting that they represent 

biological meaningful sensitization phenotypes. Asthma associated only with the animal pattern 1 

(dog/cat/horse), whereas rhinitis was associated with all animal and other airborne patterns and 

food pattern 6 (peanut/soybean) and eczema with all patterns except other airborne pattern 4 (house 

dust mites).	  The association were to some extend reproducible in the BAMSE cohort but were 

found to depend on maternal predisposition.  

Other Studies 

Recent studies have suggested the presence of several allergic sensitization patterns in 

childhood46,47. A German study of sIgE measurements from almost 13,000 children aged 3-17 

years95 found seven patterns very similar to ours (dog/cat/horse, house dust mites, molds, 

birch/apple, food/mugwort, timothy grass/rye and egg/milk). Although their data were cross-

sectional and lacked the third dimension of temporal development in the statistical model, the 

similarity of the seven patterns supports our findings.  

The association between eczema and all patterns with the exception of other airborne pattern 4 

(house dust mite) aligns with previous studies showing association between eczema and allergic 

sensitization in general46,96,97.   

Our finding that asthma was solely associated with animal pattern 1 (dog/cat/horse) is in line with 

other studies examining cat and dog sensitization independently46,98. Many previous studies have 

reported that sensitization to house dust mite is related to asthma and wheezing46,47,98,99, whereas 

our PARAFAC analysis only showed a trend of association between pattern 4 (D. pteronyssinus) 

and asthma. A British study of 1,053 unselected 8-year-old children47 found a highly significant 

association between sensitization to house dust mites and asthma, but they analyzed their data using 

a hidden Markov model100, which does not take development over time into consideration in the 

same manner as the PARAFAC model.  
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Interpretation of the Findings 

We discovered and verified seven unique patterns of sensitization during childhood, which are 

distinct and do not influence each other. Each of the patterns represents a general trend derived 

from data, where groups of allergens follow a similar pattern over both time and participants. The 

grouping was purely data driven and unbiased from prior knowledge on how allergens normally 

cluster (e.g. cross reactions) or which clinical outcomes normally associate with specific allergen 

sensitization.  

When examining the patterns revealed in our study, there is a striking biological resemblance 

between the allergens with respect to components that constitute the allergens and the common 

protein-groups represented in each pattern. The allergens in pattern 1 (cat/dog/horse) comprise 

components that are both lipocalins (Can f 1, 2, 4, 6; Equ c 1, 2 and Fel d 4) and albumins (Can f 3, 

Equ c 3 and Fel d 2). Similarly, the allergens in pattern 2 (timothy grass/birch) comprise both 

profilins (Bet v 2 and Phl p 12) and polcalcins (Bet v 4 and Phl p 7). Allergens of pattern 5 

(peanut/wheat flour/mugwort) comprise components that are nsLTPs (Art v 3; Ara h 9 and Tri a 

14), pattern 6 (peanut/soybean) comprises both PR-10s (Ara h 8 and Gly m 4), legumins (Ara h 3 

and Gly m 6), and vicilins (Ara h 1 and Gly m 5) and the allergens in pattern 7 (egg/milk/wheat 

flour) comprise components that are albumins (Bos d 6 and Gal d 5) except for wheat flour.  

Although the components have biological resemblance in each pattern, this cannot alone explain the 

clustering of the allergens, since they need to cross-react to explain the patterns. The lipocalins that 

could be part of pattern 1 are known to cross-react101, which is also apparent for polcalcins and 

profilins that could constitute pattern 2102,103. PR-10s are highly cross-reactive71 which could 

explain the clustering in pattern 6. Some nsLTPs also cross-react104, but the albumins of pattern 7 

are not known to cross-react. This biological interpretation of the patterns is only speculative, and 

would need verification by component resolved diagnostics. 

The association between rhinitis and all patterns with inhaled allergens was expected, whereas the 

association between rhinitis and food pattern 6 (peanut/soybean) might also be explained by cross-

reactions as the Bet v 1 (from birch) related food allergen components in soy (Gly m 4)105 and 

peanut (Ara h 8)71 are all PR-10 proteins.   

Strengths and Limitations of the Study 

This is the first prospective clinical cohort study to investigate patterns of sIgE during the first 6 
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years of life using the novel PARAFAC model. Compared to traditional machine learning and 

statistical clustering techniques, the PARAFAC model excels when analyzing our data, because it 

allows usage of development over time as a third dimension in the analysis. The model 

“remembers” whether a child was sensitized at a prior time point, and takes that into account, which 

achieves a more informative and accurate result than unfolding to matrix data followed by e.g. two-

dimensional clustering. Since prior sensitization affects your risk of being sensitized later, this 

information is an important contribution to the pattern analysis.  

Association studies are typically conducted via individual comparison of all variables at all age-

points with all outcomes46,97–99,106–108. In the COPSAC study, that amounts to 13 (allergens) x 4 

(age-points) x 3 (outcomes) tests. This traditional approach has limited capability of bringing any 

novel biological insight due to: (1) the uncertainty in the original data is preserved, (2) the multiple 

testing issue, with a high probability of false discovery, and (3) the question answered by the 

statistical test, e.g. “is milk allergy at 1½yrs of age related asthma at 7 years?” is of limited 

biological relevance. The applied multivariate approach circumvents these pitfalls in several ways. 

By extracting only the systematic variation across both time and participants, the level of 

uncertainty from the original data is reduced, simply because uncertainty is random and thus 

unsystematic. Furthermore, as different types of allergens have similar mechanisms of sensitization, 

data driven grouping of these reduces the number of tests without removing relevant variation. Last, 

the biological question of interest is whether different sensitization patterns over time relates to 

clinical outcomes as opposed to single cross-sectional comparison.   

Both the COPSAC2000 and the BAMSE study are strengthened by thorough data management and 

quality control procedures including external monitoring, online data collection into a dedicated 

database, and locking of data after data verification. A further advantage is that both studies 

longitudinally measured sIgE levels against the same diverse panel of common inhalant and food 

allergens. The almost exact replication of the seven latent sensitization patterns discovered in 

COPSAC2000 in the independent BAMSE cohort improves reliability of the findings. 

A limitation of the study is the at-risk nature of the COPSAC2000 participants, i.e. children born to 

mothers with asthma, as this population may differ from unselected populations with regard to 

allergen exposures (house cleaning, pets in the house, etc.), which may impact sensitization in 

childhood109. However, the replication of the patterns in the unselected BAMSE cohort argues 

against such inference.	  Further, replication is confined by the differences in study design between 
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BAMSE and COPSAC2000, including age of assessment of the sensitization (4 and 8 years in 

BAMSE and ½, 1 ½, 4, and 6 years in COPSAC2000), and age of assessment and definition of 

clinical outcomes. 

Clinical Implications 

We propose the existence of a common epitope across patterns of different allergens, which most 

likely can be enlightened by examining allergen components. However, not all the patterns we 

found can be explained by cross-reactions and allergen components suggesting that other host, 

genetic, or environmental factors could also influence clustering of allergen specific sensitization 

during early childhood.  

Conclusions and Perspectives 

This study suggests the presence of several distinct sensitization phenotypes during childhood 

defined by type and number of involved allergens, age at debut, and temporal development. The 

latent patterns showed differential associations with clinical disease outcomes suggesting they 

represent biological meaningful sensitization phenotypes. 

Future Research 

Our study suggests that latent patterns of sensitization exist in our Danish, high-risk cohort and in a 

Swedish, unselected cohort. It would be interesting to try and replicate the results in a different 

geographical region, where other types of sensitization seem to dominate. 

The association between pattern 1 (dog/cat/horse) and asthma should be elaborated further to find 

out whether there is a causal relation between sensitization to these allergens and asthma, or if they 

just happen to co-exist as part of the same phenotype. It could also be interesting to find out if the 

children that experience exacerbation in their asthma when exposed to dog/cat/horse are the ones 

sensitized to the lipocalin or the albumin component of the allergen, and if immunization against the 

allergen component alone could be a way of treating their asthma. 

Furthermore, to explain the patterns biologically as suggested in our study, replication including 

component resolved diagnostics could elaborate on this further. Unfortunately, we do not have 

enough power to look at this in our study, as very few are sensitized to the individual components 

mentioned. A larger population or a population in higher risk of developing sensitization is needed 

to clarify this. 
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Another interesting aspect could be to investigate genetic factors in relation to the different patterns 

and look for genetic similarities within each pattern or genetic mechanisms that could explain the 

patterns and their relation to clinical disease.	   	  
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11.  Sensitization Phenotypes Based on Protein-groups and Associations to 
Allergic Diseases in Children 

 

Introduction 

This study was conducted while I did a research year in New York with Hugh Sampson’s research 

group. I had an opportunity to study a very high-risk group of children that visited the Mount Sinai 

Pediatric Allergy Clinic in New York with suspicions of inhalant or food allergy. In study III we 

described patterns of sensitization that could be explained biologically by sensitization to protein-

groups, and in this study we wanted to study allergic sensitization to different protein-groups 

diagnosed from component resolved diagnostics (CRD). We aimed to examine how sensitization to 

these protein-groups was associated with asthma and allergic rhinitis.  

Some of the children also had results of sIgE to birch, ragweed, timothy grass, dog, cat, D. 

pteronyssinus, and D. farinae.	  As a secondary outcome, we investigated how the most recent sIgE 

level of these allergens predicted each of the components that constituted the allergen in question.	   

Methods 

Sensitization Measurements 

The assessment of sensitization to components by ImmunoCAP ISAC is described in chapter 3.2. 

Sensitization to whole allergns was measured by ImmunoCAP.  

Fifteen protein-groups were extracted from the CRD: PR-10, pectate lyase, tropomyosin, nsLTP, 

profilin, cysteine protease, NPC2 family, lipocalin, albumin, Ole e 1 homologue, beta expansin, 

grasses, molds, weeds, and trees. These groups were created based on the WHO/IUIS Allergen 

Nomenclature Database110 . We only created a protein-group if there was more than one component 

from the ImmunoCAP ISAC that belonged to the particular group, if at least one component was 

derived from an inhalant allergen, and where at least 10% of the children (i.e. 27) were positive. 

The latter criteria only excluded the polcalcin group (Bet v 4 and Phl p 7), to which only 6 children 

demonstrated sensitization. 

Of the 15 protein-groups, 4 consisted of the remaining components from the grass, mold, weed, and 

tree allergens that could not be grouped based on protein-class, and were therefore not created using 
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the strict biochemical criteria used to establish the other 11 groups. It is important to keep in mind 

that, for example, the “trees” protein-group does not include all components that are part of any tree 

allergen. A child was considered positive to a protein-group if he or she had a detectable IgE 

antibody level to any of the components within the group.  

The most recent sIgE level (if any) to the following inhalant allergens was noted from the electronic 

medical record: birch, ragweed, timothy grass, dog, cat, D. pteronyssinus, and D. farinae. The 

levels were noted as a continuous variable in kUA/L. 

Clinical Outcomes 

Definitions of asthma and rhinitis have been described in detail in chapter 3.3.  

Statistical Analysis 

Associations between protein-groups, asthma, and allergic rhinitis were estimated using logistic 

regression analysis calculating odds ratios (OR). Results were both reported as crude ORs and 

adjusted ORs, where we adjusted for gender and age. The results that remained significant after 

correction for multiple analyses using Bonferroni correction were marked in red. 

To investigate if any one component of an allergenic protein-group was responsible for the 

association between the entire group and the outcome, we also analyzed associations between all 

the individual components of the significant protein-groups and the outcomes using logistic 

regression. These results were reported as crude and adjusted ORs in the Online Repository. 

Additional analyses were run to analyze the relationship between most recent sIgE level (birch, 

ragweed, timothy grass, dog, cat, D. pteronyssinus and D. farinae) and individual components of 

the allergen by linear regression, using sIgE level as the explanatory variable and the component 

level as the dependent variable. The results were expressed as coefficient of determination (R) and 

as estimates with 95% confidence intervals. To visually compare the different components of each 

allergen, these results were also reported using scatterplots, where all components of each protein 

were plotted in the same graph and compared to the sIgE level.  

The sIgE values to whole proteins and components were square root transformed in order to 

improve the normal distribution of the data.  

All analyses were run in SAS 9.2 for Windows (SAS institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA) and p-values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 
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Main Results 

Baseline 

This study included 269 children ranging in age from 1.25 to 17.33 years (mean 8.4 years, median 

8.2 years). The sIgE was measured to birch in 153 children (57%), ragweed in 74 children (28%), 

timothy grass in 60 children (22%), dog in 69 children (26%), cat in 59 children (22%), D. 

pteronyssinus in 61 children (23%), and D. farinae in 61 children (23%). Baseline characteristics 

and median sIgE levels with interquartile ranges are outlined in Table 1. 

Table 1: Baseline characteristics, total N=269  

 N (%) 

Gender, male  183 (68%) 

Current or history of asthma 127 (47%) 

Current or history of allergic 
rhinitis 178 (66%) 

                       - spring 168 (62%) 

                       - summer 38 (14%) 

                       - fall 87 (32%) 

                      - winter 18 (6.7%) 

  

sIgE measurements Median (25%-75%) 

Birch, N=153 5.75 (0.56-32.7) 

Ragweed, N=74 0.61 (0-1.67) 

Timothy grass, N=60 1.16 (0.17-3.14) 

Dog, N=69 2.89 (0.55-21.2) 

Cat, N=59 3.37 (0-13.4) 

D. pteronyssinus, N=61 0 (0-1.72) 

D. farinae, N=61 0 (0-1.2) 

 

Protein-Groups and Associations to Clinical Outcomes 

The components that comprised the 15 different allergen protein-groups included in this study, and 

the number of children positive to each group, are outlined in Table 2. We found significant 

associations between being sensitized to components in the lipocalin, albumin, tropomyosin, and 
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pectate lyase protein-groups and a history of or current asthma after adjusting for gender and age. 

Sensitization to the lipocalin protein-group remained significant after adjusting for multiple testing 

using Bonferroni correction (aOR=2.47 [1.49;4.10], p<0.001) (Figure 1). Being sensitized to 

components in any of the protein-groups that mainly included house dust mites was not associated 

with asthma (aOR cysteine protease=1.72 [0.90;3.30], p=0.10 and NPC2 family=1.51 [0.75;3.06], 

p=0.25). 

Table 2: Description of the different protein-groups and number of children with a detectable IgE level to at 
least one of the components included in each protein-group. 

 
Protein-groups 

 
Components included 

N 
positive/

total 

PR-10 Aln g 1, Bet v 1, Cor a 1-0101, Cor a 1-0401, Mal d 1, Pru p 1, Gly m 
4, and Ara h 8 193/269 

Pectate lyase Amb a 1, Cry j 1, Cup a 1 98/269 

Tropomyosin Ani s 3, Bla g 7, Der p 10, Pen m 1 77/269 

nsLTP Ara h 9, Cor a 8, Jug r 3, Pru p 3, Tri a 14, Art v 3, Ole e 7 78/269 

Profilin Bet v 2, Hev b 8, Mer a 1, Phl p 12 65/269 

Cysteine protease Act d 1, Der f 1, Der p 1 
 

70/269 

NPC2 family Der f 2, Der p 2, Lep d 2 
 

54/269 

Lipocalin Can f 1, Can f 2, Equ c 1, Fel d 4, Mus m 1 132/269 

Albumin Bos d 6, Gal d 5, Can f 3, Equ c 3, Fel d 2 58/269 

Ole e 1 homologue Ole e 1, Che a 1, Phl p 11, Pla l 1 
 

45/269 

Beta expansin Phl p 1, Cyn d 1 113/269 

Grasses Phl p 2, Phl p 4, Phl p 5, Phl p 6 101/269 

Molds Alt a 1, Alt a 6, Asp f 1, Asp f 3, Asp f 6, Cla h 8 49/269 

Weeds Art v 1, Par j 2, Sal k 1 43/269 

Trees Ole e 9, Pla a 1, Pla a 2 95/269 

 

When breaking down the significant protein-groups into individual components, we did not find 

that any one component of the lipocalin or albumin protein-group was responsible for the 

association between the entire group and asthma (Table E2, see Appendix). However, in the 

tropomyosin group, only Pen m 1 (shrimp) showed a significant association to asthma (aOR=1.94 

[1.08;3.48], p=0.026), not Bla g 7 (cockroach), Der p 10 (D. pteronyssinus) nor Ani s 3 
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(roundworm) (p from 0.06 to 0.36). Likewise, in the pectate lyase group, only Amb a 1 (ragweed) 

was significantly associated with asthma (aOR=3.57 [1.12;11.4], p=0.032) and not Cup a 1 

(Arizona cypress) nor Cry j 1 (Japanese cedar) (p=0.40 and 0.49 respectively). None of these single 

components remained significant after adjusting for multiple testing.  

Figure 1: Associations between protein-groups and asthma. Results are shown as crude and adjusted figures 
for gender and age (OR and aOR respectively). The bar marked in red indicates the association remains 
significant after correcting for multiple testing.  

We found significant associations between sensitization to components in the PR-10, pectate lyase, 

profilin, grasses, trees, Ole e 1 homologue, and beta expansin protein-groups and a history of or 

current allergic rhinitis after adjusting for gender and age. Sensitization to the PR-10, pectate lyase, 

and grasses remained significant after adjusting for multiple testing (aOR=4.31 [2.37;7.82], 

p=<0.001; 2.67 [1.47;4.85], p=0.001 and 2.47 [1.37;4.45], p=0.003 respectively) (Figure 2).  

Analysis of the significant protein-groups broken down into individual components did not show 

that any one component of the PR-10, pectate lyase, profilin, or grasses protein-group was 

responsible for the association between the entire group and allergic rhinitis (Table E4, see 

Appendix). However, in the Ole e 1 homologue group, beta expansin group, and tree pollen group, 

only Ole e 1 (olive tree), Cyn d 1 (Bermuda grass), and Pla a 2 (Sycamore tree) showed a 

significant association to allergic rhinitis (aOR=3.72 [1.25;11.1], p=0.019; 2.55 [1.40;4.67], 

p=0.002 and 2.73 [1.46;5.10], p=0.002 respectively); only the association with Pla a 2 remained 

significant after adjusting for multiple testing. 
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Figure 2: Associations between protein-groups and allergic rhinitis. Results are shown crude and adjusted 
for gender and age (OR and aOR respectively).  The bars marked in red indicate the associations remain 
significant after correcting for multiple testing. 
 

 
Relationship Between sIgE Level and Components 
The ISAC analysis includes 3 birch components (Bet v 1, 2, and 4), one ragweed component (Amb 

a 1), 7 timothy grass components (Phl p 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, and 12), 4 dog components (Can f 1, 2, 3, 

and 5), 3 cat components (Fel d 1, 2, and 4), 3 D. pteronyssinus components (Der p 1, 2, and 10), 

and 2 D. farinae components (Der f 1 and 2). The relationships between the most recent sIgE level 

and the components of each allergen are outlined in Table 3. 

The most recent sIgE level to birch is most closely related to Bet v 1 out of the 3 components (R 

Bet v 1=0.76, Bet v 2=0.35, and Bet v 3=0.10). Similarly sIgE to timothy grass is most closely 

related to Phl p 5 (R Phl p 1=0.51, Phl p 2=0.52, Phl p 4=0.32, Phl p 5=0.65, Phl p 6=0.44, Phl p 

11=0.53, and Phl p 12=0.57), sIgE to dog to Can f 1 (R Can f 1=0.68, Can f 2=0.53, Can f 3=0.46, 

and Can f 5=0.24), sIgE to cat to Fel d 1 (R Fel d 1=0.75, Fel d 2=0.22, and Fel d 4=0.62), sIgE to 

D. pteronyssinus to Der p 2 (R Der p 1=0.62, Der p 2=0.82, and Der p 10=0.00) and sIgE to D. 

Farinae to Der f 2 (R Der f 1=0.68 and Der f 2=0.79). These results are also visualized in 

scatterplots, where all components of each protein are plotted in the same graph and compared to 

the sIgE level (Figure E1-E7, see Appendix). 
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Table 3: Relationship between most recent sIgE level and component levels using linear regression, where 
sIgE level is the explanatory variable and component level is the dependent variable. 

Component N R Estimate 95% CI p-value 

Birch sIgE vs. Bet v 1 153 0.76 0.58 [0.50;0.66] <0.0001 

Birch sIgE vs. Bet v 2 153 0.35 0.13 [0.07;0.19] <0.0001 

Birch sIgE vs. Bet v 4 153 0.10 0.03 [-0.01;0.07] 0.16 

Ragweed sIgE vs. Amb a 1 74 0.65 0.42 [0.30;0.53] <0.0001 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 1 60 0.51 0.41 [0.23;0.59] <0.0001 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 2 60 0.52 0.22 [0.12;0.31] <0.0001 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 4 60 0.32 0.10 [0.02;0.18] 0.0160 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 5 60 0.65 0.60 [0.41;0.78] <0.0001 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 6 60 0.44 0.16 [0.07;0.24] 0.0005 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 11 60 0.53 0.01 [0.01;0.02] <0.0001 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 12 60 0.57 0.28 [0.17;0.39] 0.0009 

Dog sIgE vs. Can f 1 69 0.68 0.62 [0.46;0.94] <0.0001 

Dog sIgE vs. Can f 2 69 0.53 0.32 [0.20;0.44] <0.0001 

Dog sIgE vs. Can f 3 69 0.46 0.22 [0.12;0.33] <0.0001 

Dog sIgE vs. Can f 5 69 0.24 0.08 [0.003;0.16] 0.00422 

Cat sIgE vs. Fel d 1 59 0.75 0.76 [0.59;0.94] <0.0001 

Cat sIgE vs. Fel d 2 59 0.22 0.08 [-0.02;0.18] 0.10 

Cat sIgE vs. Fel d 4 59 0.62 0.20 [0.13;0.26] <0.0001 

D. pteronyssinus sIgE vs. Der p 1 61 0.62 0.40 [0.27;0.53] <0.0001 

D. pteronyssinus sIgE vs. Der p 2 61 0.82 0.69 [0.57;0.82] <0.0001 

D. pteronyssinus sIgE vs. Der p 10 61 0.00 0.04 [-0.26;0.34] 0.24 

D. farinae sIgE vs. Der f 1 61 0.68 0.44 [0.32;0.57] <0.0001 

D. farinae sIgE vs. Der f 2 61 0.79 0.73 [0.58;0.88] <0.0001 
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Discussion 

Principal Findings 

We used results from the ImmunoCAP ISAC analysis to extract 15 allergenic protein-groups 

containing inhalant allergens from the 112 components available, and associated them to current or 

a history of asthma and allergic rhinitis in 269 high-risk children. Sensitization to components in the 

lipocalin protein-group was associated with asthma when adjusting for gender, age, and multiple 

testing. Similarly, sensitization to components in the PR-10, pectate lyase, and grass pollen protein-

groups were associated with current or a history of allergic rhinitis, where PR-10 showed the 

strongest association.  

When comparing most recent sIgE level to the individual components of the allergen in question, 

we found that sIgE to birch was most closely related to Bet v 1, timothy grass to Phl p 5, dog to Can 

f 1, cat to Fel d 1, D. pteronyssinus to Der p 2, and D. farinae to Der f 2.  

Other Studies 

Other studies have shown an association between sensitization to dog, cat, and/or horse with 

asthma46,98,99,111,112. One Swedish study of 65 asthmatic children (6-18 years old) with sensitization 

to a furry animal analyzed sensitization to individual components of the dog, cat, horse, grass, and 

birch allergens and found that being sensitized to 3 or more components of the lipocalin protein-

group was associated with having more severe asthma,111 in line with our findings. Interestingly, 

many other studies have found that sensitization to house dust mite is related to asthma and 

wheezing46,47,98,99, but none of the protein-groups in this study that included house dust mites were 

associated with asthma. The high-risk nature of our cohort may drive the families to take extra 

precautions to limit the amount of dust exposure in the house, which would give a weaker 

association between house dust mite sensitization and asthma109. 

We could not find any previous studies that have looked at sensitization to protein-groups and 

association with allergic rhinitis. It was no surprise that sensitization to the PR-10, pectate lyase, 

and grass pollen protein-groups was associated with allergic rhinitis since tree and grass pollens are 

the main constituents of these groups. However, it was interesting that we did not see an association 

between sensitization to any of the other protein-groups and allergic rhinitis, since they all included 

inhalant allergens. 

Our study on the relationship between sIgE levels to inhalant allergens and the components of the 

allergen in question is unique. To our knowledge, there has only been one study reporting this 
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relationship using ISAC results, and they report a strong correlation between sIgE to cat and Fel d 1 

(R=0.93)111. They did not report relationships between any of the other allergens. They found a 

stronger relation than we did (R=0.75), possibly due to the fact that our sIgE levels were not 

measured at the same time that the ImmunoCAP ISAC analyses were done. 

Interpretation of the Findings 

We found that only sensitization to components in the lipocalin protein-group was associated with 

asthma. None of the protein-groups containing house dust mite components were associated with 

asthma. Sensitization to components in the PR-10, pectate lyase, and grass pollen protein-groups 

was associated with allergic rhinitis. Additionally, we found that when comparing most recent sIgE 

level to the individual components of the allergen in question, sIgE to birch was most closely 

related to Bet v 1, timothy grass to Phl p 5, dog to Can f 1, cat to Fel d 1, D. pteronyssinus to Der p 

2, and D. farinae to Der f 2. 

Studies of sensitization typically look at monosensitization or polysensitization to allergens made 

from animal dander or other whole allergens and compare that to a clinical outcome46,98,99,112. The 

problem is that this method cannot distinguish whether the sensitization is primary (species 

specific) or a result of cross-reactivity to proteins with similar protein structures113.  

The association between the lipocalin protein-group and asthma is not easily understood. Other 

groups have proposed that polysensitization to lipocalins is not actually causing the disease, but is 

merely a marker of extensive exposure leading to polysensitization and severe disease, a 

phenomena that could be referred to as “molecular spreading”111,114.  Lipocalins represent the 

largest mammalian allergen family. They share sequence identities of only 20–30%, but their 

tertiary structures are highly similar. Mammalian lipocalin allergens are found in urine, dander, and 

saliva. They are sticky molecules, become airborne easily, disperse effectively, and are widely 

present in indoor environments115. The exposure is significant, but the linkage to asthma is not 

explained by this alone, and could be due to induction of polysensitization as mentioned above. In 

humans, lipocalins seem to possess important properties that protect against asthma: they are an 

important part of the antimicrobial defense, they protect against airway inflammation, and they 

transport small hydrophobic molecules into the cells such as steroids116. Another study has found 

that there is cross-reactivity between human tear lipocalin and Can f 1, and between Can f 1 and 

Can f 2117. Is it possible that cross-reactivity to human lipocalins is causing or worsening the 

disease? 
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The relationships between the individual sIgE levels and components that we have described in this 

study suggest which components are the most clinically relevant allergenic proteins. This may have 

implications for both clinical practice and research, where analysis of or targeting therapy to 

irrelevant components can be spared. It seems as if only 1-2 components per allergen are relevant, 

but further studies are necessary to confirm these findings, including the comparison of 

ImmunoCAP analysis of each component with the ISAC results, and evaluation of more 

components than what are available on the ISAC today. 

Strength and Limitations of the Study 

To our knowledge, this is the first clinical study to investigate sensitization to multiple protein-

groups and their association to asthma and allergic rhinitis, which is a major strength of the study. 

Additionally, it is the first study to analyze the relationship between most recent sIgE level to 

multiple inhalant allergens and individual components of the allergen in question. This study 

suggests a new way of interpreting allergic sensitization across different allergens according to 

biologically meaningful allergenic protein-groups. This is particularly important when investigating 

clinical diseases, where some components are more closely associated with clinical disease, similar 

to what has been seen in food allergy; e.g. Ara h 2 is most closely related to symptomatic peanut 

allergy 54. 

A limitation of the study is the selected high-risk study population, i.e. children visiting our 

outpatient clinic for concerns of food and/or inhalant allergies. It is possible that this population 

differs from others with regard to allergen exposures (house cleaning, pets in the house etc.), which 

may impact sensitization in childhood109. Additionally, the population is from the Northeastern US, 

and other allergens may be of relevance in study groups originating from different geographical 

areas. 

Another limitation is the definition of asthma and allergic rhinitis. Being based on a questionnaire, 

there is always a risk of misclassification. However, the children were all seen by an allergist just 

prior to the parents filling out the questionnaire, and their symptoms and diagnosis of asthma and/or 

allergic rhinitis were reviewed, minimizing the risk of misclassification. 

Our additional study of relationships between sIgE level and component levels could only include 

“most recent” sIgE level, because sIgE measurements to the individual allergens were not obtained 

when the children were enrolled in the study. This is an important limitation, and the results should 

therefore be interpreted with caution. However, the comparison of each of the components of an 

allergen should not be affected by this factor, but the relationship between sIgE and components 
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may be weaker in our study than if the sIgE measurement was obtained at the same time as the 

ImmunoCAP ISAC. 

Clinical Implications 

CRD offers new possibilities for both clinicians and researchers in the field of allergy and 

immunology. With the focus on protein-groups, we propose a new way of interpreting sensitization 

– not only when evaluating possible cross-reactivity, but also when assessing associations to 

clinical diseases such as asthma and allergic rhinitis. This may add another angle to the practical 

advice physicians give their patients, particularly when it comes to pets in the home. A positive 

sIgE to e.g. dog may not have to be a major concern when decisions are made regarding whether or 

not to limit pet exposure in asthma prone families - it seems that only sensitization to the lipocalin 

component of dog should be a concern. This approach also gives new perspectives on clinical 

research, and opens new possibilities in treatment strategies. Further studies may reveal that it is 

more effective and have fewer side effects to target immunotherapy to specific relevant protein-

groups in patients with severe asthma and allergic rhinitis, and not to a mixture of whole allergens 

the way it is being done today.  

Conclusions and Perspectives 

This study suggests a novel way of analyzing and interpreting allergen sensitization. Different 

clinical phenotypes based on protein-group sensitization offer new perspectives for both researchers 

and clinicians. In our study, we investigated associations between sensitization to these protein-

groups and allergic disease, but the implications extend to all studies that include measurements of 

IgE sensitization. We found that asthma was associated with the lipocalin protein-group and allergic 

rhinitis was associated to the PR-10, pectate lyase, and grass pollen protein-groups.   

Future Research 

Even though it was not the purpose of this study to	  show that the association with IgE to a protein-

group of related components was stronger and more closely related to the clinical phenotype than 

the association with the whole extract of a single source species, this study invites to look into this 

aspect further and define if CRD is better when assessing sensitization of importance in both asthma 

and allergic rhinitis. Therefore, sensitization measurements to whole extracts should not only 

include the 7 allergens that were measured as part of this study, but additional relevant allergens of 

the different protein-groups such as horse and mouse. 
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The association between the lipocalin group and asthma should be elaborated further to find out 

whether there is a causal relation between sensitization to these allergens and asthma, or if they just 

happen to co-exist as part of the same phenotype. In line with study III, it could be interesting to 

find out if the children sensitized to the lipocalin group are the ones that experience exacerbation in 

their asthma when exposed to dog/cat/horse. If that is the case, further studies may reveal that it is 

more effective and have fewer side effects to target immunotherapy to lipocalins in patients with 

severe asthma triggered by exposure to dog/cat/horse, and not to a mixture of whole allergens the 

way it is being done today.  

It could also be interesting to clarify if cross-reactivity to human lipocalin is the mechanism behind 

the association between lipocalins and asthma. This could be elaborated further by first of all 

establishing if a cross-reaction in fact does occur in those patients. 

Furthermore, future studies should include a standardized diagnosis of asthma and allergic rhinitis, 

and ideally also a diagnosis of eczema. Replication in different geographical regions could also be 

of relevance. 

To explore the relationships between sIgE level and component levels further, future studies should 

include measurements of sensitization to whole extracts obtained the same day as the measurements 

of CRD was done. This analysis was not the main purpose of the study, and therefore the most 

recent measurement of sIgE to whole extracts was the best we had.  

Some speculate that the CRD using ISAC is not as sensitive as CRD using ImmunoCAP to each 

component, and to clarify this, a study should be done comparing ImmunoCAP analysis of each 

component with the ISAC results.  

Finally, it could be relevant to evaluate more components than what is available on the ISAC today. 
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Online Repository, Paper I 

Methods 

Serum Specific Immunoglobulin E Measurements 

The screening method was based on two initial screening tests: (1) ImmunoCAP Phadiatop (Phad) 

measuring total sIgE level against cat, horse, dog, timothy grass, birch, D. Pteronyssinus, D. 

Farinae, olive and wall pellitory (parietaria officinalis), and (2) ImmunoCAP Phadiatop Infant 

(Phinf) measuring total sIgE levels against cat, dog, D. Pteronyssinus, birch, timothy grass, egg, 

milk, peanut, soybean, shrimp, ragweed and wall pellitory. If Phad or Phinf were ≥ 0.15 kUA/L in 

samples collected at ages ½ and 1½ years or ≥ 0.10 kUA/L in samples collected at ages 4 and 6 

years, sIgE levels were analyzed for individual allergens by ImmunoCAP. If Phinf was below the 

cut-off, another screening test (fx5) was done measuring total sIgE against egg, milk, cod, wheat 

flour, peanut and soybean. Serum with fx5 ≥ 0.35 kUA/L at ages ½ and 1½ years or ≥ 0.10 kUA/L at 

ages 4 and 6 years was subsequently analyzed for sIgE antibodies against the single allergens 

included in the fx5 screening panel. 

Clinical History of Food Allergy and Allergic Rhinitis 

The interview addressed symptoms typical of food allergy arising from the skin (pruritus, rash, 

urticaria or angioedema), gastrointestinal system (oral itching, lip swelling, vomiting, diarrhea or 

colic), respiratory system (pharyngeal itching/discomfort, nasal congestion/rhinorrhea, sneezing, 

coughing, choking sensation, husky voice, wheezing or dyspnea) and cardiovascular system (severe 

hypotension/fainting or shock).  

Proportion of Agreement and Kappa Coefficient 

Observed proportion of agreement, Po, is calculated from a 2x2 table as (a+d)/N. Expected 

proportion of agreement, Pe= ((a+c)(a+b)+(b+d)(c+d))/N2. Proportion of positive agreement, 

Ppos=2a/(N+a-d). Proportion of negative agreement, Pneg=2d/(N-a+d). κ=(Po-Pe)/(1-Pe). The more 

detailed results of agreement, including Po, Pe, Ppos and Pneg, are outlined in Table E4. 

Since the Venn diagrams visualize an overlap of all the food- and inhalant allergens as a group, and 

not necessarily an overlap on an individual allergen level, they slightly overestimate the agreement 

between the two methods (e.g. if one child has a positive sIgE for milk and a positive SPT for egg 

and not milk, that child is still in the group, that is overlapping). That cannot be accounted for in the 

Venn diagrams since one child usually have positive tests for multiple allergens, and some might be 
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agreeing and others may not. However, this had been taken into account when calculating the κ-

coefficients, where the agreement of every individual allergen has been summarized in the 2x2 table 

and used to calculate the agreements as described above. 

 

Results 

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve Analysis 

We used test results for egg at 1½yrs and grass at 6yrs to perform a ROC curve analysis (Figure 

E1-2). The ROC analysis showed that a cut-off value for sIgE of 0.31 kUA/L for food allergens 

(with egg at 1½yrs as an example) resulted in the highest sensitivity (0.90) and specificity (0.96) for 

predicting a positive SPT, aligning with our predefined cut-off value of 0.35 kUA/L. For inhalant 

allergens, with grass at age 6yrs as an example, the ROC curve analysis showed an optimal cut-off 

value for sIgE of 1.10 kUA/L resulting in a sensitivity of 0.88 and a specificity of 0.96 for predicting 

a positive SPT. Since the ROC curve estimated optimal cut-off value for inhalant allergens was 

considerably different from the cut-off value already used in our analysis, we performed an 

additional post-hoc agreement analysis for inhalant allergens using a cut-off value of 1.0 kUA/L 

(Figure E3). The agreement only improved at age 6yrs (κ = 0.58), but still did not reach substantial 

agreement. 
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Table E1: Kappa coefficients for all 14 allergens in children from ½ year to 6 years 

 ½ year 1½ years 4 years 6 years 

Birch 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.35 

Grass 0.00 0.75 0.42 0.53 

Mugwort 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.59 

Horse 0.00 1.00 0.72 0.77 

Dog 0.00 0.40 0.62 0.36 

Cat -0.0038 -0.0051 0.49 0.86 

HDM* 0.00 0.67 0.42 0.46 

Molds 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.66 

Wheat Flour 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 

Egg 0.60 0.48 0.22 0.09 

Milk 0.43 0.12 0.00 0.00 

Soybean 0.00 -0.0048 0.00 0.00 

Cod 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Peanut 0.00 0.40 0.61 0.61 
* House dust mite D. pteronyssinus 
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Table E2: Clinical symptoms of inhalant allergy at 6 years of age and relation to sensitization. This table 
includes only children that had both SPT and sIgE performed at the 6-year visit (N=266). 

Allergen 
Total 
SPT+ 

Total 
sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT+/sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT+/sIgE- 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT-/sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT-/sIgE- 

Birch 8 24 26 1 2 5 18 

Grass 16 37 33 11 2 5 15 

Mugwort 3 7 4 0 0 1 3 

Horse 8 10 7 2 2 0 3 

Dog 8 18 7 2 1 2 2 

Cat 16 14 8 5 0 0 3 

HDM 10 31 8 5 0 1 2 

Molds 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 78 150 93 26 7 14 46 

  
 
 
 
Table E3: Clinical symptoms of food allergy at 6 years of age and relation to sensitization. This table 
includes only children that had both SPT and sIgE performed at the 6-year visit (N=264). 

Allergen 
Total 
SPT+ 

Total 
sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT+/sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT+/sIgE- 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT-/sIgE+ 

Clinical 
allergy and 
SPT-/sIgE- 

Wheat flour 0 9 2 0 0 0 2 

Egg 2 17 2 1 0 0 1 

Milk 0 35 2 0 0 1 1 

Soybean 0 4 1 0 0 0 1 

Cod 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Peanut 6 10 4 4 0 0 0 

Total 8 75 12 5 0 1 6 
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Table E4: Agreement of SPT and sIgE 

Age 
Allergen 

group 

Observed 
proportion of 

agreement 

Expected 
proportion of 

agreement 

Proportion 
of positive 
agreement 

Proportion 
of negative 
agreement 

½ year Inhalant 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 

 Food 0.99 0.97 0.47 0.99 

1½ years Inhalant 1.00 0.99 0.48 1.00 

 Food 0.97 0.96 0.32 0.99 

4 years Inhalant 0.97 0.94 0.46 0.98 

 Food 0.96 0.95 0.17 0.98 

6 years Inhalant 0.95 0.91 0.51 0.98 

 Food 0.96 0.95 0.14 0.98 
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Figure E1: ROC curve, egg at 1½ years 
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Figure E2: ROC curve, grass at 6 years 
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Figure E3: Inhalant allergens, agreement between SPT and sIgE with sIgE cut-off: 1.0 
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Abstract 

Background 

There is a need to move from symptom-based disease definitions to endotypes defined by specific 

underlying molecular mechanisms and treatment responses. Atopic disorder is one such early 

attempt to define specific endotypes of children with asthma and/or eczema and increased IgE. We 

performed a longitudinal analysis of the relevance of the atopic endotype from birth to age 13. 

Methods 

Allergic sensitization against 28 common inhalant and food allergens was assessed throughout 

childhood at ½, 1½, 4, 6, and 13 years in 399 children from the Copenhagen Prospective Study on 

Asthma in Childhood2000 (COPSAC2000) high-risk birth cohort using both skin prick test and 

specific IgE (sIgE) levels. Asthma and eczema were diagnosed longitudinally at the COPSAC clinic 

strictly adherent to predefined algorithms. Associations between allergic sensitization, asthma, and 

eczema were estimated by logistic regression and visualized by Venn diagrams at the five age-

points.  

Results 

Allergic sensitization showed no association with asthma through early childhood (0-6 years) 

neither analyzed as any sensitization (OR range=0.78-1.29, p≥0.48) nor as food or inhalant 

sensitization (OR range=0.78-1.81, p≥0.10) or utilizing skin prick test or sIgE results separately 

(OR range=0.78-1.91, p≥0.24). At 13 years, however, any definition of sensitization was associated 

with asthma (OR range=4.02-5.94, all p<0.001). In contrast, allergic sensitization was associated 

with eczema at ½, 1½, and 6yrs (OR range=2.06-6.02, p≤0.01), borderline at 4yrs (OR=1.61 [0.96-

2.69], p=0.07), but not at 13 years (OR=1.57 [0.78-3.16], p=0.21). 

Conclusion 

The association between asthma and/or eczema and increased sIgE was strongly age-dependent, 

with poor intersection dependent on type of allergens and on method of testing for sensitization. 

Therefore atopy in children is unlikely to represent a true endotype.  

Keywords: Endotype, Sensitization, Skin Prick Test, Specific IgE, Eczema, Asthma, Children   
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Introduction 

Misclassification is the central challenge in pediatric asthma and eczema research today118,119. There 

is an increasing understanding of the need to move from symptom-based disease definitions to 

identification of endotypes defined by specific underlying molecular mechanisms and treatment 

responses to allow improved and individualized disease management120,121. 

Atopy vs. non-atopy was one such very early attempt to sub-divide asthma and eczema by 

suspected different underlying mechanisms; i.e. attempting to find more homogeneous populations 

of asthma and eczema. Asthma and eczema are often referred to as ‘atopic diseases’, or ‘allergic 

disorders’ suggesting diseases associated with a genetic predisposition to excessive IgE 

production10122. The term ‘atopic march’43,44 was later used to suggest a causal relation in children 

with a debut of eczema, later developing asthma and finally allergic symptoms. However, the 

fraction of children actually following this “march” was recently demonstrated to be quite small45. 

Indeed the evidence in support of such causal relation and even of the atopic endotype is mainly 

based on cross-sectional observations. Such studies are often biased from a circular logic since 

sensitization is part of the classical Hanifin&Rajka definition of “atopic dermatitis”20. Likewise, a 

child with known sensitization is often more likely to be diagnosed with asthma than a child 

without, and although this may be a less formal link it remains a strong tradition. This circular logic 

has perpetuated the atopic concept. 

The rigor of the atopic endotype is further questioned by the fact that “atopic” is used irrespective 

of allergen class (food and/or inhalant) and test-system. Skin prick test and specific IgE (sIgE) have 

very poor agreement87. Worse, total IgE is a very crude assessment of the risk of sensitization123 

with little agreement with the specific sensitization.  

Sensitization exhibits very pronounced age-dependency; rare in young children, increasing in 

school age to a peak in adolescence and declining thereafter19. This is incongruent with the age-

dependency of both asthma and eczema, which exhibits a fall in prevalence with increasing age19. 

In addition, genetic studies showed no association between the genetic risk for total IgE and 

asthma124, though there was some association between genetic risk for specific sensitization and 

asthma in individuals older than 6 years of age33. 
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Thus, there are several reasons to question the robustness of the traditional use of the atopic 

endotype in children.  We therefore investigated the associations between allergic sensitization, 

asthma and eczema from birth to 13 years of age in children participating in the Copenhagen 

Prospective Study on Asthma in Childhood2000 (COPSAC2000) high-risk birth cohort. Sensitization 

defined from skin prick test and sIgE levels against 28 common inhalant and food allergens 

measured longitudinally at ages ½, 1½, 4, 6, and 13 years was compared with prospective clinical 

diagnoses of asthma and eczema obtained at our single-center research unit strictly adherent to 

predefined diagnostic algorithms, which do not require sensitization. 
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Methods 

Study Design 

The COPSAC2000 birth cohort is a single-center, prospective clinical birth cohort study of 411 

children born to mothers with a history of asthma, recruited during 1998-2001 in the region of 

greater Copenhagen, Denmark125. Recruitment and baseline characteristics of the participants were 

previously described in detail125. 

Clinical Surveillance  

The children were seen at regular scheduled visits from birth till the age of thirteen for 

comprehensive objective assessments related to the development of asthma, allergy, and 

eczema22,60. Additional visits were arranged immediately upon onset of acute respiratory or skin 

symptoms and the children were monitored by daily respiratory diary cards filled by the parents 

from birth59. The COPSAC pediatricians were dedicated to the cohort children instead of family 

practitioners and were sole responsible for diagnosing and treating asthma, eczema, and allergy 

according to predefined algorithms126.  

Ethics 

The Copenhagen Ethics Committee (KF 01-289/96) and The Danish Data Protection Agency (2008-

41-2434) approved the study, and oral and written informed consent was obtained from both parents 

at enrolment.  

Allergic Sensitization 

Allergic sensitization was diagnosed from skin prick tests and sIgE measurements at the ½-, 1½-, 4, 

6-, and 13-year follow-up visits of the cohort. 

sIgE: Serum specific IgE levels were determined using a screening method (ImmunoCAP, 

Phadiatop Infant™, Pharmacia Diagnostics AB, Uppsala, Sweden), and levels ≥ 0.35 kUA/L were 

considered indicative of sensitization63. Sensitization against the following food allergens: egg, 

milk, cod, wheat flour, rye flour, oatmeal, peanut, soybean, hazel nut, brazil nut, almond, shrimp, 

potato, and coconut; and inhalant allergens: house dust mites (D. pteronyssinus, D. farinae), cat, 

horse, dog, timothy grass, birch, mugwort, and molds (Penicillium notatum, Cladosporium 

herbarum, Aspergillus fumigatus, Alternaria alternata) were tested individually (See Table E1 for 

details). 
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Skin prick tests were performed using standard allergen extracts (ALK, Soluprick® SQ) of most of 

the allergens listed above including pork and beef (Table E1). Histamine dihydrochloride 

(10mg/mL) and physiological sodium chloride (9mg/mL) were used as positive and negative 

controls, respectively. A drop of each of the extracts was placed on the children’s volar forearm and 

a lancet was used to prick through the droplet. The reaction to the positive control was read after 10 

min while the reactions to the allergens and negative control were read after 15 minutes. The 

average of two orthogonal wheal diameters was noted, and a positive reaction was defined as a 

diameter ≥ 2 mm larger than the negative control at ages ½ and 1½ years and ≥ 3 mm at ages 4, 6, 

and 13 years.  

Antihistamines were not allowed 72 hours before testing (the positive control was used as screening 

for use of antihistamines with longer half-life) and mild steroid creams (group 1-2) on the arms 24h 

before testing or stronger steroid creams (group 3-4) 14 days before testing.  

Allergic sensitization was analyzed as elevated sIgE and/or a positive skin prick test against any of 

the tested allergens. 

Asthma 

The diagnosis of asthma was based on an predefined algorithm including 4 mandatory criteria 

typical of childhood asthma: 1) Recurrent troublesome lung symptoms (TROLS) explained to the 

parents as wheezing or whistling sounds, breathlessness, or recurrent troublesome cough severely 

affecting the well being of the child recorded as a dichotomized score (yes/no) in a daily diary chart. 

Recurrence of TROLS was defined as 5 episodes of minimum 3 consecutive days within 6 months 

or 4 consecutive weeks with TROLS, 2) Symptoms judged by the COPSAC pediatricians to be 

typical of asthma (e.g. exercise induced symptoms, prolonged nocturnal cough, recurrent cough 

outside common cold, symptoms causing wakening at night), 3) Need of intermittent rescue use of 

inhaled β2-agonist, and 4) Response to a 3-month trial of inhaled corticosteroids initiated when the 

criteria for recurrent TROLS were met and relapse after stopping treatment60. 

Eczema 

Eczema was diagnosed by the pediatricians at the COPSAC clinical research unit at scheduled and 

acute visits based on predefined localization, morphology, and severity according to the Hanifin and 

Rajka criteria20 as previously detailed22 excluding sensitization as a minor criteria. 
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Statistics 

Comparison of baseline characteristics among children tested for allergic sensitization vs. never 

tested children was performed using chi-square tests and Fischer's exact tests. Prevalences of 

allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema were plotted for the five age-points (½, 1½, 4, 6, and 

13yrs) and Venn diagrams were made to illustrate the co-occurrence of allergic sensitization, 

asthma, and eczema during childhood. 

Associations between allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema at the individual age-points were 

analyzed by logistic regression analyses calculating odds ratios (OR). The age-dependent 

development of co-occurrence of asthma, eczema, and sensitization was analyzed using age in years 

as a continuous variable in a logistic regression general estimating equation (GEE) model. 

Subgroup analyses were done for allergic sensitization to food and inhalant allergens as well as 

sensitization diagnosed from a positive skin prick test or elevated sIgE levels.  

All data analyses were executed in SAS version 9.2 and 9.3 for Windows (SAS institute Inc, Cary, 

NC, USA). P-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 
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Results 

Baseline Characteristics 

Assessment of allergic sensitization was performed in 399 (97%) of the 411 children in the 

COPSAC2000 cohort during at least one of the five age-points. The number of children with 

complete information on allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema was 330 children (80%) at ½ 

and 1½ years, 286 children (70%) at 4 and 6 years and 308 children (75%) at 13 years. Baseline 

characteristics, including gender, socioeconomics, early life exposures, and allergic predisposition 

of the 399 children with at least one assessment of allergic sensitization are outlined in Table 1. 

Children who were never tested (N=12) came from households with a trend of lower income (low 

income: 80% vs. 30%, p=0.07), more mothers who smoked during pregnancy (33% vs. 15%, 

p=0.10), and less fathers with a history of allergic rhinitis (9% vs. 37%, p=0.06), but did not differ 

with respect to the remaining baseline characteristics (results not shown). 

Prevalence and Co-occurrence of Allergic Sensitization, Asthma, and Eczema during Childhood  

The longitudinal developments in prevalence rates of any allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema 

at the five time-points during childhood are illustrated in Figure 1. For allergic sensitization, the 

prevalences increased with age (½yr: 11.5%; 1½yrs: 20.9%; 4yrs: 31.8%; 6yrs: 39.5%; 13yrs: 

53.6%), whereas the prevalence of asthma increased until age 4yrs and declined thereafter  (½yr: 

0%; 1½yrs: 7.3%; 4yrs: 16.4%; 6yrs: 14.0 %; 13yrs: 12.3%). The prevalence of eczema peaked at 

1½yrs and declined thereafter (½yr: 17.0%; 1½yrs: 39.4%; 4yrs: 35.3%; 6yrs: 21.3%; 13yrs: 

12.3%). 

The co-occurrence of allergic sensitization, asthma, and eczema at the five age-points is illustrated 

in Figure 2. The figure shows that among asthmatic children the co-occurrence of allergic 

sensitization increased significantly with age (½yr: not applicable due to no asthma cases (NA); 

1½yrs: 25%; 4yrs: 36%; 6yrs; 35%, 13yrs: 82%, p<0.001), and likewise among children with 

eczema, the co-occurrence of sensitization increased significantly with age (½yr: 32%; 1½yrs: 27%; 

4yrs: 39%; 6yrs; 59%, 13yrs: 63%, p<0.001). The proportion of children with allergic sensitization 

without concurrent asthma or eczema also increased with age (½yr: 53%; 1½yrs: 46%; 4yrs: 47%; 

6yrs: 62%; 13yrs: 71%, p<0.001). 
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Association Between Asthma and Allergic Sensitization  

Asthma and allergic sensitization were only associated in late childhood (OR ½yr=NA; 1½yr=1.29 

[0.49; 3.37], p=0.60; 4yrs=1.26 [0.66; 2.43], p=0.48; 6yrs=0.78 [0.40; 1.61], p=0.53, 13yrs=4.49 

[1.91; 10.6], p<0.001) (Table 2 and Figure 3). In subgroup analyses of association between asthma 

and allergic sensitization to either a food or an inhalant allergen, we still did not find any significant 

associations until the age of 13 (OR food=5.94 [2.82; 12.5], p<0.001; inhalant=4.91 [2.09; 11.5], 

p<0.001). The same pattern was seen when measuring allergic sensitization as either a positive skin 

prick test or elevated sIgE (Table E2).  

Association Between Eczema and Allergic Sensitization  

Eczema and allergic sensitization were significantly associated at ½, 1½, and 6yrs (OR ½yr=6.02 

[2.92; 12.39], p=<0.001; 1½yr=2.06 [1.20; 3.52], p=0.01; 6yrs=2.77 [1.55; 4.94], p<0.001) and 

showed a trend of association at 4yrs (OR=1.61, [0.96; 2.69], p=0.07), but at 13 years we found no 

significant association (OR=1.57 [0.78; 3.16], p=0.21) (Table 2 and Figure 4). Eczema and food 

sensitization were only associated at ½ and 1½ years (OR ½yr=6.99 [3.25; 15.07], p<0.001 and 

1½yrs=1.96 [1.08; 3.06], p=0.03, respectively), whereas eczema and inhalant sensitization were 

associated at 1½, 4 and 6 years (OR 1½yr=3.05 [1.34; 6.95], p=0.01; 4yrs=2.12 [1.19; 3.78], p=0.01 

and 6yrs=3.61 [1.20; 6.51], p<0.001). At 13 years we found no association between eczema and 

neither food nor inhalant sensitization. Subgroup analyses of skin prick test result isolated showed a 

significant association with eczema during early childhood (0-6 years) and trend of association at 13 

years, whereas isolated analyses of elevated sIgE only showed association with eczema at ½yr and 

6yrs (Table E2).  
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Discussion 

Primary Finding 

The COPSAC2000 high-risk longitudinal birth cohort with rigorous clinical diagnoses of asthma and 

eczema (not requiring allergic sensitization) showed very different temporal development of 

allergic sensitization, asthma and eczema through childhood (Figure 1). The intersection between 

those entities was poor and variable over time with large proportions of clinical disease outside the 

group of children with any allergic sensitization, and large groups with sensitization but no clinical 

symptoms (Figure 2). Furthermore, asthma and allergic sensitization were only associated traits in 

late childhood, whereas eczema and allergic sensitization were only associated during preschool 

age. This  questions the relevance of the term “atopic asthma” and “atopic eczema” as true 

endotypes.   

Strengths and Limitations of the Study 

The major strength of this study is the prospective birth cohort design with longitudinal repetitive 

assessment of allergic sensitization measured by both skin prick test and sIgE. All tests were done 

by the same experienced research personnel according to predefined standard operating procedures 

ensuring consistency in the objective measurements. Personal interview data were collected on-line 

and locked after external monitoring. An audit trail was run routinely. 

The study is further strengthened by the standardized clinical diagnoses of asthma and eczema 

obtained solely by the COPSAC pediatricians at scheduled and acute visits to the research clinic 

guided by daily diary cards, thus minimizing risk of recall bias. Asthma and eczema were diagnosed 

and treated according to strict predefined algorithms, which minimized risk of disease 

misclassification. Furthermore, the clinical diagnoses did not include information on allergic 

sensitization, allowing us to assess the association between sensitization and symptoms without bias 

from the common belief of a relationship between these. 

The high-risk nature of the COPSAC2000 study population with all children being born to mothers 

with asthma may limit generalization of the findings.  

Interpretation 

Asthma, eczema and allergic sensitization developed with very different temporal patterns from 

birth to age 13. The overlap between disease and sensitization was minimal in early life, increasing 

during childhood but differently for inhalant and food allergens. The coincidence of disease and 
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sensitization also differed whether allergy was assessed by skin prick test or by sIgE. Importantly, 

specificity and sensitivity of the method applied for diagnosing allergic sensitization varies 

significantly for skin prick test and sIgE results30,86,87. There is a profound disagreement with the 

result of skin prick test79,81–83 and sIgE46,80,83 to the same allergens, and this disagreement changes 

with age. Therefore, the distinction of the atopic endotype depends on the group of allergens 

included (inhalants and/or food) as well as the tools use to determine allergic sensitization and 

depends strongly on the age of the child tested.  

In our study, we utilized both skin prick test results and sIgE levels against a broad panel of 

common food and inhalant allergens and found no association with asthma in young children 

neither when analyzing sensitization diagnosed from skin prick test and/or sIgE nor when analyzing 

sensitization diagnosed from skin prick test or sIgE levels separately. 

In line with our finding, a cross-sectional study of 2,021 children aged 3.4-14.8yrs documented an 

association between sensitization and current asthmatic symptoms in children >6 years, whereas no 

association was detected in the children <6 years of age78. A range of other studies have shown a 

positive association between sensitization and asthma46,79–83, but these studies are highly 

heterogeneous in their asthma definitions, typically only investigating sensitization against a few 

individual allergens, only using either skin prick test or sIgE assessments, and most studies only 

analyze the association with asthma at a single age-point. E.g., a study of 268 children utilized sIgE 

measurements at age ½, 1, 2, and 5 years and reported a significant association only between 

current sensitization to soybean, timothy grass or cat and current asthma at 5 years of age without 

showing results for asthma at earlier age-points80. In addition, another study of 289 high-risk 

children with sIgE measurements at 1, 3, and 6 years of age found a significant association between 

current sensitization to dog, cat, house dust mite, A. alternata, cockroach or ragweed and asthma at 

6 years of age, but did not include food sensitization or any association analyses with asthma before 

age 6yrs46.  

Misclassification of asthma cases is a major issue in young children. We applied a well-validated 

clinical diagnosis of asthma determined solely at our single-center research site by the trained 

COPSAC pediatricians strictly adherent to a predefined algorithm taking into account both clinical 

appearance, the symptom history documented prospectively from daily diary card, and response to 

anti-asthmatic treatment, but independent of sensitization88,89. Other studies have less stringent 

diagnostic procedures typically without a continuous clinical follow-up, no diary cards, and no 
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evaluation of response to bronchodilators or inhaled corticosteroids79,80. Many studies base the 

asthma diagnoses on questionnaires or a single response to questions such as: “Has your child had 

wheezing or whistling in the chest during the last 12 months?” 83 which increases risk of 

misclassification and finding of false positive association.  

Our finding of association between eczema and allergic sensitization in young children is in line 

with many previous investigations78–81,84,85. In particular, a study of 665 children showed an 

association between sensitization and eczema during the first 2 years of life with the strongest 

association in the first year of life85, which is in line with our findings. We could not find any 

studies investigating association between eczema and sensitization in older children, which may be 

due to publication bias. 

The demonstrated association between allergic sensitization and asthma in late childhood and 

eczema in early childhood are only associations and do not prove a causal link. We recognize that 

co-occurrence of IgE-mediated allergy is common in severe asthma in children above 6 years of age 

and might reflect important triggers90. The essential point is that a causal relation is only likely 

when exposure to the relevant allergen causes symptoms or symptom exacerbation. However, the 

current classification of “atopic disease” is simply defined as coexistence between disease and 

sensitization without distinguishing between symptomatic vs. asymptomatic sensitization. Thus, a 

child with asymptomatic sensitization to hazelnut and asthma would be classified as suffering from 

“atopic asthma”. However, in young children (0-6yrs) such co-existence of symptoms and 

sensitization is likely to be a chance finding. Therefore, classification of “atopic asthma” in this 

age-group is unlikely to represent a true asthma endotype. Also in older children, the use of the term 

“atopic asthma” and “atopic eczema” is likely to be a poorly defined endotype due to the high 

frequency of sensitization and corresponding high risk of coexistence of symptoms and 

sensitization without any underlying shared etiology.  

Our findings highlight the dilemma when trying to define an atopic child: a boy with persistent 

asthma, who is without sensitization at age 6 but sensitized to allergens relevant to his symptoms at 

13; is his disease mechanism atopic? Was he atopic since the symptom onset or did the disease 

mechanism change? If he is sensitized to allergens irrelevant to his symptoms, is this still an atopic 

mechanism? If his sensitization is detectable by skin prick test but not sIgE, or if only total IgE is 

increased, is his asthma endotype atopic? These examples, based on our data, strongly suggest that 
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the term atopy is imprecise and inaccurate. Indeed we propose that we are confusing endotyping 

with co-morbidity when we refer to atopy. 

Importantly, no available randomized controlled trial ever demonstrated a differential effect on 

atopic/non-atopic children from standard asthma therapies. 

Conclusion 

This longitudinal investigation of the first 13 years of life in the children of the Danish COPSAC2000 

high-risk cohort showed very different temporal development of allergic sensitization, asthma, and 

eczema through childhood (Figure 1). The intersection of those entities was equally poor with large 

proportion of clinical disease outside the group of children with any allergic sensitization (Figure 2) 

resulting in poor associations differing with age (Figure 3-4). The tradition of using atopy as a 

particular endotype of asthma and eczema seems unfounded since it depends on method of testing 

for sensitization, type of allergens, and age of the patient. This questions the relevance of the term 

“atopic asthma” and “atopic eczema” as true endotypes.  
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Tables 
 
Table 1: Baseline characteristics among children tested for allergic sensitization at any age-point 

* High is defined as a total income > €80.000, average from €53.333 to 80.000, low is < €53.333 
$ ≥ 1 cigarette/week   

  
N 

 
Tested 

 

  
N=399 

 
Gender, male (%) 

 
411 

 
199 (50) 

 
Socioeconomic factors 

Household income*; High/Average/Low  
(% Low) 

391 90/182/114  
(30) 

Mother’s education; University/Medium/At most college  
(% At most college) 

378 52/99/225 
(60) 

 
Early life exposure 

  

Smoking (last trimester), yes (%)$ 411 59 (15) 

 
Allergic disposition 
Mother 

Allergic rhinitis, yes (%) 410 311 (78) 

Eczema, yes (%) 411 192 (48) 

 
Allergic disposition 
Father 

Asthma, yes (%) 400 74 (19) 

Allergic rhinitis, yes (%) 398 143 (37) 

Eczema, yes (%) 399 54 (14) 
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Table 2: Association between clinical outcomes and sensitization to any allergen, any food allergen, or any 
inhalant allergen measured at the noted ages   
  

½ year 
 

1½ years 
 

4 years 
 

6 years 
 

13 years 

ASTHMA OR [95% CI]  

 
ANY  
 
p-value 

 
NA 

 
1.29 [0.49; 3.37] 

 
0.60 

 
1.26 [0.66; 2.43] 

 
0.48 

 
0.80 [0.40; 1.61] 

 
0.53 

 
4.49 [1.91;10.6] 

<0.001 

FOOD 
 
p-value 

NA 1.42 [0.50; 4.02] 
 

0.56 

1.81 [0.88; 3.73] 
 

0.10 

0.94 [0.41; 2.18] 
 

0.89 

5.94 [2.82;12.5] 

<0.001 

INHALANT 
 
p-value 

NA 1.07 [0.24; 4.83] 
 

1.00 

0.78 [0.35; 1.79] 
 

0.56 

1.01 [0.49; 2.11] 
 

0.96 

4.91 [2.09;11.5] 

<0.001 

ECZEMA OR [95% CI]  

 
ANY 
 
p-value 

 
6.02 [2.92; 12.4] 

 
<0.001 

 
2.06 [1.20; 3.52] 

 
0.01 

 
1.61 [0.96; 2.69] 

 
0.07 

 
2.77 [1.55; 4.94] 

 
<0.001 

 
1.57 [0.78;3.16] 

0.21 

FOOD 
 
p-value 

6.99 [3.25; 15.1] 
 

<0.001 

1.96 [1.08; 3.06] 
 

0.03 

0.98 [0.53; 1.82] 
 

0.95 

1.72 [0.90; 3.27] 
 

0.10 

1.22 [0.57;2.60] 

0.61 

INHALANT 
 
p-value 

3.16 [0.73; 13.6] 
 

0.13 

3.05 [1.34; 6.95] 
 

0.01 

2.12 [1.19; 3.78] 
 

0.01 

3.61 [1.20; 6.51] 
 

<0.001 

1.71 [0.85;3.46] 

0.13 
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Figures 

Figure 1: Prevalence of asthma, eczema, and allergic sensitization during childhood. 
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Figure 2: Venn-diagrams showing co-occurrence of eczema (red), allergic sensitization (green), and asthma 
(blue) at the five age-points during childhood. Absolute numbers are listed. 
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Figure 3: Associations between asthma and allergic sensitization to any of the tested allergens, any food-, 
and any inhalant allergen at the five age-points.  
 

 
 
Figure 4: Associations between eczema and allergic sensitization to any of the tested allergens, any food-, 
and any inhalant allergen at the five age-points.	  
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Online Repository, Paper II 
 
Table E1: Overview of allergens tested for in the COPSAC2000 cohort. Grey cross indicates that the allergen 
is part of a screening test, but has not been specified on an individual allergen level. 
Allergens 
 

½ year 1½ years 4 years 6 years 13 years 
SPT sIgE SPT sIgE SPT sIgE SPT sIgE SPT sIgE 

Foods  
Egg white (f1) X X X X X X X X X X 
Pasteurized egg^ X  X  X  X  X  
Milk (f2) X X X X X X X X X X 
Raw milk^ X  X  X  X  X  
Cod (f3) X X X X X X X X X X 
Wheat flour (f4) X X X X X X X X X X 
Rye flour (f5) X X X X X  X  X  
Oatmeal (f7) X X X X     X  
Peanut (f13) X X X X X X X X X X 
Soybean (f14) X X X X X X X X X X 
Hazelnut (f17)          X 
Brazil nut (f18)          X 
Almond (f20)          X 
Shrimp (f24)  X  X  X  X   
Pork (f26) X X X X X  X  X  
Beef (f27) X X X X X  X    
Potato (f35)  X  X       
Coconut (f36)          X 
Inhalant  
D. pteronyssinus (d1) X X X X X X X X X X 
D. farinae (d2) X X X X X X X X X X 
Cat epithelium and dander (e1) X X X X X X X X X X 
Horse dander (e3) X X X X X X X X X X 
Dog dander (e5) X X X X X X X X X X 
Timothy grass (g6) X X X X X X X X X X 
Common silver birch (t3) X X X X X X X X X X 
Mugwort (w6) X X X X X X X X X X 
Molds* (mx1)  X  X  X  X  X 
Penicillium notatum (m1)  X  X  X  X  X 
Cladosporium herbarum (m2) X X X X X X X X X X 
Aspergillus fumigatus (m3)  X  X  X  X  X 
Alternaria alternata (m6) X X X X X X X X X X 
^ milk and egg were also tested with raw products 
* mx1=m1, m2, m3 and m6 
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Table E2: Association between clinical outcomes and any sensitization measured by SPT and sIgE at the 
noted time-points 

  
½ year 

 
1½ years 

 
4 years 

 
6 years 

 
13 years 

ASTHMA OR [95% CI]  

 
SPT 
 
p-value 

 
NA 

 
1.70 [0.55; 5.29] 

 
0.32 

 
1.30 [0.46; 3.65] 

 
0.58 

 
1.46 [0.62; 3.44] 

 
0.38 

 
4.02 [1.96;8.22] 

<0.001 

SIGE 
 
p-value 

NA 1.91 [0.73; 4.99] 
 

0.24 

1.20 [0.62; 2.32] 
 

0.60 

0.78 [0.38; 1.62] 
 

0.51 

4.76 [2.11;10.8] 

<0.001 

ECZEMA OR [95% CI]  

 
SPT 
 
p-value 

 
5.88 [2.49; 13.8] 

 
<0.001 

 
5.68  [2.64; 12.2] 

 
<0.001 

 
4.47 [1.92; 10.4] 

 
<0.001 

 
3.42 [1.76; 6.67] 

 
<0.001 

 
1.79 [0.91;3.52] 

0.09 

SIGE 
 
p-value 

7.66 [3.42; 17.2] 
 

<0.001 

1.69 [0.92; 3.1] 
 

0.10 

1.50 [0.90; 2.51] 
 

0.12 

2.18 [1.24; 3.82] 
 

0.01 

1.58 [0.78;3.19] 

0.20 
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Abstract  
Rationale 

Sensitization to a specific allergen at an isolated time-point during childhood rarely appears alone 

and provides limited clinical information. We propose that sensitization develops as specific 

patterns with respect to age at debut, development over time, and involved allergens and that these 

patterns associate to clinical disease later in life. 

Objective 

To explore latent patterns of sensitization during the first 6 years of life and investigate whether 

such patterns predict development of asthma, rhinitis, and eczema. 

Methods 

We investigated 398 children from the high-risk birth cohort Copenhagen Prospective Studies on 

Asthma in Childhood (COPSAC2000) with specific-IgE measurements against 13 common food and 

inhalant allergens at ages ½, 1½, 4, and 6yrs. An unsupervised multidimensional co-clustering 

technique (sparse non-negative PARAFAC) was used to extract latent patterns characterizing 

development of sensitization. Subsequently, these patterns were investigated in relation to asthma, 

rhinitis, and eczema. Verification of the extracted patterns was sought in an independent unselected 

birth cohort, BAMSE (Children, Asthma, Milieu, Stockholm, Epidemiology) constituting 3051 

children with specific-IgE measurements against the same allergens at 4 and 8yrs.  

Results 

The PARAFAC analysis indicated a complex latent structure involving seven age- and allergen-

specific patterns in the COPSAC2000 data: (1) dog/cat/horse; (2) grass/birch; (3) molds; (4) house 

dust mites; (5) peanut/wheat flour/mugwort; (6) peanut/soybean; and (7) egg/milk/wheat flour. 

Asthma was solely associated with pattern 1 (OR=3.3 [1.5-7.2]), rhinitis with patterns 1-4 and 6 

(ORs=2.2–4.3) and eczema with patterns 1-3 and 5-7 (ORs=1.6–2.5). All seven patterns were 

verified in the independent BAMSE cohort (R2>0.89).   

Conclusion 

This study suggests the presence of specific sensitization patterns in early childhood differentially 

associated to development of clinical outcomes.  
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PARAFAC = PARAllel FACtor analysis 

sIgE = specific Immunoglobulin E 

SPT = Skin Prick Test 
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Introduction 

We recently found a very poor association between allergic sensitizations for both inhalant and food 

allergens and clinical manifestations of asthma and eczema (Schoos et al., unpublished data). We 

therefore speculated that age at debut, temporal development, and type and number of allergen 

sensitizations involved may reflect underlying patterns of allergic sensitization closer associated to 

clinical disease.  

The aim of this study was to explore different latent patterns of sensitization during the first 6 years 

of life and to relate those patterns to development of asthma, rhinitis, and eczema. For this purpose, 

we analyzed measurements of specific-IgE (sIgE) against 13 common inhalant and food allergens 

assessed longitudinally at ages ½, 1½, 4, and 6 years in children participating in the Copenhagen 

Prospective Study on Asthma in Childhood (COPSAC2000) birth cohort born to mothers with 

asthma. We used an unsupervised data driven clustering technique, the sparse non-negative parallel 

factor analysis model (PARAFAC), to extract a set of patterns in the complex multidimensional 

data pool that characterizes longitudinal sensitization patterns in children unbiased from pre-

specified clinical hypotheses.  

Verification was sought in another independent Scandinavian birth cohort, BAMSE61, where the 

same sIgE assessments were performed at ages 4 and 8 years. 
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Methods 

Study Design 

COPSAC2000 is a single-center, prospective clinical birth cohort of children born to mothers with a 

history of asthma enrolled during 1998-200158–60. The children were closely monitored from birth 

till age 7 with visits to the research clinic every 6 months and additional visits at the onset of 

symptoms from the airways or skin. Asthma, rhinitis, and eczema were diagnosed and monitored at 

these visits by the COPSAC pediatricians according to standard operating procedures. Diagnoses 

were defined by exact start and finish dates scrutinized from daily diary cards filled by the parents.  

The Copenhagen Ethics Committee (KF 01-289/96) and The Danish Data Protection Agency (2008-

41-2434) approved the study, and informed consent was obtained from both parents at enrolment.   

BAMSE is a longitudinal population-based birth cohort including 4089 children born between 1994 

and 1996 in different areas of Stockholm61,62. At the 4- and 8-year-follow-up, blood samples were 

taken for sIgE analyses. In this study, 3051 children who provided IgE data at 4 and/or 8 years were 

included. 

Allergic Sensitization  

Blood was sampled at ages ½, 1½, 4, and 6 years (COPSAC2000) and 4 and 8 years (BAMSE) for 

measurements of sIgE levels (ImmunoCAP, Phadiatop Infant™, Pharmacia Diagnostics AB, 

Uppsala, Sweden) against 8 inhaled allergens (birch, timothy grass, mugwort, dog, cat, horse, 

molds, house dust mite (D. Pteronyssinus)) and 5 food allergens (egg, milk, peanut, soybean, wheat 

flour). Sensitization was defined as sIgE ≥ 0.35 kUA/L58,63. 

Clinical Outcomes 

Asthma in COPSAC2000 was diagnosed at age 7 years based on an algorithm including 4 mandatory 

criteria: (1) five episodes of diary verified troublesome lung symptoms each lasting minimum 3 

days within a period of 6 months; (2) symptoms judged by the COPSAC pediatricians to be typical 

of asthma, e.g. exercise induced symptoms, prolonged nocturnal cough, recurrent cough outside 

common cold, symptoms causing wakening at night; (3) need of intermittent rescue use of inhaled 

β2-agonist; and (4) response to a 3-month course of daily inhaled corticosteroids and relapse after 

ended treatment.  
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Rhinitis in COPSAC2000 was diagnosed at age 7 years based on a parental interview on history of 

symptoms performed at the COPSAC research unit. Rhinitis was defined as having significant 

problems with blocked or runny nose or sneezing in the past 12 months without accompanying cold 

or flu127.  

Eczema in COPSAC2000 was diagnosed at scheduled and acute visits at age 0-7 years according to 

the Hanifin and Rajka criteria20 capturing both age of debut and remission as previously detailed22. 

In this study we use age of debut as outcome definition for eczema.  

For definition of the BAMSE outcomes see Online Repository.  

Statistical Methods 

An unsupervised data driven multidimensional factor analysis technique called the PARAFAC 

model (PARAllel FACtor analysis)92 was applied to analyze the COPSAC2000 data structured as a 

three-way tensor with the three modes reflecting subjects, time and allergens. We used a modified 

version of the PARAFAC model that constrains the parameter results (the patterns) to be non-

negative (across all modes) and sparse in the allergen mode meaning that only a subset of the 

allergens are relevant for each pattern. Non-negativity entails clustering of children whereas 

sparsity simultaneously entails clustering of allergens93. The simultaneous clustering across both 

children and allergens is termed co-clustering.  

The number of patterns was estimated based on: (1) Scree plot of variance explained; and (2) 

pattern interpretability. Optimization of the sparsity constraint was done by Bayes Information 

Criterion94. The method handles missing data via exclusion of these from the objective. Thus, 

children with missing sIgE assessments were retained in the model if they had at least one sIgE 

assessment done to conserve maximum study power. Robustness of the results was assessed by 

bootstrapping the data followed by model estimation. As a measure of robustness the correlation 

between the allergen loading of the bootstrapped models and the model based on all data is used. 

Results are shown in the Online Repository Figure E3. 

Primarily, the sensitization patterns were extracted from the COPSAC2000 data and the individual 

patterns were investigated univariately one by one in relation to asthma and rhinitis by logistic 

regression and to eczema by Cox regression.  

Verification in the BAMSE cohort was conducted at two levels. First moment refers to a 

comparison of the allergen specific relative abundance of positive registrations between 
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COPSAC2000 and BAMSE. Second moment refers to the comparison of the covariance structure 

between the two cohorts. The latter was conducted by estimation of a PARAFAC model with the 

exact same model settings (seven non-negative components and sparsity on the allergen mode) as 

for the COPSAC model, followed by comparison of the allergen and time patterns and relative size 

of the individual patterns. No parameter estimates from the COPSAC model were used for 

estimating the BAMSE model. Verification of the sensitization pattern versus clinical outcome 

association was conducted by pattern wise logistic regression for asthma, rhinitis and eczema at 

both 4- and 8 years of age.  

All statistical analyses were conducted in Matlab® R2012b using an in-house routine for clustering 

and statistical toolbox v 8.1 for association analysis between patterns and clinical outcomes. The 

algorithm is freely available at www.models.life.ku.dk/algorithms. 
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Results 

Baseline Characteristics 

In the COPSAC2000 cohort, 398 of the 411 children had at least one available sIgE assessment at one 

of the four age-points. At age ½yr, 361 (91%) children completed sIgE measurements to all 13 

allergens, 355 (89%) at age 1½yrs, 319 (80%) at 4yrs, and 296 (74%) completed at age 6 years. Of 

the 17,420 sIgE registrations (398 participants x 4 time points x 13 allergens minus 3276 missing 

entries), 566 were positive (3.2%). For details on the sIgE distribution see Figure E1. Figure 1 

shows the distribution of positive tests across the 13 allergens at the four age-points in the 

COPSAC2000 cohort.  

In the BAMSE cohort, 3045 of the 4089 children had at least one available sIgE assessment at one 

of the two age-points. At age 4yrs, 2604 (86%) completed sIgE measurements to all 13 allergens 

and 2451 (80%) completed at age 8yrs. Of the 65,434 sIgE registrations, 4175 were positive (6.4%). 

Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of children with available sIgE assessments in the two 

cohorts.  

PARAFAC Sensitization Pattern Analysis 

The PARAFAC pattern analysis in the COPSAC2000 birth cohort revealed a total of 7 latent 

patterns, which are distinct and can be interpreted one at a time (Figure 2). These seven patterns 

are: (1) cat/dog/horse (40 children follow this pattern, which explains 16% of the variation in the 

data); (2) timothy grass/birch (N=57, 10% of the variation); (3) molds (N=12, 7% of the variation); 

(4) house dust mites (N=39, 7% of the variation); (5) peanut/wheat flour/mugwort (N=45, 11% of 

the variation); (6) peanut/soybean (N=61, 10% of the variation); and (7) egg/milk/wheat flour 

(N=108, 8% of the variation). We labeled these seven distinct patterns based on the nature of the 

allergens as animal (1), other airborne (2-3), mixed (5), and food (6-7).  

The patterns are unique and characterized by groups of children, who follow the same sensitization 

pattern with respect to age at debut, development over time as well as type of allergen specific 

sensitizations. These characteristics are outlined in Figure 2, which shows both the allergen 

loadings and the temporal development of the patterns. As an example, Figure 2b illustrates that 

the allergens with the largest influence (highest loadings) in pattern 1 are cat, dog, and horse. Thus, 

responses to cat, dog, and horse exhibit the same overall profile with respect to participants and 

time. The time-effect of each pattern is shown in Figure 2a, where e.g. sensitivity towards the 
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allergens in pattern 1 is first registered at 1½yrs showing an increase at 4yrs followed by a slight 

increase at 6yrs.  

Robustness of Sensitization Patterns and Verification in the BAMSE Cohort 

In an allergen wise comparison of abundances between the COPSAC2000 and BAMSE cohorts at 

age 4yrs, the only significant differences were sensitization against D. pteronyssinus (higher relative 

abundance in COPSAC2000, p<0.0001), cat (lower relative abundance in COPSAC2000, p=0.02) and 

molds (higher relative abundance in COPSAC2000, p=0.01) (Figure 3). A comparison of the co-

variation structure between the COPSAC2000 and BAMSE cohort was conducted by applying the 

estimated PARAFAC model from the COPSAC2000 data to the BAMSE data. Figure 4 shows the 

comparison of the seven patterns, which were in high agreement both in terms of allergen profiles 

(R2>0.89) and development over time. For a comparison of the clustering abundance between 

COPSAC2000 and BAMSE and robustness of the pattern analysis, please see the Online Repository 

Figure E2 and Figure E3. 

Sensitization Patterns in Relation to Clinical Outcomes 

The longitudinal sensitization patterns were compared with development of asthma, rhinitis, and 

eczema by pairwise comparisons in COPSAC2000 (Figure 5). Asthma was only significantly 

associated with pattern 1 (cat/dog/horse): OR=3.3; 95% CI, 1.5-7.2, but showed a trend of 

association with pattern 4: OR=1.9; 95% CI, 0.9-4.4. Rhinitis was significantly associated with 

patterns 1-4 and 6 (ORs=2.2-4.3) and eczema with patterns 1-3 and 5-7 (HRs=1.6-2.5) (Table 2). 

Verification of the association between clinical outcomes and allergic sensitization pattern in 

BAMSE showed that all patterns were positively associated with all outcomes at both age of 4 and 

8 years based on data from 3051 children. However, when stratifying the results to only include 

children of asthmatic mothers (n = 282) the associations attenuate towards comparable results 

between the two cohorts. For details, see the Online Repository Figure E4 and Figure E5.  

Of the three outcomes, only asthma and rhinitis are associated (p = 0.01) and hence possibly 

confounds one another in the association analysis. When adjusting the association towards rhinitis 

for asthma the results are unaffected, whereas the pattern-wise association with asthma attenuates 

when adjusting for rhinitis (see Table 2 – based on COPSAC2000).  
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Discussion 

Main Finding 

Our unsupervised data driven PARAFAC pattern analysis of sensitization during preschool age 

revealed 7 distinct patterns of sensitization, which can naturally be grouped into animal pattern (1), 

other airborne patterns (2-4), mixed pattern (5), and food patterns (6-7). These seven patterns were 

unique and reproducible in an independent cohort with a high agreement.  

The patterns associated differentially to clinical disease development supporting that they represent 

biological meaningful sensitization phenotypes. Asthma associated only with the animal pattern 1 

(dog/cat/horse), whereas rhinitis was associated with all animal and other airborne patterns and 

food pattern 6 (peanut/soybean) and eczema with all patterns except other airborne pattern 4 (house 

dust mites). The associations were to some extend reproducible in the BAMSE cohort but were 

found to depend on maternal predisposition.  

Strengths and Limitations of the Study 

This is the first prospective clinical cohort study to investigate patterns of sIgE during the first 6 

years of life using the novel PARAFAC model. Compared to traditional machine learning and 

statistical clustering techniques, the PARAFAC model excels when analyzing our data, because it 

allows usage of development over time as a third dimension in the analysis. The model 

“remembers” whether a child was sensitized at a prior time point, and takes that into account, which 

achieves a more informative and accurate result than unfolding to matrix data followed by e.g. two-

dimensional clustering. Since prior sensitization affects your risk of being sensitized later, this 

information is an important contribution to the pattern analysis.  

Association studies are typically conducted via individual comparison of all variables at all age-

points with all outcomes46,97–99,106–108. In the COPSAC study that amounts to 13 (allergens) x 4 

(age-points) x 3 (outcomes) tests. This traditional approach has limited capability of bringing any 

novel biological insight due to: (1) the uncertainty in the original data is preserved, (2) the multiple 

testing issue, with a high probability of false discovery, and (3) the question answered by the 

statistical test, e.g. “is milk allergy at 1½yrs of age related asthma at 7 years?” is of limited 

biological relevance. The applied multivariate approach circumvents these pitfalls in several ways. 

By extracting only the systematic variation across both time and participants, the level of 

uncertainty from the original data is reduced, simply because uncertainty is random and thus 
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unsystematic. Furthermore, as different types of allergens have similar mechanisms of sensitization, 

data driven grouping of these reduces the number of tests without removing relevant variation. Last, 

the biological question of interest is whether different sensitization patterns over time relates to 

clinical outcomes as opposed to single cross-sectional comparison.   

Both the COPSAC2000 and the BAMSE study are strengthened by thorough data management and 

quality control procedures including external monitoring, online data collection into a dedicated 

database, and locking of data after data verification. A further advantage is that both studies 

longitudinally measured sIgE levels against the same diverse panel of common inhalant and food 

allergens. The almost exact replication of the seven latent sensitization patterns discovered in 

COPSAC2000 in the independent BAMSE cohort improves reliability of the findings. 

A limitation of the study is the at-risk nature of the COPSAC2000 participants, i.e. children born to 

mothers with asthma, as this population may differ from unselected populations with regard to 

allergen exposures (house cleaning, pets in the house, etc.), which may impact sensitization in 

childhood109. However, the replication of the patterns in the unselected BAMSE cohort argues 

against such inference. Further, replication is confined by the differences in study design between 

BAMSE and COPSAC2000, including age of assessment of the sensitization (4 and 8 years in 

BAMSE and ½, 1 ½, 4, and 6 years in COPSAC2000), and age of assessment and definition of 

clinical outcomes. 

Interpretation 

We discovered and verified seven unique patterns of sensitization during childhood, which are 

distinct and do not influence each other. Each of the patterns represents a general trend derived 

from data, where groups of allergens follow a similar pattern over both time and participants. The 

grouping was purely data driven and unbiased from prior knowledge on how allergens normally 

cluster (e.g. cross reactions) or which clinical outcomes normally associate with specific allergen 

sensitization.  

Recent studies have suggested the presence of several allergic sensitization patterns in 

childhood46,47. sIgE measurements from almost 13,000 children aged 3-17 years95 found seven 

patterns very similar to ours (dog/cat/horse, house dust mites, molds, birch/apple, food/mugwort, 

timothy grass/rye and egg/milk). Although their data were cross-sectional and lacked the third 

dimension of temporal development in the statistical model, the similarity of the seven patterns 
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supports our findings.  

When examining the patterns revealed in our study, there is a striking biological resemblance 

between the allergens with respect to components that constitute the allergens and the common 

protein-groups represented in each pattern. The allergens in pattern 1 (cat/dog/horse) comprise 

components that are both lipocalins (Can f 1, 2, 4, 6; Equ c 1, 2 and Fel d 4) and albumins (Can f 3, 

Equ c 3 and Fel d 2). Similarly, the allergens in pattern 2 (timothy grass/birch) comprise both 

profilins (Bet v 2 and Phl p 12) and polcalcins (Bet v 4 and Phl p 7). Allergens of pattern 5 

(peanut/wheat flour/mugwort) comprise components that are nsLTPs (Art v 3; Ara h 9 and Tri a 

14), pattern 6 (peanut/soybean) comprises both PR-10s (Ara h 8 and Gly m 4), legumins (Ara h 3 

and Gly m 6), and vicilins (Ara h 1 and Gly m 5) and the allergens in pattern 7 (egg/milk/wheat 

flour) comprise components that are albumins (Bos d 6 and Gal d 5) except for wheat flour.  

Although the components have biological resemblance in each pattern, this cannot alone explain the 

clustering of the allergens, since they need to cross-react to explain the patterns. The lipocalins that 

could be part of pattern 1 are known to cross-react101, which is also apparent for polcalcins and 

profilins that could constitute pattern 2102,103. PR-10s are highly cross-reactive71 which could 

explain the clustering in pattern 6. Some nsLTPs also cross-react104, but the albumins of pattern 7 

are not known to cross-react. This biological interpretation of the patterns is only speculative, and 

would need verification by component resolved diagnostics. 

The association between rhinitis and all patterns with inhaled allergens was expected, whereas the 

association between rhinitis and food pattern 6 (peanut/soybean) might also be explained by cross-

reactions as the Bet v 1 (from birch) related food allergen components in soy (Gly m 4)105 and 

peanut (Ara h 8)71 are all PR-10 proteins.   

The association between eczema and all patterns with the exception of other airborne pattern 4 

(house dust mite) aligns with previous studies showing association between eczema and allergic 

sensitization in general46,96,97.   

Our finding that asthma was solely associated with animal pattern 1 (dog/cat/horse) is in line with 

other studies examining cat and dog sensitization independently46,98. Many previous studies have 

reported that sensitization to house dust mite is related to asthma and wheezing46,47,98,99, whereas 

our PARAFAC analysis only showed a trend of association between pattern 4 (D. Pteronyssinus) 

and asthma. A British study of 1,053 unselected 8-year-old children47 found a highly significant 
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association between sensitization to house dust mites and asthma, but they analyzed their data using 

a hidden Markov model100, which does not take development over time into consideration in the 

same manner as the PARAFAC model.  

We propose the existence of a common epitope across patterns of different allergens, which most 

likely can be enlightened by examining allergen components. However, not all the patterns we 

found can be explained by cross-reactions and allergen components suggesting that other host, 

genetic, or environmental factors could also influence clustering of allergen specific sensitization 

during early childhood.  

Conclusion 

This study suggests the presence of several distinct sensitization phenotypes during childhood 

defined by type and number of involved allergens, age at debut, and temporal development. The 

latent patterns showed differential associations with clinical disease outcomes suggesting they 

represent biological meaningful sensitization phenotypes.   
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Figures 
Figure 1: Positive registrations in absolute numbers (N) of the 13 allergens at the four age-points  
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Figure 2: Seven latent patterns where groups of specific allergen sensitizations (b) follow a similar pattern 

over both time and participants (a). 
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Figure 3: Relative abundance of 13 allergens matched at 4 years of age from the COPSAC2000 cohort 
(n=296) and the BAMSE cohort (n=2604).   

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Pairwise comparison of patterns between the COPSAC2000 data (grey) and the BAMSE data 
(black), showing the allergen patterns and the time profile. 
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Figure 5: Longitudinal sensitization patterns compared with clinical outcomes in COPSAC2000. For asthma 
and rhinitis the comparison is done with logistic regression and for eczema with Cox regression. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Baseline characteristics in the COPSAC2000 and BAMSE cohorts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

* High is defined as a total income > €80,000, average from €50,000 to 80,000, low is < €50,000 
^ Lower white=2 years or less at a higher education, Medium and High white=At least 3 years at a higher 
education 
$ ≥ 1 cigarette/week  

  
Tested 

 

 
Tested 

 
N=398 

 
N=3045 

 
Gender, male (%) 

 
199 (50%) 

 
1555 (51%) 

Smoking (last trimester), yes (%)$ 59 (15%) 281 (9.2%) 

SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS  

Household income*, 
High/Average/Low  
(% Low) 

90/183/115 
(30%) 

NA 

Mother’s education in COPSAC, 
University/Medium/At most college  
(% At most college) 

52/100/246 
(62%) 

NA 

Mother’s education in BAMSE, 
Higher and Medium white/Lower white/Blue collar worker  
(% At most Blue collar worker) 

NA 1413/684/676 
(24%) 

ATOPIC PREDISPOSITION 
Mother 

 

Asthma, yes (%) 398 (100%) 282 (9.3%) 

Allergic rhinitis, yes (%) 310 (78%) 551 (18%) 

Atopic dermatitis, yes (%) 192 (48%) 522 (17%) 

ATOPIC PREDISPOSITION 
Father 

 

Asthma, yes (%) 74 (19%) 240 (7.9%) 

Allergic rhinitis, yes (%) 142 (37%) 518 (17%) 

Atopic dermatitis, yes (%) 54 (14%) 364 (12%) 
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Table 2: Association between the different patterns of sensitization and clinical outcomes 

 
 

 
PATTERNS 

 
1 

Animal 

 
2                  3                 4 

Other airborne 

 
5 

Mixed 

 
6                 7 

Food 

 
ASTHMA 7 YEARS 
OR [CI] 

 
3.3  

[1.5; 7.2] 

 
1.5  

[0.7; 3.3] 

 
2.0  

[0.5; 7.5] 

 
1.9  

[0.9; 4.4] 

 
1.6  

[0.7; 3.7] 

 
0.9  

[0.4; 2.1] 

 
1.1  

[0.6; 2.2] 

ASTHMA 7 YEARS  
(adjusted for rhinitis 7 years) 
OR [CI] 

2.2  
[0.9; 5.2] 

0.9  
[0.4; 2.1] 

 
0.9  

[0.2; 4.7] 

 
1.1  

[0.4; 2.8] 

 
1.5  

[0.7; 3.7] 

 
0.7  

[0.3; 1.7] 

 
0.8  

[0.4; 1.6] 

 
RHINITIS 7 YEARS 
OR [CI] 

 
4.0  

[1.9; 8.6] 

 
3.5  

[1.8; 6.6] 

 
4.3  

[1.1; 17] 

 
4.3  

[2.0; 9.0] 

 
1.9 

[1.0; 3.8] 

 
2.2  

[1.2; 4.1] 

 
1.7  

[1.0; 2.8] 

RHINITIS 7 YEARS  
(adjusted for asthma 7 years) 
OR [CI] 

 
3.7  

[1.7; 8.1] 

 
3.7  

[1.9; 7.2] 

 
4.3  

[1.0; 18] 

 
4.1  

[1.9; 8.7] 

 
1.9  

[0.9; 4.0] 

 
2.3  

[1.2; 4.4] 

 
1.8  

[1.0; 3.1] 

 
ECZEMA 0-7 YEARS 
HR [CI] 

 
2.3  

[1.5; 3.4] 

 
2.3  

[1.6; 3.3] 

 
2.5 

[1.3; 4.8] 

 
1.1 

[0.7; 1.8] 

 
1.6  

[1.1; 2.4] 

 
1.7  

[1.2; 2.5] 

 
1.6 

[1.1; 2.1] 

Pattern 1= cat/dog/horse, pattern 2= timothy grass/birch, pattern 3= molds, pattern 4= house dust mites, 
pattern 5= peanut/wheat flour/mugwort, pattern 6= peanut/soybean, pattern 7= egg/milk/wheat flour. 
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Online Repository, Paper III 

Methods 

Clinical Outcomes in BAMSE 

Asthma in BAMSE was diagnosed by questionnaire as more than 3 episodes of wheeze in the last 

12 months and/or; at least 1 episode of wheeze in the last 12 months, combined with prescription of 

inhaled steroids for symptoms of asthma for both the 4- and the 8yrs data. 

 

Rhinitis in BAMSE was diagnosed by questionnaire as symptoms from eyes/nose (suspected or 

evident) after exposure to furred pets or pollen (after age 2yrs) and/or doctor’s diagnosis of allergic 

rhinitis after 2 years and up to age 4 years for 4yrs data, and symptoms of sneezing, a runny or 

blocked nose, or itchy, red and watery eyes after exposure to furred pets or pollen (from age 4 

years) and/or doctor’s diagnosis of allergic rhinitis from 4 years and up to age 8 years for 8yrs data. 

Eczema in BAMSE was diagnosed by questionnaire as dry skin in combination with itchy rash for 2 

weeks or more at typical localization (face or arms/legs extension surfaces or arms/legs flexures or 

wrists/ankles flexures) in the last 12 months and/or doctor’s diagnosis of eczema after age 2- or 4 

years up to age 4- or 8 years for diagnosis at 4yrs and 8yrs respectively. 
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Results  

Specific IgE data 

The registered levels of sIgE in the COPSAC2000 cohort are shown in Figure E1. In total 4653 

samples (out of 17,420 registrations) (27%) obtained a value larger than zero.  

Abundance of Sensitization Patterns in COPSAC2000 and BAMSE 

The abundance of the seven sensitization patterns extracted from COPSAC2000 and BAMSE are 

shown in Figure E2. In general, a higher abundance is registered in BAMSE, especially when 

stratifying on maternal asthma. Pattern 3, 5 and 7 in COPSAC2000 and BAMSE respectively are, 

however, not significantly different (p > 0.06) in abundance when stratifying on maternal asthma.  

Robustness of Sensitization Patterns  

Figure E3 shows the robustness of the sensitization patterns, as pattern wise correlations between 

the bootstrapped models and original model estimated on both cohorts. The COPSAC model 

reveals on average the model is very robust (rmedian > 0.94 for all patterns). However the estimation 

of pattern 2, 5 and 6 are prone to changes in population as up to 10% of the bootstrapped models 

obtain r < 0.8 for these patterns.  The larger BAMSE cohort is very robust in terms of population 

changes as r > 0.90 for all patterns, all repetitions. 

Sensitization Patterns in Relation to Clinical Outcomes in BAMSE 

The seven sensitization patterns extracted from the BAMSE data were compared with the three 

clinical outcomes at both 4yrs and 8yrs (see Figure E4). The results indicate that in the unselected 

BAMSE cohort all sensitization patterns are positively related to the clinical outcomes at both ages. 

The associations between asthma and rhinitis and sensitization patterns are strongest at 8 years of 

age, whereas for eczema the association is strongest at 4 years of age. For the clinical outcome 

eczema there is a fair agreement between the results obtained in COPSAC2000 and BAMSE, 

whereas for both asthma and rhinitis this is not the case. Stratifying the BAMSE analysis to only 

include children from asthmatic mothers (n = 282), and thereby imitating the COPSAC2000 design, 

changes the results towards higher agreement for asthma and eczema, while rhinitis remains 

unverifiable. For asthma, five out of seven patterns obtain association results, where the estimate 

based on COPSAC2000 data at 6yrs is between the BAMSE estimates at 4yrs and 8yrs (see Figure 

E5).   
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Figures 

Figure E1: Registered levels of sIgE in the COPSAC2000 cohort (log transformed). The green line indicates 
the dichotomization threshold 0.35 kUA/L. 
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Figure E2: Abundance (relative number of children) in each pattern. BAMSE (all) refer to the total cohort 
(n=3051) and BAMSE (maternal asthma) refer to the strata with children of asthmatic mothers (n=282)  
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Figure E3: Bootstrap results based on the COPSAC2000 data. Each of 100 bootstrapped models is compared 
to the model based on all data, by assessing the correlation between the individual patterns.  
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Figure E4: Association between sensitization patterns and clinical outcomes for COPSAC2000 data (n = 398) 
(black) and BAMSE (n = 3051) data at 4 years (light grey) and at 8 years (dark grey). For eczema the effect 
size is registered as hazard ratios in COPSAC2000 and odds ratios in BAMSE. 
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Figure E5: Association between sensitization patterns and clinical outcomes for children of asthmatic 
mothers for COPSAC2000 data (n = 398) (black) and BAMSE (n = 282) data at 4 years (light grey) and at 8 
years (dark grey). For eczema the effect size is registered as hazard ratios in COPSAC2000 and odds ratios in 
BAMSE. 
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Abstract  
 

Background 

Component resolved diagnostics provide an opportunity to study allergic sensitization in a new way 

where different phenotypes can be created based on biologically meaningful allergenic protein-

groups. 

Objective 

To explore how sensitization to allergenic protein-groups is associated with asthma and allergic 

rhinitis in childhood. 

Methods  

Allergic sensitization to 112 components was measured utilizing the ImmunoCAP Immuno Solid-

phase Allergen Chip® (ISAC) in 269 children from the Mount Sinai Pediatric Allergy Clinic, a 

university-based outpatient practice. Fifteen protein-groups were extracted from these components 

(PR-10, pectate lyase, tropomyosin, nsLTP, profilin, cysteine protease, NPC2 family, lipocalin, 

albumin, Ole e 1 homologue, beta expansin, grasses, molds, weeds and trees). History of or current 

asthma and allergic rhinitis was registered by questionnaire. Associations between protein-groups, 

asthma, and allergic rhinitis were determined using logistic regression. Results were adjusted for 

gender and age and for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction. 

Results 

There was a significant association between sensitization to components in the lipocalin protein-

group and asthma (aOR=2.47 [1.49;4.10], p=0.0004). None of the protein-groups that mainly 

included house dust mites were associated with asthma (aOR cysteine protease=1.72 [0.90;3.30], 

p=0.10 and NPC2 family=1.51 [0.75;3.06], p=0.25).  Similarly, we found significant associations 

between PR-10, pectate lyase and grass pollen protein-groups and allergic rhinitis, with PR-10 

showing the strongest association (aOR=4.31 [2.37;7.82], p<0.0001). 

Conclusion 

Sensitization phenotypes based on protein-groups is a novel and meaningful approach when 

analyzing associations to allergic diseases. Asthma was associated with the lipocalin protein-group 

and allergic rhinitis was associated with the PR-10, pectate lyase, and grass pollen protein-groups.   
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Clinical Implications: 

This study is the first to propose to use component resolved diagnostics to identify phenotypes of 

sensitization based on protein-groups across the different allergens.  

 

Capsule Summary: 

Fifteen protein-groups that included inhalant allergens were identified from component resolved 

diagnostics. We found that asthma was associated with the lipocalin protein-group and allergic 

rhinitis was associated to the PR-10, pectate lyase, and grass pollen protein-groups.   

 

Keywords: Sensitization, ISAC, Protein-groups, Allergen Components, Asthma, Allergic Rhinitis, 

Specific IgE, Children  
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Abbreviations 

ISAC = Immuno Solid-phase Allergen Chip 

ISU = ISAC Standard Units 

OR = Odds Ratio 

sIgE = specific Immunoglobulin E 

PR-10 = Pathogenesis-Related proteins of class-10 

NPC2 = Niemann-Pick type C2 

nsLTP = non-specific Lipid Transfer Proteins 
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Introduction 

Traditionally, allergic sensitization is assessed using mixed allergen extracts to measure sIgE in 

serum and/or skin prick testing. While these tests are sensitive in the detection of a clinical allergy, 

they lack specificity27,128. Allergen component resolved diagnostics (CRD) have attracted 

considerable attention in recent years, offering the potential for a more accurate assessment of 

allergy. Instead of using allergen extracts consisting of mixtures of component proteins, CRD uses 

pure individual allergen proteins that provide more specific test results48. 

This novel way of characterizing sensitization offers innovative opportunities for management of 

allergy. Today, the identification of allergic sensitization to specific proteins and molecular 

components of allergens is most frequently used to help detect cross-reactivity50–53, to indicate who 

can undergo an oral food-challenge, and who will most likely benefit from immunotherapy54–57. We 

propose to use CRD to identify different phenotypes of sensitization, created based on biologically 

meaningful protein-groups reflecting evolutionary relationships between allergens from different 

sources, which may be more closely related to clinical disease and could possibly lead to new 

targets in immunotherapy.  

There is one commercially available protein microarray kit for allergy, the ImmunoCAP Immuno 

Solid-phase Allergen Chip ® (ISAC) (Thermo Fisher), which offers the possibility of analyzing 

specific IgE (sIgE) against 112 components of purified natural and recombinant proteins from 51 

different allergenic sources using just 30 µL of serum.  

This study reports the results from a cross-sectional cohort of 269 children recruited from the 

Mount Sinai Pediatric Allergy Clinic, a university-based outpatient clinic. The primary objective 

was to explore how sensitization to any of the protein-groups that included inhalant allergens was 

associated with a history of or current asthma and allergic rhinitis. As a secondary outcome, we 

investigated how the most recent sIgE level of 7 inhalant allergens predicted each of the 

components that constituted the allergen in question.  

We utilized results of sensitization to 112 component proteins analyzed with ImmunoCAP ISAC, 

resulting in 15 protein-groups containing at least one inhalant allergen (PR-10, pectate lyase, 

tropomyosin, nsLTP, profilin, cysteine protease, NPC2 family, lipocalin, albumin, Ole e 1 

homologue, beta expansin, grasses, molds, weeds and trees).  History of or current asthma and 

allergic rhinitis was registered by questionnaire. Additionally, the most recent level of sIgE to birch, 

ragweed, timothy grass, dog, cat, D. pteronyssinus, and D. farinae was noted. 
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Methods 

Design 

269 children from the Jaffe Food Allergy Institute, our Pediatric, university-based, outpatient 

practice, were included in this study from November 2011 to April 2013. The practice draws 

referrals from the New York City area. All children seen at the clinic between the ages of 1 and 18 

years were eligible for enrollment in the study.  

Ethics 

The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Icahn School of 

Medicine at Mount Sinai.  

Allergic Sensitization 

IgE antibodies to 112 components were evaluated in our laboratory with the ImmunoCAP ISAC. A 

child was considered sensitized to the component if there was a detectable level of antibody to the 

component in question (≥ 0.1 ISAC standard units (ISU)). 

Fifteen protein-groups were created based on the WHO/IUIS Allergen Nomenclature Database110 . 

We only created a protein-group if there was more than one component from the ImmunoCAP 

ISAC that belonged to the particular group, if at least one component was derived from an inhalant 

allergen, and where at least 10% of the children (i.e. 27) were positive. The latter criteria only 

excluded the polcalcin group (Bet v 4 and Phl p 7), to which only 6 children demonstrated 

sensitization. 

Of the 15 protein-groups, 4 consisted of the remaining components from the grass, mold, weed, and 

tree allergens that could not be grouped based on protein-class, and were therefore not created using 

the strict biochemical criteria used to establish the other 11 groups. It is important to keep in mind 

that, for example, the “trees” protein-group does not include all components that are part of any tree 

allergen. The groups established based on these criteria are listed in Table 1. A child was 

considered positive to a protein-group if he or she had a detectable IgE antibody level to any of the 

components within the group.  

The most recent sIgE level (if any) to the following inhalant allergens was noted from the electronic 

medical record: birch, ragweed, timothy grass, dog, cat, D. pteronyssinus, and D. farinae. The 

levels were noted as a continuous variable in kUA/L. 
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Clinical Outcomes 

Asthma and allergic rhinitis were determined based on questionnaires filled out by the parents. The 

children were all seen by a doctor just prior to the parents filling out the questionnaire, and their 

symptoms and diagnosis of asthma and/or allergic rhinitis were reviewed. History of or current 

asthma and allergic rhinitis was thereafter noted by the parents in the questionnaire. 

Statistical Methods 

Associations between protein-groups, asthma, and allergic rhinitis were estimated using logistic 

regression analysis calculating odds ratios (OR). Results were both reported as crude ORs and 

adjusted ORs, where we adjusted for gender and age. The results that remained significant after 

correction for multiple analyses using Bonferroni correction were marked in red. 

To investigate if any one component of an allergenic protein-group was responsible for the 

association between the entire group and the outcome, we also analyzed associations between all 

the individual components of the significant protein-groups and the outcomes using logistic 

regression. These results were reported as crude and adjusted ORs in the online repository. 

 

Additional analyses were run to analyze the relationship between most recent sIgE level (birch, 

ragweed, timothy grass, dog, cat, D. pteronyssinus and D. farinae) and individual components of 

the allergen by linear regression, using sIgE level as the explanatory variable and the component 

level as the dependent variable. The results were expressed as coefficient of determination (R) and 

as estimates with 95% confidence intervals. To visually compare the different components of each 

allergen, these results were also reported using scatterplots, where all components of each protein 

were plotted in the same graph and compared to the sIgE level.  

The sIgE values to whole proteins and components were square root transformed in order to 

improve the normal distribution of the data.  

 

All analyses were run in SAS 9.2 for Windows (SAS institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA), and p-values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant.  
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Results 

Baseline 

This study included 269 children ranging in age from 1.25 to 17.33 years (mean 8.4 years, median 

8.2 years). The sIgE was measured to birch in 153 children (57%), ragweed in 74 children (28%), 

timothy grass in 60 children (22%), dog in 69 children (26%), cat in 59 children (22%), D. 

pteronyssinus in 61 children (23%), and D. farinae in 61 children (23%). Baseline characteristics 

and median sIgE levels with interquartile ranges are outlined in Table 2. 

Protein-Groups and Associations to Clinical Outcomes 

The components that comprised the 15 different allergen protein-groups included in this study, and 

the number of children positive to each group, are outlined in Table 1. We found significant 

associations between being sensitized to components in the lipocalin, albumin, tropomyosin, and 

pectate lyase protein-groups and a history of or current asthma after adjusting for gender and age. 

Sensitization to the lipocalin protein-group remained significant after adjusting for multiple testing 

using Bonferroni correction (aOR=2.47 [1.49;4.10], p=0.0004) (Figure 1 and Table E1). Being 

sensitized to components in any of the protein-groups that mainly included house dust mites was 

not associated with asthma (aOR cysteine protease=1.72 [0.90;3.30], p=0.10 and NPC2 family=1.51 

[0.75;3.06], p=0.25). 

When breaking down the significant protein-groups into individual components, we did not find 

that any one component of the lipocalin or albumin protein-group was responsible for the 

association between the entire group and asthma (Table E2). However, in the tropomyosin group, 

only Pen m 1 (shrimp) showed a significant association to asthma (aOR=1.94 [1.08;3.48], p=0.026), 

not Bla g 7 (cockroach), Der p 10 (D. pteronyssinus) nor Ani s 3 (roundworm) (p from 0.06 to 

0.36). Likewise, in the pectate lyase group, only Amb a 1 (ragweed) was significantly associated 

with asthma (aOR=3.57 [1.12;11.4], p=0.032) and not Cup a 1 (Arizona cypress) nor Cry j 1 

(Japanese cedar) (p=0.40 and 0.49 respectively). None of these single components remained 

significant after adjusting for multiple testing.  

We found significant associations between sensitization to components in the PR-10, pectate lyase, 

profilin, grasses, trees, Ole e 1 homologue, and beta expansin protein-groups and a history of or 

current allergic rhinitis after adjusting for gender and age. Sensitization to the PR-10, pectate lyase, 

and grasses remained significant after adjusting for multiple testing (aOR=4.31 [2.37;7.82], 

p=<0.0001; 2.67 [1.47;4.85], p=0.001 and 2.47 [1.37;4.45], p=0.003 respectively) (Figure 2 and 
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Table E3).  

Analysis of the significant protein-groups broken down into individual components did not show 

that any one component of the PR-10, pectate lyase, profilin, or grasses protein-group was 

responsible for the association between the entire group and allergic rhinitis (Table E4). However, 

in the Ole e 1 homologue group, beta expansin group, and tree pollen group, only Ole e 1 (olive 

tree), Cyn d 1 (Bermuda grass), and Pla a 2 (Sycamore tree showed a significant association to 

allergic rhinitis (aOR=3.72 [1.25;11.1], p=0.019; 2.55 [1.40;4.67], p=0.002 and 2.73 [1.46;5.10], 

p=0.002 respectively); only the association with Pla a 2 remained significant after adjusting for 

multiple testing. 

Relationship Between sIgE Level and Components 

The ISAC analysis includes 3 birch components (Bet v 1, 2, and 4), one ragweed component (Amb 

a 1), 7 timothy grass components (Phl p 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, and 12), 4 dog components (Can f 1, 2, 3, 

and 5), 3 cat components (Fel d 1, 2, and 4), 3 D. pteronyssinus components (Der p 1, 2, and 10), 

and 2 D. farinae components (Der f 1 and 2). The relationships between the most recent sIgE level 

and the components of each allergen are outlined in Table 3. 

The most recent sIgE level to birch is most closely related to Bet v 1 out of the 3 components (R 

Bet v 1=0.76, Bet v 2=0.35 and Bet v 3=0.10). Similarly sIgE to timothy grass is most closely 

related to Phl p 5 (R Phl p 1=0.51, Phl p 2=0.52, Phl p 4=0.32, Phl p 5=0.65, Phl p 6=0.44, Phl p 

11=0.53 and Phl p 12=0.57), sIgE to dog to Can f 1 (R Can f 1=0.68, Can f 2=0.53, Can f 3=0.46 

and Can f 5=0.24), sIgE to cat to Fel d 1 (R Fel d 1=0.75, Fel d 2=0.22 and Fel d 4=0.62), sIgE to 

D. pteronyssinus to Der p 2 (R Der p 1=0.62, Der p 2=0.82 and Der p 10=0.00) and sIgE to D. 

Farinae to Der f 2 (R Der f 1=0.68 and Der f 2=0.79). These results are also visualized in 

scatterplots, where all components of each protein are plotted in the same graph and compared to 

the sIgE level (Figure E1-E7). 
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Discussion 
Main Findings 

We used results from the ImmunoCAP ISAC analysis to extract 15 allergenic protein-groups 

containing inhalant allergens from the 112 components available, and associated them to current or 

a history of asthma and allergic rhinitis in 269 children. Sensitization to components in the lipocalin 

protein-group was associated with asthma when adjusting for gender, age, and multiple testing. 

Similarly, sensitization to components in the PR-10, pectate lyase, and grass pollen protein-groups 

were associated with current or a history of allergic rhinitis, where PR-10 showed the strongest 

association.  

When comparing most recent sIgE level to the individual components of the allergen in question, 

we found that sIgE to birch was most closely related to Bet v 1, timothy grass to Phl p 5, dog to Can 

f 1, cat to Fel d 1, D. pteronyssinus to Der p 2, and D. farinae to Der f 2.  

 

Strengths and Limitations of the Study 

To our knowledge, this is the first clinical study to investigate sensitization to multiple protein-

groups and their association to asthma and allergic rhinitis, which is a major strength of the study. 

Additionally, it is the first study to analyze the relationship between most recent sIgE level to 

multiple inhalant allergens and individual components of the allergen in question. This study 

suggests a new way of interpreting allergic sensitization across different allergens according to 

biologically meaningful allergenic protein-groups. This is particularly important when investigating 

clinical diseases, where some components are more closely associated with clinical disease, similar 

to what has been seen in food allergy; e.g. Ara h 2 is most closely related to symptomatic peanut 

allergy 54. 

A limitation of the study is the selected high-risk study population, i.e. children visiting our 

outpatient clinic for concerns of food and/or inhalant allergies. It is possible that this population 

differs from others with regard to allergen exposures (house cleaning, pets in the house etc.), which 

may impact sensitization in childhood109. Additionally, the population is from the Northeastern US, 

and other allergens may be of relevance in study groups originating from different geographical 

areas. 

Another limitation is the definition of asthma and allergic rhinitis. Being based on a questionnaire, 

there is always a risk of misclassification. However, the children were all seen by an allergist just 

prior to the parents filling out the questionnaire, and their symptoms and diagnosis of asthma and/or 
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allergic rhinitis were reviewed, minimizing the risk of misclassification. 

Our additional study of relationships between sIgE level and component levels could only include 

“most recent” sIgE level, because sIgE measurements to the individual allergens were not obtained 

when the children were enrolled in the study. This is an important limitation, and the results should 

therefore be interpreted with caution. However, the comparison of each of the components of an 

allergen should not be affected by this factor, but the relationship between sIgE and components 

may be weaker in our study than if the sIgE measurement was obtained at the same time as the 

ImmunoCAP ISAC. 

Interpretation 

We found that only sensitization to components in the lipocalin protein-group was associated with 

asthma. None of the protein-groups containing house dust mite components were associated with 

asthma. Sensitization to components in the PR-10, pectate lyase, and grass pollen protein-groups 

was associated with allergic rhinitis. Additionally, we found that when comparing most recent sIgE 

level to the individual components of the allergen in question, sIgE to birch was most closely 

related to Bet v 1, timothy grass to Phl p 5, dog to Can f 1, cat to Fel d 1, D. pteronyssinus to Der p 

2, and D. farinae to Der f 2. 

Other studies have shown an association between sensitization to dog, cat, and/or horse with 

asthma46,98,99,111,112. One Swedish study of 65 asthmatic children (6-18 years old) with sensitization 

to a furry animal analyzed sensitization to individual components of the dog, cat, horse, grass, and 

birch allergens and found that being sensitized to 3 or more components of the lipocalin protein-

group was associated with having more severe asthma,111 in line with our findings. Interestingly, 

many other studies have found that sensitization to house dust mite is related to asthma and 

wheezing46,47,98,99, but none of the protein-groups in this study that included house dust mites were 

associated with asthma. The high-risk nature of our cohort may drive the families to take extra 

precautions to limit the amount of dust exposure in the house, which would give a weaker 

association between house dust mites and asthma109. 

We could not find any previous studies that have looked at sensitization to protein-groups and 

association with allergic rhinitis. It was no surprise that sensitization to the PR-10, pectate lyase, 

and grass pollen protein-groups was associated with allergic rhinitis since tree and grass pollens are 

the main constituents of these groups. However, it was interesting that we did not see an association 
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between sensitization to any of the other protein-groups and allergic rhinitis, since they all included 

inhalant allergens. 

Studies of sensitization typically look at monosensitization or polysensitization to allergens made 

from animal dander or other whole allergens and compare that to a clinical outcome46,98,99,112. The 

problem is that this method cannot distinguish whether the sensitization is primary (species 

specific) or a result of cross-reactivity to proteins with similar protein structures113.  

The association between the lipocalin protein-group and asthma is not easily understood. Other 

groups have proposed that polysensitization to lipocalins is not actually causing the disease, but is 

merely a marker of extensive exposure leading to polysensitization and severe disease, a 

phenomena that could be referred to as “molecular spreading”111,114.  Lipocalins represent the 

largest mammalian allergen family. They share sequence identities of only 20–30%, but their 

tertiary structures are highly similar. Mammalian lipocalin allergens are found in urine, dander, and 

saliva. They are sticky molecules, become airborne easily, disperse effectively, and are widely 

present in indoor environments115. The exposure is significant, but the linkage to asthma is not 

explained by this alone, and could be due to induction of polysensitization as mentioned above. In 

humans, lipocalins seem to possess important properties that protect against asthma: they are an 

important part of the antimicrobial defense, they protect against airway inflammation, and they 

transport small hydrophobic molecules into the cells such as steroids116. Another study has found 

that there is cross-reactivity between human tear lipocalin and Can f 1, and between Can f 1 and 

Can f 2117. Is it possible that cross-reactivity to human lipocalins is causing or worsening the 

disease? 

Our study on the relationship between sIgE levels to inhalant allergens and the components of the 

allergen in question is unique. To our knowledge, there has only been one study reporting this 

relationship using ISAC results, and they report a strong correlation between sIgE to cat and Fel d 1 

(R=0.93)111. They did not report relationships between any of the other allergens. They found a 

stronger relation than we did (R=0.75), possibly due to the fact that our sIgE levels were not 

measured at the same time that the ImmunoCAP ISAC analyses were done. 

The relationships between the individual sIgE levels and components that we have described in this 

study suggest which components are the most clinically relevant allergenic proteins. This may have 

implications for both clinical practice and research, where analysis of or targeting therapy to 
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irrelevant components can be spared. It seems as if only 1-2 components per allergen are relevant, 

but further studies are necessary to confirm these findings, including the comparison of 

ImmunoCAP analysis of each component with the ISAC results, and evaluation of more 

components than what are available on the ISAC today. 

CRD offers new possibilities for both clinicians and researchers in the field of allergy and 

immunology. With the focus on protein-groups, we propose a new way of interpreting sensitization 

– not only when evaluating possible cross-reactivity, but also when assessing associations to 

clinical diseases such as asthma and allergic rhinitis. This may add another angle to the practical 

advice physicians give their patients, particularly when it comes to pets in the home. A positive 

sIgE to e.g. dog may not have to be a major concern when decisions are made regarding whether or 

not to limit pet exposure in asthma prone families- it seems that only sensitization to the lipocalin 

component of dog should be a concern. This approach also gives new perspectives on clinical 

research, and opens new possibilities in treatment strategies. Further studies may reveal that it is 

more effective and have fewer side effects to target immunotherapy to specific relevant protein-

groups in patients with severe asthma and allergic rhinitis, and not to a mixture of whole allergens 

the way it is being done today.  

 

Conclusion 

This study suggests a novel way of analyzing and interpreting allergen sensitization. Different 

clinical phenotypes based on protein-group sensitization offer new perspectives for both researchers 

and clinicians. In our study, we investigated associations between sensitization to these protein-

groups and allergic disease, but the implications extend to all studies that include measurements of 

IgE sensitization. We found that asthma was associated with the lipocalin protein-group and allergic 

rhinitis was associated to the PR-10, pectate lyase, and grass pollen protein-groups.    
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Figures 

Figure 1: Associations between protein-groups and asthma. Results are shown as crude and adjusted figures 
for gender and age (OR and aOR respectively). The bar marked in red indicates the association remains 
significant after correcting for multiple testing.  

 
 
Figure 2: Associations between protein-groups and allergic rhinitis. Results are shown crude and adjusted 
for gender and age (OR and aOR respectively). The bars marked in red indicate the associations remain 
significant after correcting for multiple testing. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Description of the different protein-groups and number of children with a detectable IgE level to at 
least one of the components included in each protein-group. 

 

Protein-groups 

 

Components included 

N 

positive/

total 

PR-10 Aln g 1, Bet v 1, Cor a 1-0101, Cor a 1-0401, Mal d 1, Pru p 1, Gly m 

4, and Ara h 8 

193/269 

Pectate lyase Amb a 1, Cry j 1, Cup a 1 98/269 

Tropomyosin Ani s 3, Bla g 7, Der p 10, Pen m 1 77/269 

nsLTP Ara h 9, Cor a 8, Jug r 3, Pru p 3, Tri a 14, Art v 3, Ole e 7 78/269 

Profilin Bet v 2, Hev b 8, Mer a 1, Phl p 12 65/269 

Cysteine protease Act d 1, Der f 1, Der p 1 

 

70/269 

NPC2 family Der f 2, Der p 2, Lep d 2 

 

54/269 

Lipocalin Can f 1, Can f 2, Equ c 1, Fel d 4, Mus m 1 132/269 

Albumin Bos d 6, Gal d 5, Can f 3, Equ c 3, Fel d 2 58/269 

Ole e 1 homologue Ole e 1, Che a 1, Phl p 11, Pla l 1 

 

45/269 

Beta expansin Phl p 1, Cyn d 1 113/269 

Grasses Phl p 2, Phl p 4, Phl p 5, Phl p 6 101/269 

Molds Alt a 1, Alt a 6, Asp f 1, Asp f 3, Asp f 6, Cla h 8 49/269 

Weeds Art v 1, Par j 2, Sal k 1 43/269 

Trees Ole e 9, Pla a 1, Pla a 2 95/269 
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Table 2: Baseline characteristics, total N=269  

 N (%) 

Gender, male  183 (68%) 

Current or history of asthma 127 (47%) 

Current or history of allergic rhinitis 178 (66%) 

                       - spring 168 (62%) 

                       - summer 38 (14%) 

                       - fall 87 (32%) 

                      - winter 18 (6.7%) 

  

sIgE measurements 

sIgE measurements 

Median (25%-75%) 

Median (25%-75%) Birch, N=153 5.75 (0.56-32.7) 

Ragweed, N=74 0.61 (0-1.67) 

Timothy grass, N=60 1.16 (0.17-3.14) 

Dog, N=69 2.89 (0.55-21.2) 

Cat, N=59 3.37 (0-13.4) 

D. pteronyssinus, N=61 0 (0-1.72) 

D. farinae, N=61 0 (0-1.2) 
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Table 3: Relationship between most recent sIgE level and component levels using linear regression, where 
sIgE level is the explanatory variable and component level is the dependent variable. 

Component N R Estimate 95% CI p-value 

Birch sIgE vs. Bet v 1 153 0.76 0.58 [0.50;0.66] <0.0001 

Birch sIgE vs. Bet v 2 153 0.35 0.13 [0.07;0.19] <0.0001 

Birch sIgE vs. Bet v 4 153 0.10 0.03 [-0.01;0.07] 0.16 

Ragweed sIgE vs. Amb a 1 74 0.65 0.42 [0.30;0.53] <0.0001 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 1 60 0.51 0.41 [0.23;0.59] <0.0001 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 2 60 0.52 0.22 [0.12;0.31] <0.0001 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 4 60 0.32 0.10 [0.02;0.18] 0.0160 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 5 60 0.65 0.60 [0.41;0.78] <0.0001 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 6 60 0.44 0.16 [0.07;0.24] 0.0005 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 11 60 0.53 0.01 [0.01;0.02] <0.0001 

Timothy grass sIgE vs. Phl p 12 60 0.57 0.28 [0.17;0.39] 0.0009 

Dog sIgE vs. Can f 1 69 0.68 0.62 [0.46;0.94] <0.0001 

Dog sIgE vs. Can f 2 69 0.53 0.32 [0.20;0.44] <0.0001 

Dog sIgE vs. Can f 3 69 0.46 0.22 [0.12;0.33] <0.0001 

Dog sIgE vs. Can f 5 69 0.24 0.08 [0.003;0.16] 0.00422 

Cat sIgE vs. Fel d 1 59 0.75 0.76 [0.59;0.94] <0.0001 

Cat sIgE vs. Fel d 2 59 0.22 0.08 [-0.02;0.18] 0.10 

Cat sIgE vs. Fel d 4 59 0.62 0.20 [0.13;0.26] <0.0001 

D. pteronyssinus sIgE vs. Der p 1 61 0.62 0.40 [0.27;0.53] <0.0001 

D. pteronyssinus sIgE vs. Der p 2 61 0.82 0.69 [0.57;0.82] <0.0001 

D. pteronyssinus sIgE vs. Der p 10 61 0.00 0.04 [-0.26;0.34] 0.24 

D. farinae sIgE vs. Der f 1 61 0.68 0.44 [0.32;0.57] <0.0001 

D. farinae sIgE vs. Der f 2 61 0.79 0.73 [0.58;0.88] <0.0001 
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Figure E1: Scatter-plot of relationship between sIgE level to birch and the level of birch components. Values 
are square root transformed. The highest coefficient of determination (R) is noted. 
 

 

Figure E2: Scatter-plot of relationship between sIgE level to ragweed and the level of ragweed component 
Amb a 1. Values are square root transformed. The coefficient of determination (R) is noted. 
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Figure E3: Scatter-plot of relationship between sIgE level to timothy grass and the level of timothy grass 
components. Values are square root transformed. The highest coefficient of determination (R) is noted. 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure E4: Scatter-plot of relationship between sIgE level to dog and the level of dog components. Values 
are square root transformed. The highest coefficient of determination (R) is noted. 
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Figure E5: Scatter-plot of relationship between sIgE level to cat and the level of cat components. Values are 
square root transformed. The highest coefficient of determination (R) is noted. 
 

 

 
 
Figure E6: Scatter-plot of relationship between sIgE level to D. pteronyssinus and the level of D. 
pteronyssinus components. Values are square root transformed. The highest coefficient of determination (R) 
is noted. 
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Figure E7: Scatter-plot of relationship between sIgE level to D. farinae and the level of D. farinae 
components. Values are square root transformed. The highest coefficient of determination (R) is noted. 
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Table E1: Association between protein-groups and asthma. 

Protein-groups N/total OR [CI] p aOR^ p 

PR-10 193/269 1.96 [1.13;3.38] 0.0160 1.59 [0.90;2.83] 0.11 

Pectate lyase 98/269 1.76 [1.07;2.90] 0.0267 1.71 [1.03;2.84] 0.0394 

Tropomyosin 77/269 1.75 [1.03;2.99] 0.0388 1.88 [1.09;3.24] 0.0240 

nsLTP 78/269 1.81 [1.06;3.09] 0.0278 1.71 [0.99;2.93] 0.0531 

Profilin 65/269 1.31 [0.75;2.29] 0.34 1.24 [0.70;2.20] 0.45 

Cysteine protease 70/269 1.26 [0.73;2.17] 0.41 1.12 [0.64;1.95] 0.70 

NPC2 54/269 0.72 [0.39;1.32] 0.29 0.63 [0.34;1.17] 0.14 

Lipocalin 132/269 2.29 [1.40;3.73] 0.0008 2.47 [1.49;4.10] 0.0004 

Albumin 58/269 2.16 [1.19;3.92] 0.0105 2.17 [1.19;3.98] 0.0120 

Ole e 1 homologue 45/269 1.08 [0.57;2.06] 0.81 0.99 [0.52;1.90] 0.98 

Beta expansin 113/269 1.11 [0.68;1.80] 0.68 0.98 [0.59;1.61] 0.93 

Grasses 101/269 1.70 [1.03;2.80] 0.0360 1.59 [0.96;2.64] 0.07 

Molds 49/269 1.63 [0.87;3.04] 0.12 1.40 [0.74;2.66] 0.30 

Weeds 43/269 1.51 [0.78;2.91] 0.23 1.35 [0.69;2.64] 0.38 

Trees 95/269 1.31 [0.79;2.16] 0.29 1.27 [0.77;2.12] 0.35 

^ Adjusted for gender and age 
ORs marked with red remain significant after Bonferroni correction (multiply p-value by 15) 
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Table E2: Association between components of significant protein-groups and asthma 

Components N/total OR [CI] p aOR^ p 

Fel d 4 (lipocalin) 39/269 1.97 [0.98;3.95] 0.0526 2.19 [1.06;4.53] 0.0339 

Can f 1 (lipocalin) 114/269 2.12 [1.30;3.47] 0.0026 2.31 [1.39;3.85] 0.0012 

Can f 2 (lipocalin) 61/269 3.53 [1.90;6.53] <0.0001 3.64 [1.94;6.86] <0.0001 

Equ c 1 (lipocalin) 36/269 2.19 [1.06;4.54] 0.0313 2.19 [1.04;4.59] 0.0386 

Mus m 1 (lipocalin) 30/269 1.53 [0.71;3.30] 0.27 1.54 [0.71;3.36] 0.27 

Bos d 6 (albumin) 30/269 3.51 [1.50;8.20] 0.0024 3.58 [1.51;8.48] 0.0037 

Gal d 5 (albumin) 12/269 0.79 [0.24;2.56] 0.69 0.82 [0.25;2.68] 0.74 

Can f 3 (albumin) 23/269 4.52 [1.63;12.6] 0.0018 4.92 [1.75;13.9] 0.0026 

Equ c 3 (albumin) 16/269 8.67 [1.93;39.0] 0.0009 9.90 [2.18;45.0] 0.0030 

Fel d 2 (albumin) 41/269 3.68 [1.76;7.71] 0.0003 3.66 [1.73;7.73] 0.0007 

Ani s 3 (tropomyosin) 43/269 1.35 [0.70;2.59] 0.37 1.37 [0.70;2.65] 0.36 

Bla g 7 (tropomyosin) 53/269 1.60 [0.87;2.93] 0.13 1.80 [0.97;3.36] 0.06 

Der p 10 (tropomyosin) 66/269 1.60 [0.92;2.80] 0.10 1.73 [0.98;3.07] 0.06 

Pen m 1 (tropomyosin) 64/269 1.75 [0.99;3.09] 0.05 1.94 [1.08;3.48] 0.0259 

Amb a 1 (pectate lyase) 17/269 3.93 [1.25;12.4] 0.0125 3.57 [1.12;11.4] 0.0321 

Cup a 1 (pectate lyase) 83/269 1.31 [0.78;2.19] 0.31 1.25 [0.74;2.12] 0.40 

Cry j 1 (pectate lyase) 74/269 1.26 [0.74;2.15] 0.40 1.21 [0.70;2.09] 0.49 
^ Adjusted for gender and age 
ORs marked with red remain significant after Bonferroni correction (multiply p-value by 17) 
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Table E3: Associations between protein-groups and allergic rhinitis. 

Protein-groups N/total OR [CI] p aOR [CI] p 

PR-10 193/269 5.49 [3.10;9.73] <0.0001 4.31 [2.37;7.82] <0.0001 

Pectate lyase 98/269 2.77 [1.55;4.93] 0.0004 2.67 [1.47;4.85] 0.0012 

Tropomyosin 77/269 0.85 [0.49;1.49] 0.58 0.91 [0.51;1.61] 0.73 

nsLTP 78/269 1.57 [0.88;2.81] 0.13 1.38 [0.76;2.53] 0.29 

Profilin 65/269 2.79 [1.40;5.55] 0.0026 2.64 [1.31;5.34] 0.0069 

Cysteine protease 70/269 2.04 [1.09;3.82] 0.0241 1.72 [0.90;3.30] 0.10 

NPC2 54/269 1.80 [0.91;3.56] 0.09 1.51 [0.75;3.06] 0.25 

Lipocalin 132/269 1.36 [0.82;2.27] 0.23 1.50 [0.88;2.56] 0.14 

Albumin 58/269 1.30 [0.69;2.45] 0.41 1.27 [0.66;2.44] 0.48 

Ole e 1 homol 45/269 2.72 [1.21;6.13] 0.0126 2.41 [1.05;5.53] 0.0371 

Beta expansin 113/269 2.39 [1.39;4.11] 0.0014 2.04 [1.17;3.58] 0.0126 

Grasses 101/269 2.72 [1.54;4.81] 0.0005 2.47 [1.37;4.45] 0.0026 

Molds 49/269 1.52 [0.76;3.04] 0.23 1.17 [0.57;2.41] 0.67 

Weeds 42/269 1.84 [0.86;3.93] 0.11 1.54 [0.70;3.37] 0.28 

Trees 95/269 2.37 [1.34;4.20] 0.0027 2.33 [1.29;4.21] 0.0050 
^ Adjusted for gender and age 
ORs marked with red remain significant after Bonferroni correction (multiply p-value by 15) 
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Table E4: Association between components of significant protein-groups and allergic rhinitis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

^ Adjusted for gender and age 
ORs marked with red remain significant after Bonferroni correction (multiply p-value by 29)	  

Components N/total OR [CI] p aOR^ p 

Bet v 1 (PR-10) 174/269 4.52 [2.63;7.76] <0.0001 3.64 [2.07;6.38] <0.0001 

Cor a 1_0101 (PR-10) 89/269 6.46 [3.14;7.34] <0.0001 5.23 [2.50;10.9] <0.0001 

Cor a 1_0401 (PR-10) 181/269 4.86 [2.80;8.42] <0.0001 3.86 [2.17;6.84] <0.0001 

Mal d 1 (PR-10) 170/269 6.90 [3.94;12.1] <0.0001 5.76 [3.24;10.3] <0.0001 

Pru p 1 (PR-10) 128/269 4.62 [2.62;8.13] <0.0001 3.85 [2.15;6.90] <0.0001 

Gly m 4 (PR-10) 110/269 3.63 [2.04;6.46] <0.0001 3.07 [1.70;5.56] 0.0002 

Ara h 8 (PR-10) 119/269 3.76 [2.14;6.60] <0.0001 3.04 [1.70;5.45] 0.0002 

Act d 8 (PR-10) 56/269 4.56 [1.97;10.5] 0.0001 3.86 [1.64;9.07] 0.0019 

Api g 1 (PR-10) 57/269 7.10 [2.72;18.5] <0.0001 5.63 [2.13;14.9] 0.0005 

Aln g 1 (PR-10) 116/269 7.38 [3.88;14.0] <0.0001 6.34 [3.29;12.2] <0.0001 

Amb a 1 (pectate lyase) 17/269 1.24 [0.42;3.64] 0.69 0.98 [0.32;3.00] 0.97 

Cup a 1 (pectate lyase) 83/269 3.13 [1.67;5.89] 0.0003 3.03 [1.58;5.78] 0.0008 

Cry j 1 (pectate lyase) 74/269 2.80 [1.46;5.35] 0.0015 2.69 [1.38;5.24] 0.0036 

Bet v 2 (profilin) 58/269 2.61 [1.28;5.32] 0.0069 2.28 [1.10;4.74] 0.0270 

Hev b 8 (profilin) 45/269 3.97 [1.61;9.79] 0.0015 4.62 [1.83;11.7] 0.0012 

Mer a 1 (profilin) 40/269 5.51 [1.90;16.2] 0.0006 6.44 [2.17;19.1] 0.0008 

Phl p 12 (profilin) 30/269 5.25 [1.55;17.8] 0.0034 5.59 [1.62;19.3] 0.0065 

Ole e 1 (Ole e 1 homol.) 32/269 4.06 [1.38;12.0] 0.0066 3.72 [1.25;11.1] 0.0186 

Che a 1 (Ole e 1 homol.) 11/269 2.37 [0.50;11.2] 0.34 2.15 [0.43;10.7] 0.35 

Phl p 11 (Ole e 1 homol.) 7/269 1.29 [0.24;6.76] 0.77 1.00 [0.18;5.47] 1.00 

Pla l 1 (Ole e 1 homol.) 4/269 -  -  

Cyn d 1 (beta expansin) 96/269 2.86 [1.66;4.92] 0.0003 2.55 [1.40;4.67] 0.0024 

Phl p 1 (beta expansin) 64/269 2.15 [1.11;4.14] 0.0206 1.48 [0.74;2.96] 0.27 

Phl p 2 (grasses) 12/269 2.65 [0.57;12.4] 0.20 1.47 [0.30;7.14] 0.64 

Phl p 4 (grasses) 82/269 2.28 [1.25;4.15] 0.0064 2.17 [1.17;4.03] 0.0143 

Phl p 5 (grasses) 34/269 3.35 [1.25;8.97] 0.0117 2.82 [1.03;7.71] 0.0442 

Phl p 6 (grasses) 24/269 2.06 [0.74;5.70] 0.16 1.84 [0.64;5.32] 0.26 

Ole e 9 (trees) 13/269 0.81 [0.26;2.55] 0.72 0.62 [0.19;2.03] 0.43 

Pla a 1 (trees) 15/269 3.51 [0.77;15.9] 0.08 3.69 [0.79;17.2] 0.10 

Pla a 2 (trees) 87/269 2.82 [1.54;5.18] 0.0006 2.73 [1.46;5.10] 0.0016 


